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Nederlandstalige Samenvatting
Sociale media data worden steeds belangrijker in de huidige marketingstrategie
van bedrijven. Hiervoor zijn verschillende redenen. Ten eerste is het bewezen dat
sociale media activiteit een significante impact heeft op klantengedrag (bv. klan-
ten uitgaven en winstgevendheid). Ten tweede is de hoeveelheid aan sociale media
data van ongeziene grootte. Zo heeft Facebook bijvoorbeeld meer dan twee mil-
jard gebruikers - dit komt ongeveer overeen met 25% van de wereldbevolking.
Ten laatste, bevat sociale media enorm veel informatie over het gedrag en de ei-
genschappen van de gebruikers.
Bedrijven die adverteren op sociale media hebben twee mogelijke strategiee¨n:
de eerste is een organische strategie. Hierbij proberen bedrijven mond-tot-mond
reclame te stimuleren door organisch bereik te kopen en/of door hun sociale media
content te optimaliseren. Een andere optie is om te kiezen voor een een-op-een
strategie. Hierbij ligt de focus op het identificeren van gebruikers met de grootste
kans om jouw product te kopen en deze gespersonaliseerde reclame te sturen. Voor
deze een-op-een strategie is het echter nodig om te weten of sociale media data
voorspellende waarde heeft. Het doel van dit doctoraat is om de voorspellende
kracht van sociale media data na te gaan op verschillende onderzoeksniveaus.
In Hoofdstuk 2 gaan we op gebruikersniveau na of de gegevens van vrienden
al dan niet toegevoegde waarde bieden in het voorspellen van de aanwezigheid van
de gebruiker op een Facebookevenement. We kunnen besluiten dat dit inderdaad
een rol speelt. Daarenboven kan ook het aantal vrienden dat op aanwezig staat, als
belangrijke indicator beschouwd worden.
Hoofdstuk 3 focust op het netwerkniveau. Deze studie onderzoekt of gedisag-
gregeerde interactie-variabelen op Facebook kunnen voorspellen of twee gebrui-
kers een relatie hebben. De resultaten tonen aan dat het mogelijk is om met grote
accuraatheid te voorspellen welke gebruikers een koppel zijn. Bovendien tonen
we aan dat de gedisaggregeerde variabelen zoals het aantal comments en likes op
foto’s en video’s hierin zeer belangrijk zijn om dit te voorspellen.
Hoofdstuk 4 speelt zich af op het meest geaggregeerde niveau, namelijk pro-
ductperformantie. Deze studie onderzoekt welk sociale media platform (Facebook
of Twitter) de beste voorspeller is van de verkoopcijfers van een film. De resulta-
ten tonen aan dat Facebook een significant betere voorspeller is dan Twitter. Ook
tonen we aan dat de content, gegenereerd door gebruikers, geen extra voorspel-
lende waarde heeft tegenover content van het bedrijf of populariteitmaatstaven van
de Facebook- en Twitterpagina.
xv

Summary
Social media data are becoming increasingly central to firms’ efforts to understand
buyers and develop effective marketing strategies. The reasons are manifold. First,
social media buzz has proven to have a significant impact on key customer metrics,
such as customer spending, cross-buying, and profitability. Second, the volume of
social media data is unprecedented. For example, Facebook has more than 2 bil-
lion users, corresponding to a staggering 25% of the world population. Finally,
social media data contain a lot of information about the preferences and the char-
acteristics of the users.
Companies that want to advertise on social media can adopt two main strate-
gies. The first one is an organic strategy. This implies that companies try to stim-
ulate word-of-mouth by paying for more organic reach and/or by optimizing their
social media content. Another option is to choose for a one-to-one strategy. This
strategy focuses on identifying the users who are most likely to buy your product
and target them directly with personalized ads. In order to implement such an one-
to-one strategy, it is important to know whether social media data have predictive
value. The goal of this dissertation is thus to harness the predictive capacity of
social data on different levels of analysis.
Chapter 2 investigates on the user level whether Facebook friends data have
added value in event attendance prediction. The findings show that Facebook
friends data significantly improve event attendance models in a majority of the
cases. Moreover, we find that the number of friends that attend the event is one of
the top indicators of event attendance.
Chapter 3 focuses on the network level. This study investigates whether dis-
aggregated variables can predict romantic partnership on Facebook. The results
reveal that it is possible to predict somebody’s significant other with high predic-
tive accuracy. We also show that disaggregated variables, such as comments and
likes on photos and videos, are among the top predictors of romantic partnership.
Chapter 4 is situated on the most aggregate level, namely product perfor-
mance. This chapter studies which social media platform (Facebook or Twit-
ter) is the most predictive of movie sales. The results indicate that Facebook is
significantly more indicative of movie sales than Twitter. The results also show
that user-generated content does not significantly increase the predictive power of
models based on marketer-generated content and page popularity indicators of the
Facebook and Twitter page.
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1
General Introduction
This is a PhD dissertation by publication, this means that the manuscript is a col-
lection of research papers (i.e., published or working papers) that are meant to be
standalone. This implies that the chapters can be read independently from each
other.
The first chapter introduces the reader with the context, motivations and the
overarching goal of this dissertation. It also discusses the holistic analytical frame-
work that is used throughout the different chapters. The third section of this chap-
ter describes the data. The final section is dedicated to the main findings, contribu-
tions and practical implications of each study. The goal of this chapter is to provide
context for each of the studies in this dissertation. After reading this chapter, the
reader should be able to situate the different chapters in the social media analytics
literature.
1.1 Introduction
Nowadays social media allows companies to gather data in an inexpensive way
and on a large scale. For example, Facebook has over two billion users and ev-
ery second five new profiles are created [84]. This implies that companies can
tap into a staggering 25% of the world population. Moreover, social media sites
also contain a lot of variables related to a user’s behavior and characteristics that
cannot be found in traditional databases [136]. This large number of potential ob-
servations and the richness in terms of variables results in unparalleled advertising
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opportunities for companies. As a matter of fact, a growing number of studies
is investigating how firms can use this vast amount of information as a source of
insights to develop effective marketing strategies [90].
There are two main advertising strategies that firms can adopt on social media
(Figure 1.1): an organic or a one-to-one strategy. The former strategy focusses
on increasing the overall advertising awareness and reach on Facebook [23]. To
do so firms can focus on their owned and earned social media. Owned social
media refers to the social media content that are created and owned by the firms
itself. Typically these studies focus on adapting the characteristics of their social
media content (e.g., length, type, and timing) to increase reach (e.g., more likes
or comments) [61]. Earned social media refers to social media content that is
generated by the users in the company’s network [222]. These studies typically
focus on the impact of user-generated content on firm metrics [60]. However, a
general problem with most of these studies is that they often study owned and
earned media in isolation and tend to focus on a single social media channel.
A one-to-one strategy implies that firms target the individual users in their net-
work directly to attract their attention [38]. Nowadays targeting on social media is
done indirectly via organic strategies. For example, when posting content on Face-
book advertisers can decide to target consumers based on their socio-demographic
characteristics (e.g., age, gender, and education), location (e.g., country, state or
city), interests and behavior (e.g., leisure activities an opinions) [86]. A first prob-
lem is that these targeting options are more descriptive in nature instead of predic-
tive. This means that the targeting models have a limited number of features and
are rather easy to estimate. A second problem is that the social media platform
often limits the organic reach of your network. For example, on Facebook the or-
ganic reach has declined to 6.5% of your total network, and even to 2% if your
page has more than 500,000 followers [158]. To increase their organic reach ad-
vertisers can pay the social media platform to boost their post and propagate it to a
larger audience. Hence, firms that want to reach a large audience are almost forced
to pay for publicity. A third problem is that the data required to implement this
targeting strategy is not readily available. Hence, firms should know the charac-
teristics of the users who might be buy their product (or service). This implies that
firms have to conduct in-house marketing research projects or hire market research
companies before they can target users on Facebook. In the end, even if they know
the characteristics of their customer base, they will still have to pay the social me-
dia platform to increase their organic reach. As a result companies might end up
paying twice: once to the social media platform and once to the market research
company. While this strategy is effective, there is still room for improvement.
The underlying reason is that these targeting option and organic strategies are still
high-level and the targeting models are rather simple in nature. Hence, we call
these targeting options descriptive. For example, these options describe the gen-
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Figure 1.1: Overview of social media advertising options
eral characteristics of the customer base that companies can use target users on.
However, companies are still not able to target the user directly. In order to effec-
tively implement an one-to-one advertising strategy, it is necessary to transform
these descriptive targeting options to predictive targeting options. For example,
predictive targeting implies that a firm would analyze the data from all the users
in their network and target those with the highest probability to buy a product.
To implement such a strategy it is important to know whether it is feasible to use
social media for predictive purposes. Moreover these targeting models should be
based on a huge set of candidate features and complex prediction models.
This dissertation contributes to literature by assessing the predictive power
of social media for both one-to-one strategies and organic strategies. For one-to-
one strategies the most granular level is the user. On this level, we investigate
whether or not social media data are able to predict individual user behavior with
a user’s characteristics. For example, Chapter 2 investigates whether it is possi-
ble to predict if a user will attend the focal event using his/her Facebook data.
The second level focuses on the network and investigates whether we can predict
the relationship between ego and alter using their interactions within the network.
For example, Chapter 3 predicts whether or not ego and alter are each other’s sig-
nificant other using disaggregated features based upon the interactions between
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ego and alter. The question of whether or not social media are predictive is non-
trivial, since it allows companies to implement targeted and proactive marketing
approaches [38]. For example, applied to event attendance a targeted marketing
approach does not rely on mass advertising to create awareness for the focal event.
Instead, targeted strategies try to identify the people with the highest (or smallest)
likelihood to attend the event and attempts to appeal to those users with specific
actions. A proactive approach in this case involves identifying in advance the in-
vitees who are most likely to attend or not and taking specific action in advance of
the event to influence the overall attendance such as sending targeted communica-
tions to that person’s friends to attempt to influence their behavior. For the organic
reach, we focus on whether or not product (or firm) performance indicators can be
predicted using data from a product’s (or firm’s) official social media page. To in-
vestigate the predictive capacity of social media, we focus on both users-generated
and marketer-generated content from several social media channels. For example,
Chapter 4 compares which social media platform is most indicative of box office
sales. To evaluate the predictive power of social media, we propose a data ana-
lytical system. The purpose of this system is to (1) assess the predictive capacity
of social media and evaluate which algorithms perform best, and (2) to determine
which variables are the driving force of predictive performance.
The next section introduces the general data analytical framework that is ap-
plied throughout each chapter. The final section summarizes the main findings,
contributions and managerial implications of three studies.
1.2 Analytical framework
We use an adaptation of the popular CRISP-DM methodology, which stands for
‘Cross-Industry Standard Process for Data Mining’. According to a survey on the
popular data science community KDNuggets, CRISP-DM is the most widely used
and well-known methodology in data analytics [183]. CRISP-DM organizes the
data mining process in several sequential steps. These steps help practitioners in
conducting and structuring the data mining process. Hence, it can be seen as a
blueprint for planning and conducting data analytical research [43]. The original
CRISP-DM model involves the following six steps:
1. Business understanding: This phase involves analyzing the business envi-
ronment, defining the business objectives and setting the data mining goals
to solve the current business problem.
2. Data understanding: This step begins with collecting the initial sources and
getting familiar with the data. Next, data description and exploration report
can be made and possible problems with the data quality can be identified.
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Figure 1.2: Analytical framework
3. Data preparation: This step selects and cleans the relevant data sources.
Next, various predictors are calculated and the different data sources are
merged into the final basetable(s).
4. Modeling: This stage selects several prediction algorithms and uses these
algorithms to build predictive models. This stage also includes the test de-
sign (e.g., cross-validation).
5. Evaluation: This steps evaluates the performance of the predictive models
developed in the previous step. The results are also checked for consistency
with data mining goals and business objectives.
6. Deployment: This stage involves deploying the data mining models in real-
time to assist managers in the decision making process.
Figure 1.2 summarizes the holistic analytical framework applied in our stud-
ies. Several small adaptations are made to this framework. The main modification
in our framework is the addition of the sensitivity analysis step (step 6 in our
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framework). This step assesses which variables are important and uncovers the
relationship between predictors and response by means of variable importances
and partial plots. As with the evaluation step, the results of the sensitivity analy-
sis are tested against the objectives and the goals of the study. One might argue
that the sensitivity analysis step can be seen as a part of the evaluation phase of
the CRISP-DM model. However, we believe that a separate step in the analytical
framework is necessary for the following reasons. First, in the original CRISP-DM
framework Chapman et al. [43] only implicitly assume that sensitivity analysis is
part of the evaluation phase. They state that this phase evaluates the accuracy ad
the generality of the model. Second, the sensitivity analysis step uses the results
of both the modeling and the evaluation step. Hence, it can be seen a synthesis
of both steps. Third, the sensitivity analysis step requires the modeler to conduct
several analyses that are not performed in the modeling and the sensitivity analysis
phase. For example, a fusion model (i.e., hybrid ensemble) of all the individual
algorithms is built and/or variable importances and partial plots are constructed.
Since this steps is crucial in our approach and it requires a lot additional calcula-
tions, we decided to include this as an additional step in the CRISP-DM process
to substantiate our contributions. The data understanding phase differs from the
original CRISP-DM model in the fact that our data sources are gathered via social
network sites. This can be done via directly communicating with the API or by
developing a customized application that interacts with the API. The data prepa-
ration step calculates the independent variables. Depending on the application this
also requires text mining and sentiment analysis next to the traditional frequency
and time-related variables. The modeling phase uses several prediction algorithms
ranging from statistical parametric models to non-parametric machine learning al-
gorithms and from classification to regression techniques. Next to determining the
algorithms, this step also includes the choice of the cross-validation method. The
evaluation phase employs different performance evaluation metrics depending on
the nature of the dependent variable (binary or continuous). Table 1.1 summa-
rizes the methodology of all three studies with respect to the different steps in the
analytical framework.
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Table 1.1: Overview of the methodology in the three studies
Study Data under-
standing
Data preparation Modeling Evaluation Sensitivity analysis
The Added Value Of
Facebook Friends Data
in Event Attendance
Prediction
Customized
Facebook app
Response: declared
event attendance. Pre-
dictors: Time and
frequency variables
LoR, NB, NN,
AB, and RF
AUC Mean decrease in Gini
Index and partial plots
Evaluating the Im-
portance of Different
Communication Types
in Romantic Tie Pre-
diction on Social
Media
Customized
Facebook app
Response: declared sig-
nificant other. Predic-
tors: Time and fre-
quency variables
KN, LoR, NN,
RF, AB, KF,
and RoF
AUC, accuracy,
G-mean, and F-
measure
Information-fusion
sensitivity analysis and
partial plots
Comparing the Ability
of Twitter and Face-
book Data to Predict
Box Office Sales
API Response: gross box
office revenues ($).
Predictors: Time,
frequency, text and
sentiment variables
LiR, KN, DT,
NN, BT, RF,
and GB
RMSE, MAE,
MAPE, and R2
Information-fusion sen-
sitivity analysis
Note: AB = adaboost, BT = bagged trees, DT = decision trees, KF = kernel factory, KN = k-nearest neighbors, LoR =
logistic regression, LiR = linear regression, NB = naive Bayes, NN = neural networks, GB = gradient boosting, RF =
random forest, RoF = rotation forest
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1.3 Data
Chapter 2 and 3. To gather our social media data (i.e., Facebook), we created a
customized Facebook application for a European soccer team. The Facebook ap-
plication had a back-end and front-end. The former comprised of several databases
to store the collected data. The latter comprised of the features visible to the users.
To create awareness and visibility the link to the application was promoted several
times on the Facebook page of the European soccer team and added to the main
page tabs. To stimulate participation, we offered a signed jersey as an incentive.
When the users opened the application they were confronted with an authoriza-
tion box. This authorization box asked permission to the users to gather their
data in exchange for entering the drawing of the prize. Next to asking permission
the authorization box also included a rules and regulations section, containing our
contact information. The rules and regulations included a list of the collected data
and stated that we would only use their data for academic purposes. Afterwards
the users had to fill out several questions regarding the soccer team. A question
regarding the number of participants of the application would determine the win-
ner of the signed jersey. The data were gathered between May 7, 2014 and June
9, 2014. In total we collected data from 5010 unique users and 1,103,212 friends.
Figure 1.3 gives an example of which information was extracted by our application
on the Facebook profile of Marc Zuckerberg.
Chapter 4. To extract information from Facebook and Twitter movie pages
we used the publicly available API [85, 211]. The Facebook and Twitter API are
easily accessible and allow for fast and easy processing of the extracted files [161].
In total we collected data from 231 movies released between January 2012 and De-
cember 2015 from their respective Facebook and Twitter pages. We collected the
data from the start of their very existence of their Facebook and Twitter page until
the time of collection (August 2016). The reason that we only included movies
released until December 2015 is to make sure that the movies were out of theaters
and thus reached their final gross box office revenues. We collected the box of-
fice sales figures via BoxOfficeMojo within the same time window [33]. Figure
1.4 gives an overview of the extracted data from the Twitter (left) and Facebook
(right) movie pages. The collected data can be categorized into page-popularity
indicator (PPI), marketer-generated content (MGC), and user-generated content
(UGC). PPI (green boxes) are indicators of the overall popularity of a Facebook
or Twitter page, such as the total number of page likes on Facebook and the num-
ber of followers on Twitter [173]. MGC (blue boxes) refers to a movie producer’s
owned social media, such as the number of Facebook posts and number of tweets
created by the page owners [222]. Finally, UGC (red boxes) refers to the earned
social media (i.e., the content on the Facebook wall or Twitter pages created by the
other users), such as comments on Facebook or replies on Twitter [222].
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Figure 1.3: Example of the collected data (red boxes) from a user profile in
Chapter 2 and 3
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Figure 1.4: Example of the collected data from a Twitter (left) and Facebook (right) page in Chapter 4. The green boxes represent
page-popularity indicators, the blue boxes marketer-generated content, and the red boxes user-generated content.
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1.4 Extended abstract
Table 1.2 summarizes the contributions, main findings and implications of each
study. In the following paragraphs we further elaborate on the findings in each
chapter.
Chapter 2. This study aims to (1) evaluate the added value of Facebook
friends data over and above user data in event attendance prediction, and (2) iden-
tify which variables are most important in event attendance prediction and uncover
their relationship with the propensity of attending an event. To evaluate the added
value of a user’s friend data, we build and compare 2 models across 5 prediction
algorithms (i.e., logistic regression, naive Bayes, neural networks, random forest,
and adaboost). The first model (i.e., the baseline model) only includes user data,
whereas the second model augments the first model with friends data (i.e., the
augmented model). To make sure that our results are robust we employed five
times two-fold cross-validation. To substantiate whether or not the added value of
friends data is significant we use the Wilcoxon signed rank test. The results show
that augmenting user data with a user’s friend data increases the five times two-
fold cross-validated AUC from 0.22%-points to 0.82%-points. The results of our
significance test indicate that the increase in predictive performance is significant
in three out of the five algorithms, marginally significant for one algorithm, and
not significant for one algorithm. In terms of top performing algorithms we find
that adaboost is the top performer, followed by random forest, logistic regression,
neural networks and naive Bayes for both the baseline and the augmented model.
The variable importances show that the absolute and relative number of friends
that are attending the focal event are amongst the top predictors. Other impor-
tant variables are related to the timing of the event, such as the start and the end
day of the event. Our findings provide important implications for the Facebook
company, event promoters, and companies that want to estimate event attendance.
For Facebook Inc., the results suggest that friends data is significant when promot-
ing event. Hence, friends data should be incorporated the News Feed Algorithm
when promoting events to users and to increase user experience. Future research
can pinpoint whether friends data should be included in other applications. For
event schedulers our findings indicate that adding explicit information about the
attendees and the timing of the event could increase the probability of attending
the event. Finally, practitioners or companies that want to estimate event atten-
dance benefit from our results since we show that adding friends data significantly
improves the accuracy of predictive models in a majority of the cases.
Chapter 3. This study assesses which communication types are most impor-
tant in romantic tie prediction. In contrast to previous studies we do not use aggre-
gated communication features to estimate romantic ties. Instead, we model social
ties using disaggregated time and frequency measures. We define disaggregated
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features as separate measures for comments, likes, and tags an ego has placed on
an alters’ statuses, photos, albums, check-ins, and location updates. Next to dis-
aggregated features, we also include socio-demographic and preference features.
To ensure robustness of the results we benchmark four single classifiers (i.e., k-
nearest neigbors, logistic regresson, naive Bayes, and neural networks) and four
ensemble classifiers (i.e., random forest, adaboost, rotation forest, and kernel fac-
tory) using five times two-fold cross-validation. Our response variable of interest is
whether or not ego is the significant other of alter and vice versa. To cope with the
high class imbalance in our binary response variable we employ several sampling
techniques (i.e., random oversampling, random undersampling, and synthetic mi-
nority oversampling). Finally, we use information-fusion sensitivity analysis to
gain insight in the top predictors of romantic ties and the underlying relationship
with the response variable. The results indicate that we can predict romantic ties
with very high predictive performance with a cross-validated accuracy of up to
95.89%, an AUC of up to 97.56%, a G-mean of up to 81.81%, and a F-measure of
up to 81.45%. Adaboost was the top-performing algorithm across all performance
measure, followed by random forest, logistic regression, rotation forest, kernel fac-
tory, naive Bayes, neural networks, and k-nearest neighbors. We found that all top
three classifiers (i.e., adaboost, random forest, and logistic regression) performed
equally in statistical terms. In terms of AUC, rotation forest also had equal statisti-
cal performance compared to adaboost. Our information-fusion sensitivity analy-
sis indicates that the top predictors of romantic ties are mainly socio-demographic
features, frequency and time-related features. In terms of communication types,
we find that comments, likes, and tags on photos, albums and videos are the most
important. Our findings provide important insights for academics and researchers
that want to model social ties. Our research shows that the incorporation of disag-
gregated features is necessary to uncover the true effect on romantic ties, which is
otherwise averaged out.
Chapter 4. The aim of this study is to (1) determine which social media
platform (Facebook or Twitter) is most predictive of box office sales, (2) which al-
gorithm performs best, and (3) which variables are important. To do so, we apply
a holistic social media analytical approach consisting of two stages. The first stage
compares the predictive performance of several models based on Facebook and
Twitter data. To conduct a fair comparison between both social media platforms,
we built two types of models for each platform. The first type includes marketer-
generated content (MGC) and page popularity indicators (PPI), whereas the sec-
ond type augments the first model with user-generated content (UGC). To make
sure that our results are reliable we compare Facebook and Twitter over seven al-
gorithms (i.e., regularized linear regression, k-nearest neighbors, decision trees,
bagged trees, random forest, gradient boosting, and neural networks) using five
times two-fold cross-validation. The second stage combines the information from
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both platforms and algorithms using information-fusion sensitivity analysis. This
stage determines which variables from which platform and from which data type
are most important in driving predictive performance. The analysis shows that
Facebook is more indicative of box office sales than Twitter in terms of RMSE,
MAE, MAPE and R2. Facebook models outperformed the Twitter models by at
least 11% in RMSE, 13% in MAE, 14% in MAPE, and 43% in R2. The analysis
also shows that the performance of Facebook models is significantly better in a
majority of the cases for both models with and without UGC. However, the addi-
tion of UGC next to MGC and UGC does not lead to a significant improvement in
predictive performance. Next to comparing the predictive capability of Facebook
and Twitter, we find that random forest is the top performing algorithm across
all performance measures followed by bagged trees, gradient boosting, k-nearest
neighbors, decision trees, linear regression and neural networks. The results of
our information-fusion sensitivity analysis show that the number of Facebook page
likes (a PPI variable) was the most important variable. Other important variables
were the hype factor of Facebook comments and the number of positive comments.
In general, we can say that UGC and PPI variables were the most important, in
terms of word-of-mouth variables volume was more important than valence. Our
findings provide important insights for researchers and practitioners that want to
predict box office revenues. For practitioners our study can serve as a framework
to determine which platform, algorithms, and variables to use when estimating
box office revenues. For researchers our results offer both methodological and
theoretical insights. From a methodological perspective, we provide insight into
the most important variables and algorithms in box office sales predictions. From
a theoretical perspective, we show which variables from which data type are most
important and which marketing theories are most important.
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Table 1.2: Overview of the contributions, main findings and practical implications of each study
Study Contributions Main findings Practical implications
The Added Value Of
Facebook Friends Data
in Event Attendance
Prediction
• Assess added value of friends
data over and above user data
in event attendance predic-
tion
• Determine top predictors of
event attendance and uncover
the underlying relationships
• Significant increase in AUC from
0.21%-points to 0.82%-points (in 3/5
algorithms)
• Top drivers: timing of the event and
(relative) number of friends attending
the event
Facebook Inc., event promoters
and practitioners can increase
accuracy with including friends
data
Evaluating the Im-
portance of Different
Communication Types
in Romantic Tie Pre-
diction on Social
Media
• Disaggregate approach in
modeling social ties on social
media
• Benchmark wide range of
single classifiers and ensem-
bles
• Determine the most impor-
tant predictors and the under-
lying relationships
• Accuracy up to 97.89%, AUC up to
97.56%, G-mean up to 81.81%, F-
measure up to 81.45%
• Top drivers: socio-demographic sim-
ilarity and frequency and recency of
commenting, liking, and tagging on
photos, videos and statuses
Disaggregated variables should
be included when predicting so-
cial ties to uncover the true rela-
tionship
Comparing the Ability
of Twitter and Face-
book Data to Predict
Box Office Sales
• Determine which social me-
dia platform (Facebook or
Twitter) is most indicative of
box office sales
• Determine which variables
from which platform from
which type are most impor-
tant
• Facebook is significantly more pre-
dictive than Twitter.
• User-generated content does not sig-
nificantly improve predictive perfor-
mance
• Top drivers: Number Facebook page
likes and the hype factor of Facebook
comments
• Methodological: list of best
platforms, algorithms, and
variables
• Theoretical: consumer en-
gagement behavior and the
awareness effect are most im-
portant theories
2
The Added Value Of Facebook Friends
Data in Event Attendance Prediction1
Abstract
This paper seeks to assess the added value of a Facebook user’s friends data in
event attendance prediction over and above user data. For this purpose we gath-
ered data of users that have liked an anonymous European soccer team on Face-
book. In addition we obtained data from all their friends. In order to assess the
added value of friends data we have built two models for five different algorithms
(logistic regression, random forest, adaboost, neural networks and naive Bayes).
The baseline model contained only user data and the augmented model contained
both user and friends data. We employed five times two-fold cross-validation and
the Wilcoxon signed rank test to validate our findings. The results suggest that the
inclusion of friends data in our predictive model increases the area under the re-
ceiver operating characteristic curve (AUC). Out of five algorithms, the increase is
significant for three algorithms, marginally significant for one algorithm, and not
significant for one algorithm. The increase in AUC ranged from 0.21%-points to
0.82%-points. The analyses show that a top predictor is the number of friends that
are attending the focal event. To the best of our knowledge this is the first study
1Based on: Bogaert, M., Ballings, M., & Van den Poel, D. (2016). The added value
of facebook friends data in event attendance prediction. Decision Support Systems, 82, 26
—34.
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that evaluates the added value of friends network data over and above user data in
event attendance prediction on Facebook. These findings clearly indicate that in-
cluding network data in event prediction models is a viable strategy for improving
model performance.
2.1 Introduction
Facebook is a large-scale social media platform with 2.13 billion monthly active
users and 1.4 billion daily active users [84] and has grown to the point of becoming
an important channel for social contact [80, 156] and product promotion [23, 30].
Among other things, it enables businesses to schedule meetings and gatherings us-
ing a functionality called Facebook Events [82]. With Facebook Events promoters
can manage event participants and notify participants’ friends [82]. The downside
of this functionality’s popularity is that many companies are using it and hence
there are a lot of co-occurring events [13]. In order to make a user’s Facebook
experience more enjoyable and to avoid information overload, Facebook predicts
whether or not the user will attend the event. It logically follows then, that a very
important task is to try and make those predictions as accurate as possible.
While there is a considerable body of research on event modeling in other
fields and networks [56, 128, 163], little research has been done on Facebook
Events specifically, despite the platforms’ aforementioned size and success. A
very common and important research question in event predictions pertains to the
importance of specific sets of predictors. If a set of predictors does not improve
predictive performance it should be removed from the model so as to prevent from
slowing down the modeling process. In the case of Facebook data, a meaningful
question is whether friends data should be included in the model. If a typical user
has 300 friends, and we have 1000 users in our sample, including friends data
would imply analyzing an additional 300,000 users. If these data do not improve
the predictive model significantly, adding them would imply an unnecessary lag in
the modeling process.
This paper seeks to fill this gap in literature by studying the added value of
friends data over and above user data in event prediction on Facebook. We focus
on predicting whether a soccer fan will declare to attend a given event or not. For
this purpose we developed a Facebook application to extract a user’s data along
with a user’s friends data. In total 5010 users and 1,102,573 friends authorized
our application to collect their relevant data. To investigate the added value of
friends data we build and compare two models. The first one includes only user
data and the second one includes both user data and friends data . The difference
in performance between both models yields the added value of friends data. If the
performance increase is significant, friends data should be incorporated in future
models. If not, it should be excluded for the sake of parsimony and execution
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speed. Furthermore, we benchmark these two models for five state-of-the-art clas-
sification algorithms namely logistic regression, random forest, adaboost, neural
networks and naive Bayes.
In the remainder of this article we first provide an overview of extant litera-
ture. Second, we provide details on the methodology. Third, we elaborate on our
findings and their implications. Finally, we discuss limitations and avenues for
future research.
2.2 Literature overview
The addition of social network information has proven to achieve good perfor-
mance in several applications (other than event prediction). On Facebook, exam-
ples can be found in the field of activities [226], users [45], movies [186] and inter-
ests [105]. On Twitter, network information has proven to be useful in predicting
user behavior [180] and tweet popularity [115, 203]. On other social network sites,
including social relationship data has improved results in peer recommendations
[146, 225]. Despite the importance of network data in social media prediction,
literature on event attendance prediction remains scarce as discussed in the next
paragraph.
Literature on event prediction can be classified according to the data that is
used in the model. In this typology there are three classes: predictive models that
are enriched with (1) user data [e.g., 163], (2) network data [e.g., 209], or (3) both
user and network data [e.g., 116]. User data are defined as specific profile char-
acteristics that represent the preferences of the user. Examples are the interests of
the user [48], demographics [181] and past event-history [228]. Network data are
defined as data that contain information about the user’s social network. Examples
are the number of peers that are attending the event [154], and event preferences
of their friends [131].
Table 2.1 provides a literature review on event attendance prediction literature
with a focus on data sources and platforms. It is clear that, to the best of our
knowledge, our study is the only one that evaluates the added value of network
data over and above user data on Facebook. Even more so, Table 2.1 indicates that
the added value of network data has not been evaluated on other platforms. The
study of Zhang et al. [228] is of special interest as it focuses on user and network
data from Facebook, just as our study.
In their research, three large groups of event predictors and corresponding
approaches are proposed. First, in a similarity-based approach (SBA) they use
event profile data (e.g., topic, location) and user profile data (e.g., interests, ac-
tivity history) to compute similarities. Second, in an approach that they call the
relationship-based approach (RBA), they include network data such as whether or
not friends will attend the event. Third, in their history-based approach (HBA) they
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Table 2.1: Overview of events literature
Study Case Facebook
data
User
data
Network
data
Added
value
network
Mynatt and Tullio [168] Company meetings X
Horvitz et al. [116] Company meetings X X
Lovett et al. [154] Company meetings X
Tullio and Mynatt [209] Company meetings X
Daly and Geyer [56] Company meetings X X
Pessemier et al. [181] Cultural activities X X
Coppens et al. [48] Cultural activities X X
Lee [142] Cultural activities X X
Kayaalp et al. [128] Concerts X X
Minkov et al. [163] Academic events X
Klamma et al. [131] Academic events X
Zhang et al. [228] Facebook events and X X X
Academic events
Li [145] Social event site X X
Our study Facebook events X X X X
add users’ historic event attendances. The authors subsequently propose a hybrid
approach (SRH), which is a combination of the three other approaches and data
sources. Their research concludes that indeed the combination of all three data
sources (SRH) yields the most precise and accurate results, followed by RBA,
SBA and HBA.
Just as in the other studies in Table 2.1, Zhang et al. [228] do not assess the
added value of network data over and above user data. They only investigate the
difference in precision between the hybrid approach and the other methods. They
have not made pairwise comparisons between the three different data sources by
solely comparing the combined sources with the individual sources. Their re-
sults suggests that the SRH approach significantly outperforms the three other ap-
proaches. For the three other models, their study only states that they perform
better than a random model, thereby neglecting to investigate whether the models
are significantly different from one another. With this approach, they are also un-
able to detect whether the increase in performance is due to network data or not.
Regarding these results, it is clear that their study does not incorporate a compre-
hensive assessment of the added value of friends data. Furthermore, their research
doesn’t disclose which variables should be included or not in order to make predic-
tive models as efficient as possible. Such assessment is necessary because includ-
ing friends data implies a certain computational cost. From that perspective, one
could argue that including friends data is only reasonable if the results improve
significantly.
To fill this gap in literature, this study focuses on one such pairwise compari-
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son: it will assess the extra value of friends data over and above user profile data.
By doing so, we can precisely isolate the impact of our network variables. To make
the comparison we build two models, a first one -the baseline model- containing
user predictors and a second one -the augmented model- with network predictors
in addition to the user predictors2. Examples of user variables are the number of
groups, posts, events and photos. Network variables are operationalized as the
number and percentage of friends that are attending a certain event. Furthermore,
we assess several algorithms to determine if the increase in prediction performance
is consistent.
We have three hypotheses about why network variables might improve event
recommendations. First, the theory of homophily [5, 160, 216], also called en-
dogenous group formation [108], states that like-minded people group together
and often share the same tastes and opinions [103, 200, 223]. Second, and closely
related to homophily, is the idea of social influence [89] and selection [160]. The
former states that persons tend to follow the decisions of their peers [52]. The
latter states that people mostly select friends who are similar [87]. Third, network
variables capture the concept of trust. Trust-based theories state that friends’ ac-
tions will be more easily followed and hence be more accurate if they are sourced
from a trustworthy connection or friend. This is especially important in the case of
events because trust and acceptance are critical factors for actual event attendance
[120, 143, 179]. In addition, Facebook friends are often real-life friends [80] and
can therefore be deemed trustworthy ties.
Various studies confirm the result that adding social relationships increases the
performance of predictive models in Facebook applications relating to romantic
partnership [14] and link prediction [126]. Chang and Sun [42] also found evi-
dence that network variables play an important role in location check-ins. Using
Facebook data, they conclude that previous check-in behavior of the user and the
check-ins of friends are the most relevant predictors of check-in behavior. Thus,
if a friend is attending a Facebook Event, a user may be more inclined to attend
as well. It is clear that from the theories of homophily, social influence and selec-
tion that the probability of adopting a given behavior rises when others in one’s
network have already adopted that behavior [4, 12, 52].
To summarize, we found strong indications in extant literature that the aug-
mentation of user data with network data can improve the predictive power of our
model. To the best of our knowledge this is the first study to look into this issue
for the social network site Facebook. In the next section of this paper we will
elaborate on our methodology.
2In the remainder of this paper, we will always refer to the model with only user data
as the baseline model and to the model with user and friends data as the augmented model.
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2.3 Methodology
2.3.1 Data
In order to extract data from Facebook, we made a Facebook application for a
European soccer team. To stimulate usage of our application we offered a prize
(i.e., a signed shirt of a famous soccer player) to the participants and asked three
questions to determine the winner. The application was advertised several times on
the Facebook fan page of the soccer team. In addition, the application was added to
the main page tabs for added visibility. Application users were presented with an
authorization box in which they had to give their permission before the data were
gathered from their profile. The data were collected between May 7, 2014 and
June 9, 2014. In total we collected 5,315 event observations (2,368 unique events)
from 978 users. We also gathered data of 194,639 friends, which are used for the
creation of network predictors. The response variable in our models is binary, with
the value 1 if users indicated that they were attending and 0 otherwise. Of all our
event observations attendance is 78.2%.
2.3.2 Predictors
The user-related variables are summarized in Table 2.2. The ‘Like’ variables in
our study only relate to likes generated by users. ‘Likes’ are also only available
for a page, band, app, or leisure activity. In the photo and video variables the
affix ‘created’ points out that the photo or video was uploaded, or created and
immediately uploaded with the Facebook app. Tags in photos refer to tags of
the user himself/herself. The variable ‘username’ captures if a user has upgraded
his/her username to an alphabetic identifier from the standard numeric identifier.
Due to regulations on Facebook, we could only gather the twenty-five last albums,
photos, videos, links, status updates, notes and check-ins. In order to alleviate
this restraint, we calculated the frequency by time as to no users in our database
reached this restriction. For the last seven days, we computed the frequency of
status updates, photo and link uploads, for the last four months album uploads
and check-ins were computed, and for the last year notes and video uploads were
computed.
Table 2.2: Overview of predictors
Variable category Variable
Demographic Age
and identification IND(gender)
variables IND(email)
IND(website)
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Geographical IND(hometown)
variables IND(location)
Professional/ COUNT(languages)
Educational COUNT(work)
variables COUNT(educations)
IND(education type)
Social COUNT(family)
variables IND(sexual orientation)
IND(relationship status)
COUNT(OF 23 family relationship types) (e.g., aunt)
COUNT(Friend connections)
COUNT(Groups)
Personal COUNT(favorite teams)
variables COUNT(sports)
COUNT(television)
COUNT(music)
COUNT(movies)
COUNT(books)
COUNT(activities)
COUNT(inspirational people)
COUNT(interests)
COUNT(OF 10 television categories) (e.g., Show)
COUNT(activity category)
IND(OF 14 interests) (e.g., Design)
IND(OF 23 sports) (e.g., Fitness)
IND(bio)
IND(quotes)
IND(political)
IND(religion)
General Facebook Length Facebook membership
Account variables Recency last update=REC(profile update created)
MEAN(album privacy)
Profile completeness=SUM(IND(37 profile variables))
IND(username)
Time ratio=SDIET(all actions)/MIET(all actions)
Likes COUNT(OF 188 like categories) (e.g., Musician/band)
COUNT(likes)
REC/MIET/SDIET(like created)
COUNT(posts likes)
Statuses COUNT(statuses)
REC/MIET/SDIET(status updated)
Photos COUNT(photos)
REC/MIET/SDIET(photo created)
Videos COUNT(videos)
REC/MIET/SDIET(video created)
Albums COUNT(albums)
REC/MIET/SDIET(album created)
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Events COUNT(events)
MIET/SDIET(event created)
IND(event time == start day)
IND(event time == end day)
IND(event time == month)
IND(event time == season)
IND(event time == year)
IND(event time == weekend)
IND(event location)
LENGTH(event time)
Links COUNT(links)
REC/MIET/SDIET(link created)
Check-ins COUNT(check-ins)
REC/MIET/SDIET(check-in created)
IND(check in app)
Notes COUNT(notes)
REC/MIET/SDIET(note created)
Games COUNT(games)
REC/MIET/SDIET(game created)
Tags REC/MIET/SDIET(photo user tags)
COUNT(video user tags)
COUNT(photo user tags)
COUNT(check-in user tags)
REC/MIET/SDIET(video user tags)
Comments made REC/MIET/SDIET(photos/albums/statuses/links/check-ins comments)
COUNT(photos/albums/statuses/links/check-ins comments)
Comments received REC/MIET/SDIET(photos/albums/statuses/links/check-ins comments
received)
COUNT(photos/albums/statuses/links/check-ins comments received)
With IND: indicator, COUNT: frequency, REC: recency, MIET: mean inter-event time,
SDIET: standard deviation inter-event time, LENGTH: length of the time interval. MIET
is the mean time that passes between two subsequent events (e.g., album uploads). SDIET
is defined as the standard deviation of the time between two subsequent events.
Within our user variables, we are particularly interested in event-related user
variables. The majority of the user-event variables are calculated as time indicator
variables (see Table 2.2 Section Events). These variables resolve to 1 if the event
took place at a certain time and 0 otherwise. Applying this logic we computed
dummies for the day of the week (for both start day and end day of the event), the
weekend, the month, and the season. Other event variables such as the duration and
location were also added. We denote that we didn’t include dummies for the type
of event, since our database mainly contains soccer events. Other popular events
were related to parties and festivals. In total we calculated 540 user variables for
our first model.
In order to create our second model, we augmented the first model with friends-
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related variables. Next to our users we also gathered data from their friends
(194,639). We computed five variables that are important for the event that we
are predicting, namely the total and relative number of friends that are going to
the focal event and the average number of total, soccer, and team events the user’s
friends attended.
2.3.3 Classification algorithms
In this section, we elaborate on the choice of our classification algorithms. In total,
we use five single classifier and ensemble techniques: naive Bayes (NB), logistic
regression (LR), neural networks (NN), random forest (RF), and adaboost (AB).
Naive Bayes is the least complex algorithm because it only estimates the joint
probability p(x, y). In contrast logistic regression estimates the conditional prob-
ability p(y | x) and this can result in better performance [170]. Neural networks
are similar to logistic regression if the logistic activation function is employed but
add additional complexity by incorporating a hidden layer. This increases flex-
ibility and this can result in better performance. Random forest adds additional
complexity by using an ensemble of trees. Trees are inherently nonlinear and
incorporate interactions. Using many trees and combining them often improves
performance. Finally adaptive boosting (adaboost) adds complexity by incorpo-
rating a weighting mechanism that focuses on incorrectly classified instances in
the previous iteration. We will evaluate the added value of network variables for
all these algorithms. This will allow us to draw conclusions across a range of com-
plexity levels. In the following paragraphs we will provide more details about the
different algorithms.
2.3.3.1 Naive Bayes
We use the original naive Bayes algorithm as a method for probabilistic classi-
fication. This method applies Bayes’ Theorem to classify new observations and
naively assumes conditional class independences [138]. Despite the fact that the
conditional independence assumption is rarely satisfied, it achieves reasonable per-
formance and low computation times [138]. Several authors have tried to over-
come the problem of conditional dependency by introducing randomness such as
random feature selection and bagging [139, 185]. The function naiveBayes was
used from the R-package e1071 [162]. Gaussian distributions were assumed for
the numerical predictors.
2.3.3.2 Logistic regression
We use regularized logistic regression with the lasso approach to cope with over-
fitting. The lasso (least absolute shrinkage and selection operator) sets a bound on
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the sum of the absolute values of the coefficients forcing the coefficients to shrink
towards zero [122, p219]. In this regard, the value of the shrinkage parameter λ
determines the amount of shrinkage. The higher the value of λ the smaller the
coefficients will be. We use cross-validation to determine the optimal shrinkage
parameter. The statistical R-package glmnet by Friedman et al. [92] is used to cre-
ate our model. We set the parameter α to 1 to obtain the lasso approach and we set
the nlambda parameter to 100 (default) to compute the sequence of λ.
2.3.3.3 Neural networks
We use the feed-forward artificial neural network optimized by BFGS with one
hidden layer. This approach is considered much more reliable, efficient and con-
venient than backpropagation and has proven to be sufficient in a variety of cases
[70]. Before implementing the neural network, we rescale the numerical variables
to [−1, 1] [24]. The binary variables are disregarded and coded as {0, 1}. Scaling
is necessary to avoid local optima and numerical problems and to ensure efficient
training. The statistical R-package nnet is used to build the neural network [189].
The network weights are randomized at the start of the iterative procedure [190,
p154]. This implies that the results change for subsequent neural networks, which
mimics the development of the human brain [212]. We follow the recommenda-
tions of Ripley [190, p149] and set the entropy parameter to the maximum like-
lihood method. The rang parameter which manages the range of initial random
weights was set to 0.5 (default). The parameters abstol and rel were also left at
their default 1.0e−4 and 1.0e−8. Weight decay was used to avoid overfitting [70]
and the maximum number of weights (MaxNWts) and maximum number of itera-
tions (maxit) were set at a very large number (5000) in order to avoid early stop-
ping. Finally a grid search was performed in order to determine the weight decay
and the number of nodes in the hidden layer [70]. In accordance to Ripley [190,
p163, p170] we sequenced over all combinations of decay = {0.001, 0.01, 0.1}
and size = [1, ..., 20] to determine the optimal combination.
2.3.3.4 Random forest
Random forest combines bagging with random feature selection to build an en-
semble of trees [35]. Each tree is grown on an independent bootstrap sample and
at each node of each tree a randomly selected subset of features is evaluated [35].
To grow the ensemble all the trees are aggregated by means of majority voting
[35]. As a result, random forest copes with the instability and the suboptimal per-
formance of decision trees [74]. Two parameters have to be provided: the number
of trees and the number of predictors randomly selected at each node of each tree
[73, 140]. We follow the recommendation of Breiman [35] to use a large number
of trees (500) and the square root of the total number of predictors as the num-
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ber of predictors to be evaluated at each node. We use the statistical R-package
randomForest provided by Liaw and Wiener [147].
2.3.3.5 Adaboost
The original adaboosting algorithm [91] sequentially reweights the training data
[109, p337-340]. In each iteration the observations that were misclassified in the
previous iteration are given more weight, whereas the correctly classified observa-
tions are given lower weight. Hence, instances that are hard to classify are given
more importance in each iteration. The final model is a linear combination of all
the previous models [109, p337-340]. We use stochastic boosting, one of the most
recent boosting variants which introduces randomness as an integral part of the
procedure [94]. Randomness is induced by making bootstrap samples in which the
propensity of an observation being selected is proportional to the current weight
[94]. There are three important parameters: the number of iterations, the number
of terminal nodes in the base classifier, and the loss function. In accordance with
Friedman [94] we determine the number of terminal nodes by setting the maxi-
mum depth of the trees to 3 and we set the number of iterations to 500. We use the
exponential loss function to set the weights at each iteration. To fit our model we
use the statistical R-package ada [54].
2.3.4 Performance evaluation
We use the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC or AU-
ROC) to evaluate the performance of our classification models. AUC is argued to
be an objective performance measure for classification problems by several authors
[137]. The receiver operating characteristic curve (ROC) is a graphical represen-
tation of the sensitivity against one minus specificity for all possible cut-off values
[106]. AUC is a more adequate measure of classifier performance than PCC (Per-
centage Correctly Classified) [16] whenever the cut-off value that will be used at
model deployment is unknown, because AUC evaluates the entire range of cut-off
values [17]. AUC is defined as follows:
AUC =
∫ 1
0
TP
(TP + FN)
d
FP
(FP + TN)
=
∫ 1
0
TP
P
d
FP
N
(2.1)
with TP: True Positives, FN: False Negatives, FP: False Positives, TN: True Neg-
atives, P: Positives (event), N: Negatives (non-event).
Intuitively, AUC is the probability that a randomly chosen positive item is
ranked higher than a randomly chosen negative item (i.e., the probability that a
user who attends the focal event is ranked higher than someone who does not
attend the event) [213]. AUC is restricted between the values of 0.5 and 1, where
the former denotes that the model does not perform better than random and the
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latter indicates a perfect prediction [106]. If there is a huge drop in AUC of the
test set, this is a strong indication of overfitting.
2.3.5 Cross-validation
We use five times two-fold cross-validation (5x2cv) to make sure our results are
not overly optimistic or pessimistic [1, 65]. 5x2cv starts by randomly dividing the
sample in two parts where each part is used once as a training sample and once as
a test sample. If the hyper-parameters of the algorithm require tuning, the training
set was again split into two equal parts. After tuning, the original training set was
used to build the final model. This process is repeated five times and results in 10
AUCs per model [65]. We take the median of the results to obtain the overall AUC
of our models. As a measure of dispersion, the interquartile range (IQR) is used.
In order to test whether two models are significantly different from eachother
we follow Demsˇar’s [2006] suggestion to use the Wilcoxon signed rank test [218].
The Wilcoxon signed-rank test [218] is a non-parametric test that ranks the differ-
ences in performance of two models while ignoring the signs. Ranks are assigned
from low to high absolute differences, and equal performances get the average
rank. The ranks of both the positive and negative differences are summed and the
minimum of those two is compared to a table of critical values. To be significant
the smallest sum of ranks should be smaller than the critical value.
This test is considered safer than a parametric t-test because the assumptions
of normality and homogeneity of variance [64] do not need to be met. However,
when the assumptions of a t-test can be satisfied, the Wilcoxon signed rank test
has less power than a paired t-test. When the sample size equals 10 verifying
normality and homogeneity is problematic and thus the Wilcoxon signed rank test
is preferred [64].
2.3.6 Variable importance evaluation
Because we are using a lot of predictors in our sample, it is important to know
which variables have great predictive power [194]. One way to do so is by calcu-
lating the variable importances. In tree- based methods such as random forest we
can evaluate the importance of our predictors by using the total decrease in node
impurities from splitting on the variable, averaged over all trees. The Gini index is
used as a measure of node impurity [36]. The importances are then averaged over
the 10 folds by taking the median of the 5x2cv variables importances. We used the
importance function in the randomForest package [147].
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2.3.7 Partial dependence plots
Partial dependence plots allow one to graphically depict the relationship between
an independent and a dependent variable, after eliminating the average effect of
the other independent variables [93, 95]. This is analogous to multiple linear re-
gression of y on all xj , where the coefficient x1 accounts for the effect of x1 on
y with the other variables kept constant. Partial dependence plots are mostly used
on decision tree-based methods and allow one to gain insight in how classification
variables relate to the most important predictors [95, 109, p369-370]. In order
to create a partial dependence plot we follow the method described by Berk [28,
p222].
For each value v in the range of a predictor x we create a novel data set where x
only takes on that value. All the other variables are left untouched. Next, for each
novel data set, we score all the instances using a Random Forest model that is built
on the original data. Subsequently the mean of half the logit of the predictions
is calculated yielding one single value for all instances called p. The final step
in creating the partial dependence plot is plotting all the values v of x against
their corresponding p. All partial dependence plots are five times twofold cross-
validated using the interpretR R-package [21].
2.4 Discussion of results
2.4.1 Model performance
The cross-validated results are summarized in Figure 2.1 and Table 2.3. The main
research question of this study was to assess if friends (i.e., network) data add
value over and above user data in event prediction. We find that the inclusion of
network variables results in an improvement of the AUC for all our classifiers. For
the baseline model the AUC ranges from 65.21% to 79.56%, for the augmented
model from 66.01% to 80.38%. The increase in AUC ranges from 0.21%-points to
0.82%-points. Figure 2.1 also reveals that adaboost (AB) is the top performing al-
gorithm, followed by random forest(RF), logistic regression (LR), neural networks
(NN) and naive Bayes (NB). However, for computational reasons one might prefer
RF since it allows parallel execution whereas AB is sequential in nature.
The Wilcoxon tests (Table 2.3) indicate that the results are significantly differ-
ent for three out of five classifiers. The results show a significant difference on the
1% significance level for RF, AB and NB and on the 10% significance level for
LR. We found no significant difference for our NN classifier. Adding friends data
results in a slight increase in interquartile range (IQR). Nevertheless the IQRs are
low for all classifiers, indicating that all classifiers have stable results. The IQR
also confirms that adaboost is the top performer because it has the smallest IQR.
These findings confirm our hypothesis that Facebook friends data can significantly
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Figure 2.1: Cross-validated AUC. The solid line represents the baseline model,
the dashed line the augmented model. NB = naive Bayes, LR = logistic
regression. NN = neural networks. RF = random forest. AB = adaboost.
improve the predictions in event attendance prediction systems. It has to be noted
though that for some classifiers results are not significant.
2.4.2 Predictors
In order to uncover what the main drivers of predictive performance are we first
look at a scree plot of the predictors (Figure 2.2). In the scree plot, the 200 top pre-
dictors of the model with friends data are plotted against the median 5x2cv mean
decrease in Gini in a descending order. It is clear from this plot that predictors
with rank higher than twelve only add little to our predictions. Hence, we focus on
the top twelve predictors in the rest of this discussion.
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Table 2.3: Summary of cross-validated median AUC
NB LR NN RF AB
Base model 0.6521 0.7545 0.7499 0.7765 0.7956
Augmented model 0.6601 0.7595 0.7520 0.7818 0.8038
Wilcoxon test V = 0 V = 10 V = 21 V = 0 V = 0
p < 0.01 p < 0.10 p < 0.6 p < 0.01 p < 0.01
Table 2.4: Summary of cross-validated median IQR
NB LR NN RF AB
Base model 0.0039 0.0046 0.0086 0.0039 0.0035
Augmented model 0.0072 0.0160 0.0170 0.0057 0.0047
Figure 2.2: Scree plot of the 200 most important predictors
Table 2.5 contains the importance of the top twelve predictors and Figure 2.3
the partial dependence plots of selected variables. In Table 2.5 we observe that
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Table 2.5: Median cross-validated variable importance
Rank Variable name Median decrease Gini
1 IND(event time == end day Mon) 20.107
2 IND(event time == start day Sun) 19.460
3 IND(event time == start month May) 18.023
4 COUNT(events) 16.447
5 IND(event time == weekend) 13.379
6 PERCENTAGE(friends event attending) 12.600
7 COUNT(friends event attending) 12.010
8 IND(event time == end day Sun) 10.814
9 IND(event time == start season Spring) 9.909
10 IND(event time == start day Sat) 9.878
11 IND (event time == start season Summer) 9.025
12 IND(event time == start month June) 8.146
most of the top predictors are related to the timing of the event and the friends
variables. The most important predictor of event attendance is whether the event
ends on a Monday. In Figure 2.3a we clearly observe a positive relationship be-
tween that predictor and event attendance. A plausible explanation can be found
in the specific nature of our data. Major soccer events are mostly held on a Sun-
day. Hence event promoters on Facebook mostly set the ending of the event one
day later (Monday). We also ran a plot (not shown) of whether the event starts
on a Sunday and found the same positive relationship. Conversely, plots related
to whether the event starts in the weekend depict a negative relationship with the
probability of attending (not shown). This reinforces our explanation that im-
portant soccer games take place on Sunday (and their end time is always set to
Monday on Facebook), minor soccer games are mostly played on other days in
the weekend and receive less public attention. We denote that events with their
end time on Monday, were not denoted as weekend events, this explains the neg-
ative relationship with the response variable. In Figure 2.3b, we note a positive
relationship between whether the event starts in the month May and event atten-
dance. The month May is also traditionally the play-off season in European soccer
leagues. The same logic can be applied to explain the positive relationship be-
tween the Spring season and our response variable, since the month May lies in
Spring season (not shown).
The results in Table 2.3 and Figure 2.1 already clearly indicated that friends
data improve model performance. These results are substantiated in that network
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predictors (the total and relative number of friends that indicated their attendance)
are among the top ten predictors (sixth and seventh variable in Table 2.5). Looking
at the partial dependence plots in Figure 2.3d and 2.3e, we first observe a positive
and afterwards a negative effect, when more friends (more than 12 or 1.8%) are
attending. The main reason for this relationship can be found in the News Feed
Algorithm (NFA). Each time a friend interacts with something on Facebook, such
as replying to an event invitation, a user gets notified in his or her News Feed.
However, in order to avoid information overload Facebook limits the number of
notifications for the same event. If a lot of friends are going, the NFA will stop
propagating the message through the News Feed due to anti-spam regulations [81].
This implies that the probability of attending will first rise with every (close) ad-
ditional friend that indicates attendance, and then decrease to normal once a given
number of friends has been reached. Generally, these findings are partially dif-
ferent from the findings of Aral et al. [4] and Backstrom [12] who state that the
adoption probability rises when friends already adopted. This partial difference is
undoubtedly due to the many changes the NFA has undergone since these studies
have been published. For example, Facebook recently increased their anti-spam
regulations by hiding promotional posts in the user’s News Feed [69]. In addition,
Facebook users now have more control over what they see in their News feed [69].
The total number of events the user attended (Figure 2.3c) is constant in the be-
ginning and afterwards negatively related to our dependent variable. This implies
that people will have an equal propensity of attending until they attend too many
events. This is a plausible relationship. People don’t have an unlimited amount of
time to attend events. The more events the user attends, the less time he or she has
to attend other events.
Finally, the predictors related to whether the event takes place in the Summer
are negatively related with our dependent variable (see Figure 2.3f). Again, we
refer to the specific nature of our data. In the Summer, the soccer season has
ended and hence there are no important soccer events taking place. A diagnostic
plot of whether the event is held in June and our response variable supports our
hypothesis (not shown).
2.5 Conclusion and practical implications
In this study we set out to (1) evaluate the added value of a Facebook user’s friends
data over and above user data in event predictions and (2) gain more insight in the
top predictors of event attendance.
The results suggest that augmenting the data with network variables increases
the AUC between 0.22%-points and 0.82%-points. This is in line with the con-
clusion of Benoit and Van den Poel [26] where the AUC also significantly rose
with the inclusion of network effects. The top performing algorithm is adaboost,
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Figure 2.3: Partial dependence plots
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closely followed by random forest. This is similar to findings of [19], where ad-
aboost and random forest came out as the best-in-class classifiers in a social media
application. The top predictors are mainly related to the event time such as the
start day and end day of the event. Network variables were also top predictors of
event attendance. More specifically the absolute and relative number of friends
that are attending the event are very important. We also provided a list of the top
twelve predictors in Table 2.5 and partial dependence plots in Figure 2.3.
Our findings provide important insights for (1) Facebook Inc., (2) event pro-
moters alike that want to increase the number of attendees, and (3) companies that
want to build event prediction apps on Facebook. Facebook Inc. could incorpo-
rate our findings to adapt the News Feed Algorithm (NFA) for events. Recently,
Facebook has finetuned the NFA algorithm to give more control to the user as to
what he or she wishes to see and not to see in his or her News Feed [69]. Most
of these updates are related to Facebook Pages and spam. Events however, are
not specifically mentioned. A useful update could be to ask users to which extent
they want to be informed about events, thereby giving them more control. Users
seem to be positively influenced by a certain group of attendees. For example,
users could indicate a threshold for the number of friends attending an event that
controls when events appear and disappear in their News Feed.
Also event schedulers and promoters on Facebook can utilize our findings.
Event organizers would benefit from more explicitly providing information about
the attendees of an event. They can, for example, send invitations to friends of the
attendees and include in the notification the number of friends that will attend.
Companies that want to create a Facebook app for event scheduling and pro-
moting can also benefit from our results. We have proven that the inclusion of
friends data significantly improves the accuracy of the prediction system. For ex-
ample, when building an app that recommends events to a certain user, one could
calculate which events are attended by his or her friends to generate more accurate
predictions.
2.6 Limitations and future research
First, this study is limited because of selection effects. We extracted our data with
a custom-built Facebook app via the Facebook Page of a European soccer team
by offering a chance to win a prize. It might be the case that some users were
not interested in this prize and hence were not willing to share their data. Another
way of collecting data from Facebook is web-crawling as proposed by Lampe
et al. [136] and Lewis et al. [144]. Nevertheless, web-crawling also suffers from
the limitation that data cannot be extracted from private Facebook profiles. Gen-
erally, the collected data from web-crawling and a Facebook application largely
overlap. Our approach is less intrusive since we ask permission from the user and
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provide a ‘rules and regulations’ section in the app with our contact information.
We also ensured the user that we anonymize all information and do not extract
private messages. Finally, we also provided a disclaimer explaining the purpose
of our academic research. Therefore, we believe that our approach is superior to
web-crawling. Since we only limit our data to a subsample, our results do suffer
from generalizability issues. However, regardless of this limitation our study is the
first to investigate the added value of friends data in event attendance prediction.
Hence, we consider this study a valuable contribution to literature. An avenue for
future research can be to obtain a broader sample and more representative results.
A second limitation is that some of our predictors are limited in the number
of values. Facebook only allows to extract the 25 most recent entries for specific
variables. To mitigate this problem we computed the frequency of a specific time
period as to no variable reaches this limit. The frequency of status updates, photo
uploads and link uploads was calculated for the last 7 days, album uploads and
check-ins for the last 4 months and video uploads and notes for the last year.
A third limitation is that we only include a limited number of friends vari-
ables in our analyses, mostly the ones that are related to the focal event. Following
Zhang et al. [228], a possible avenue for future research could be to add more
friends variables. We could investigate which type of predictors yields the biggest
increase in model performance. This would help practitioners understand which
elements in event attendance prediction systems make them as accurate and effi-
cient as possible.
3
Evaluating the Importance of Different
Communication Types in Romantic Tie
Prediction on Social Media1
Abstract
The purpose of this paper is to evaluate which communication types on social me-
dia are most indicative for romantic tie prediction. In contrast to analyzing com-
munication as a composite measure, we take a disaggregated approach by mod-
eling separate measures for commenting, liking and tagging focused on an alter’s
status updates, photos, videos, check-ins, locations and links. To ensure that we
have the best possible model we benchmark 8 classifiers using different data sam-
pling techniques. The results indicate that we can predict romantic ties with very
high accuracy. The top performing classification algorithm is adaboost with an
accuracy of up to 97.89%, an AUC of up to 97.56%, a G-mean of up to 81.81%,
and a F-measure of up to 81.45%. The top drivers of romantic ties were related
to socio-demographic similarity and the frequency and recency of commenting,
liking and tagging on photos, albums, videos and statuses. Previous research has
largely focused on aggregate measures whereas this study focuses on disaggregate
1Based on: Bogaert, M., Ballings, M., & Van den Poel, D. (2018). Evaluating the
importance of different communication types in romantic tie prediction on social media.
Annals of Operations Research, 263, 501 —527.
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measures. Therefore, to the best of our knowledge, this study is the first to provide
such an extensive analysis of romantic tie prediction on social media.
3.1 Introduction
Literature on predicting social ties indicates that two types of variables are im-
portant: frequency-based variables [e.g., 40, 102, 157] and time-related variables
[e.g., 75, 99, 148]. The importance of these variables holds across several social
media applications such as mobile networks [224], e-mail communication [172],
music platforms [25], Twitter [11], LinkedIn [221], Foursquare [178] and Face-
book [126]. An example of a frequency variable in social media analytics is the
number of comments from alter to ego [125]. An example of a time-related vari-
able in social media analytics is the recency of communication [9]. Studies on
both frequency-based and time-related variables [9, 100] indicate that time-related
variables have greater predictive value than frequency variables.
While literature on tie prediction in social media has progressed a great deal
it still suffers from one main limitation. Studies considering time-related commu-
nication variables in their predictive models mostly aggregate these variables over
all interaction types and/or post types [9, 99, 100]. Nevertheless platforms such as
Facebook offer a wide range of interaction types such as commenting, tagging and
liking, and post types such as status updates, albums, photos, videos, check-ins,
locations and links [144]. We call time-based variables, calculated for each inter-
action type and/or for each post type, disaggregated time-related communication
variables. An example of such a feature is the recency of commenting on a photo.
This is a time-based variable since we calculate the recency and it is disaggregated
since we compute its value per interaction type (i.e., commenting) and per post
type (i.e., a photo). There are several reasons why it is interesting to include dis-
aggregated time-related variables. First, from a theoretical perspective it is key to
know how tie prediction is impacted across the different interaction types. It could
well be the case that time since last communication on Facebook is negatively re-
lated to tie presence, but this relationship might be stronger for certain interaction
types. For example, time since last photo tag could be more indicative for pre-
dicting social ties than time since the last photo comment. The same reasoning
holds for the different post types. For example, the time since last photo com-
ment could have more predictive value than the time since last check-in comment.
Hence, including disaggregated time-related predictors allows us to discover the
true relationship with social ties. Second, from a predictive perspective, it could
be that aggregate measures partially cancel out the effect of certain predictors. By
including the variables separately we might improve our predictions.
To fill this gap in literature, we model social ties with disaggregated time-
related and frequency variables. More specifically we will predict whether or not
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ego and alter are in a romantic relationship. In other words we are focusing on ro-
mantic ties. We define disaggregated features as separate variables for comments,
likes, and tags an ego has placed on alters’ statuses, photos, albums, check-ins
and location updates. An example of a disaggregated time-related variable is the
elapsed time since the most recent comment of an ego on an alter’s photo. An
example of a disaggregated frequency variable is the number of comments of an
ego on an alter’s statuses. In addition to time-related and frequency variables re-
lated to communication, we also include similarity indicators: socio-demographic
variables (e.g., indicator of common gender) and personal preferences (e.g., num-
ber of common interests, common events, and common groups). It is important
to note that we will only focus on observable measures between ego and alter [9].
Hence, we do not include topological features of the user’s social network such as
the number of overlapping friends [59].
The remainder of this article is organized as follows. First, we review the
literature on social tie prediction in social media. Second, we discuss the details of
our methodology. Third, we conclude this study and discuss practical implications.
Finally, we discuss the limitations and avenues for future research.
3.2 Related work
Predicting romantic ties is a subproblem of the more general social tie prediction
problem, which in turn is a subproblem of the more general tie strength prediction
problem. Therefore, in an attempt to highlight our contribution, we will discuss
in this section the relevant literature on tie strength in social media. Literature on
tie strength on social media can be categorized according to the type of commu-
nication predictors that are included in the model. In this study we define com-
munication on Facebook as interacting with an alter’s posts, which might or might
not be directed to the ego. We only use publicly available information and hence
exclude one-to-one communication. In this study, we focus on an ego’s interac-
tion activities such as commenting, liking and tagging focused on an alter’s status
updates, photos, videos, check-ins, locations and links. In this context we can char-
acterize tie strength studies as follows: (1) studies including aggregated frequency
indicators [e.g., 132], (2) studies with aggregated time-related features [e.g., 99],
(3) studies that use disaggregated frequency predictors [e.g., 47], and finally (4)
studies with disaggregated time-related features.
Aggregated frequency features are calculated as the total amount of interaction
between ego and alter [8]. The higher the frequency, the stronger the relationship
between alter and ego [11]. Aggregated time-related variables are measured as
the elapsed time since the last communication on Facebook [9]. The shorter the
recency (i.e., time since last communication), the better the relationship between
two users [124].
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Disaggregated frequency features are defined as the number of interactions for
every interaction type, for every post type. An example of disaggregated features
for frequency predictors are the number of likes on a photo or the number of com-
ments on a status [125]. Disaggregated time-related features calculate the recency
of all interaction types for every post type. Examples of disaggregated time-related
features are the recency of a status comment and the recency of the last photo tag.
Table 3.1 provides an overview of the literature on tie strength prediction in
social media with a focus on the type of features and the platform. It is clear from
Table 3.1 that no study has modeled disaggregated time-related predictors.
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Table 3.1: Overview of literature on tie strength in social media
Study Case Frequency Time-related
Aggregated Disaggregated Aggregated Disaggregated
Ogata et al. [172] E-mail X X
Kossinets and Watts [132] E-mail X
Jeners et al. [124] E-mail and
Workspace platform X X
Zhang and Dantu [227] Mobile phone calls X
Xu et al. [224] Mobile networks X
Choi et al. [47] Online communication X
Baym and Ledbetter [25] Music community X
Sheng et al. [199] Micro-blog X
Arnaboldi et al. [8] Twitter X
Baatarjav et al. [11] Twitter X
Gilbert [99] Twitter X X
Liu et al. [150] Twitter X
Kahanda and Neville [126] Facebook X
Gilbert and Karahalios [100] Facebook X X
Xiang et al. [221] Facebook and LinkedIn X
Arnaboldi et al. [7] Facebook X
Zhao et al. [230] Facebook X
Pappalardo et al. [178] Facebook and Twitter
and Foursquare X
Jones et al. [125] Facebook X
Arnaboldi et al. [9] Facebook X X
Servia-Rodrı´guez et al. [195] Facebook and Twitter X
Backstrom and Kleinberg [14] Facebook X
Burke and Kraut [40] Facebook X
Dunbar et al. [75] Facebook and Twitter X X
Trattner and Steurer [208] My second life X
Wiese et al. [217] Mobile networks X X
Our study Facebook X X
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In order to address this gap in literature, we augment the existing prediction
models with disaggregated time-related variables. We believe that this approach
is better than using aggregated variables. Aggregated variables can hide the true
effect of a certain feature on social ties. By using disaggregated features, we can
clearly sort out which interaction types in combination with which post types are
most important. This is confirmed by a recent study of Burke and Kraut [40]
in which they study the evolution of ties over time. Their study reveals that the
strength of the relationship increases over time with more personal communica-
tion such as comments and photos. Passive communication, on the other hand,
such as liking does not influence the relationship between ego and alter. Based
on the theory of social signaling [202], the authors argue that written communi-
cation demands more effort and brings people closer together. These findings are
in line with earlier research on Facebook communication [61, 135] in that more
vivid and interactive Facebook posts (i.e., status updates and photos) receive more
interaction such as likes and comments. This implies that more entertaining posts
will have a smaller recency of interaction than less entertaining posts, and that in-
cluding separate variables, as opposed to aggregate variables, are likely to capture
relationships that would otherwise be averaged out.
Based on the research discussed above we believe that disaggregated (time-
related) variables will play a substantial role in determining romantic ties. It is
important to note that we do not incorporate measures related to the whole social
network (e.g., embeddedness or network centrality) in our analysis [14]. Whereas
social network analysis focuses on the features of the whole network and the rela-
tionships between alters [59], our study analyzes the individual characteristics of
the relationship between ego and alter [114, 191].
In summary, we found indications in extant literature that the inclusion of
disaggregated time-related variables can improve prediction models of romantic
relationships. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to include time-related
features for each interaction type, next to the existing disaggregated frequency
predictors. In the next section, we will explain our methodology in more detail.
3.3 Methodology
3.3.1 Data
Above all other social media platforms, Facebook is considered the most important
[129]. In comparison to other social media platforms (e.g., Twitter, LinkedIn,
Instagram), significantly more information about the interactions between ego and
alter can be gathered [136]. Hence, we chose Facebook as our platform of interest.
In order to collect our data, we developed a customized Facebook application. The
link to the Facebook application was promoted on Facebook several times. When
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users opened the application they were first presented with an authorization box,
which asked permission from the users to extract their data. In addition, a full and
comprehensive list of the collected data was presented to the users along with an
explanation that we would only use their data for academic purposes. If the users
agreed to these terms, the data were collected from their profile. The data were
gathered between May 7, 2014 and June 9, 2014. In total we collected data from
5006 users.
3.3.2 Variables
Our dependent measure is whether or not an alter is an ego’s significant other. On
Facebook, users can indicate whether or not they are in a relationship, engaged,
married or single. Two users that have indicated to be in relationship, engaged or
married with each other, are seen as significant others. In total, 816 users indicated
that they had a significant other.
Table 3.2 summarizes the predictors used in our model. In Table 3.2 IND
stands for indicator, COUNT stands for frequency, and REC stands for recency.
REC calculates the time since the last communication. Next to disaggregated
frequency and time-related features, we also included similarity variables (socio-
demographic and personal preference variables) summing up to a total of 49 pre-
dictors. Socio-demographic similarity variables were computed as binary variables
which resolved to 1 if ego and alter had an overlapping socio-demo characteris-
tic (e.g., location), and 0 otherwise. The personal preference similarity variables
were defined as the total number of items ego and alter had in common. An exam-
ple is the total number of events both ego and alter attended. The disaggregated
frequency variables included in our model refer to the total number of times an
ego has tagged, commented on, or liked an alter’s album, check-in, link, photo,
post, status or video. Tagging refers to the total number of times an ego has been
tagged in an alter’s check-ins, locations, photos or videos. For the disaggregated
time-related variables, we computed recency or time since last communication
measured per interaction and post type. Recency is considered to be a good pre-
dictor for modeling social ties since it represents the intensity and the intimacy of
the relationship [9, 100].
3.3.3 Data sampling
A problem in social tie prediction on social media is that a user only interacts reg-
ularly with a limited number of friends. This subgroup in an ego’s social network
is most often referred to as the active network [75, 76]. In the case of a binary
response variable (e.g., predicting romantic ties), this is translated into a high class
imbalance. For example, in our data only 0.07% (814 out of 1,102,573) of all col-
lected relationships were identified as each other’s significant other. Hence, it is
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Table 3.2: Overview of features
Variable category Variable
Socio-demographics IND (common gender/location)
similarity variables
Personal preference COUNT (common books/education/events/groups/interests/
similarity variables likes/movies/music/sport/television/videos/work)
Disaggregated COUNT (comments on album/check-in/link/
Frequency photo/post/status/video)
variables COUNT (likes on album/check-in/link/
photo/post/status/video)
COUNT (tags on check-in/location/
photo/video)
Disaggregated REC (comments on albums/check-ins/
Time-related links/photos/posts/statuses/videos)
variables REC (tags on photo/videos)
necessary to create a new sample, which represents the active network of our users.
First, since our dependent measure focuses on romantic relationships, we only in-
cluded users who indicated on Facebook that they were in a relationship, engaged
or married. Next, we computed the interaction level for our non-romantic rela-
tionships over all disaggregated frequency variables. The interaction level is de-
termined by taking the mean across all disaggregated frequency variables for each
non-romantic relationship. By doing so, we have an overall measure of interac-
tion for each non-romantic relationship between ego and alter. Table 3.3 provides
the summary statistics for the interaction level of all non-romantic ties. We only
selected non-romantic friendships with an interaction level higher than 3.945 (3rd
quartile). Hence we solely included non-romantic relationships with a high level
of interaction. Finally, we imposed that the number of men and women had to be
equal in the non-romantic relationships because we wanted to avoid that an over-
sampling of men or women would skew the results in favor of one gender. Hence,
our final sample consists of 6720 relationships of users and friends, of which 814
(12.11%) indicated to be each other’s significant other and 5906 (87.89%) did not.
It is important to note that, because we filtered out alters that were very unlikely to
be a user’s significant other (for the sake of obtaining class balance), we made it
more difficult for the model to make overall correct predictions. By removing the
easy to classify cases we effectively made the task harder for our model. Hence it
is safe to say that our model evaluations are conservative.
In order to cope with the remaining class imbalance problem (i.e., the under-
representation of the romantic ties in our data set), we use several data sampling
techniques: random undersampling (RUS), random oversampling (ROS) and syn-
thetic minority oversampling technique (SMOTE) [67]. Random undersampling
randomly drops instances from the majority class, without removing examples
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Table 3.3: Summary statistics of interaction level of all non-romantic friendships
Min. 1st Quartile Mean Median 3rd Quartile Max.
0.511 2.536 3.097 3.285 3.945 9.359
from the minority class [39]. In our case we remove as many instances from the
majority class until the distribution across both classes is equal. Random over-
sampling, on its part, randomly replicates instances from the minority class until
a certain distribution is reached (in our case a 50/50 distribution) [110]. Finally,
SMOTE combines oversampling and undersampling by creating synthetic exam-
ples of the minority class and removing a certain percentage of the majority class
[44]. Synthetic samples are created by (1) randomly selecting one of the k nearest
neighbors of the selected instance, (2) taking the difference of the instance and its
nearest neighbor and multiplying it with a certain number between 0 and 1 and
(3) adding this difference to the selected instance [44]. We set the percentage of
synthetic oversampling to 200% and adapted the percentage of undersampling in
such a way that an equal distribution was achieved.
3.3.4 Prediction algorithms
In this section, we elaborate on the different modeling techniques used to estimate
romantic ties. These techniques can be divided into single classifier techniques
and ensemble methods. In total we applied four single classifier techniques: k-
nearest neighbors (KNN), naive Bayes (NB), logistic regression (LR) and neural
networks (NN). Next to algorithms that generate single classifiers, we also em-
ployed four ensemble algorithms: random forest (RF), adaboost (AB), kernel fac-
tory (KF), and rotation forest (RoF). Ensemble methods combine several single
classifiers by means of averaging their predictions [66]. In that way, ensemble
methods cope with the statistical, computational and representational problem of
single classifiers [66]. On the one hand, ensemble classifiers reduce the variance
of single classifiers by solving the statistical and computational problem. On the
other hand, ensemble methods induce a reduction in bias by tackling the represen-
tation problem.
3.3.4.1 K-nearest neighbors
For the implementation of k-nearest neighbors (KNN), we chose the k-d tree algo-
rithm [27]. In KNN, the parameter k represents the number of nearest neighbors
to select when classifying new data. The prediction of the new data will be the
proportion of the positive instances of the k samples. As a result, it is important to
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determine the optimal value for k. Hence, we cross-validated our parameter k by
sequencing over all values of k = {1, 2, 3, ..., 149, 150}. We used the R-package
FNN to implement KNN [29].
3.3.4.2 Naive Bayes
As a method for probabilistic classification, we apply the generative naive Bayes
algorithm which estimates a model based on the joint probability p(x, y) [170]. In
order to make predictions the classifier uses Bayes’ theorem to calculate the condi-
tional probability p(y|x) by assuming conditional class independence [138, 170].
The naive Bayes classifier is a popular method because it yields good performance
for low computation times [138]. However, the assumption of conditional class
independence rarely holds. For the implementation of the naive Bayes classifier,
we used the naiveBayes function from the R-package e1071 [162]. To calculate
Bayes’ theorem for numerical predictors we assumed Gaussian distributions.
3.3.4.3 Logistic regression
To avoid overfitting we used logistic regression with lasso regularization. The least
absolute shrinkage operator restricts the sum of the absolute values of the coeffi-
cients with the shrinkage parameter λ [122, p.219]. In this regard, the parameter
λ determine to which amount the parameters are shrunk towards zero. The higher
the value of λ, the higher the shrinkage and the closer the coefficients will be to
zero. The lasso approach can be seen as a form of variable selection which induces
a small increase in bias in exchange for a decrease in variance [122, p.219]. We
cross-validated the parameter λ in order to determine the optimal level of shrink-
age. We used the glmnet package in R to estimate our model [92]. In order to
implement the lasso approach we set the parameter α to 1 and the nlambda to its
default which iterates over 100 λ values to calculate the sequence of λ.
3.3.4.4 Neural networks
To implement the neural network classifier, we used the feed-forward propagation
algorithm optimized by BFGS with one hidden layer. This method is considered
as more robust, efficient and easier to implement than the backpropagation algo-
rithm. As a consequence the algorithm can be used in a large variety of cases
[70]. In order to overcome computational issues and increase training efficiency
we rescale the numerical predictors to [−1, 1], and the binary variables are trans-
formed to {−1, 1}. Scaling is also necessary to avoid local optima. Not scaling the
data would cause the hyperplanes to only separate a limited amount of data, which
increases the probability of local optima. We use the R-package nnet to model our
neural network [189]. We follow the recommendations of Ripley [190] to imple-
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ment our neural network. We start the iterative procedure by randomizing the net-
work weights, such that the subsequent runs can produce different outcomes [190,
p.154]. We set the rang parameter to its default of 0.5, which determines the range
of the random weights in the beginning. Following Spackman [201], we used
the maximum likelihood algorithm for the entropy parameter. We set the parame-
ters abstol and reltol to their corresponding default values of 1.0e−4 and 1.0e−8.
To keep the algorithm from early stopping, the maximum number of iterations
(maxit) and the maximum number of random weights (MaxNWts) were assigned a
very high value (5000). To avoid overfitting, we applied weight decay [70]. The
weight decay parameter and number of hidden nodes were optimized by perform-
ing a grid search [70]. We iterated over all values of decay = {0.001, 0.01, 0.1}
and size = {1, 2, 3, ..., 20} [190, p.170] and selected the optimal values.
3.3.4.5 Random forest
Random forest builds an ensemble of trees by combining bagging and random
feature selection [35]. Bagging stands for bootstrap aggregating and means that
each tree is grown on a bootstrap sample [34]. In addition, random feature se-
lection requires that the best split at each node is determined by a random subset
of predictors [35]. The final ensemble of trees is built by aggregating the trees
through majority voting [35]. As a consequence, random forest adds an extra level
of diversity to the modeling process and deals with the high instability, correlation
and variance of decision trees [122]. The algorithm is easily implemented since
only two parameters have to be provided (i.e., the number of trees to grow and the
number of predictors to randomly select at each node split) [19, 23]. We follow the
recommendations of Breiman [35] and set the number of trees to 500 and the num-
ber of predictors to be evaluated at each split to the square root of the total number
of predictors. We use the statistical R-package randomForest to implement the
algorithm [147].
3.3.4.6 Adaboost
We use the stochastic boosting algorithm, one of the most recent variations of ad-
aboost [94]. As the original adaboost algorithm, stochastic boosting uses weight-
ing to sequentially create new instances of the training data [91]. In each sequence
misclassified instances are assigned more weight for the next sequence, whereas
correctly classified cases are given a lower weight. The final model is a linear
combination of all the models created in the previous sequences [122, p.337-340].
In contrast to the original adaboost approach, stochastic boosting improves the
procedure by incorporating randomness [94]. More specifically, stochastic boost-
ing creates bootstrap samples with the probability of an observation being selected
equal to the weight of that observation [94]. We follow the suggestions of Fried-
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man [94] and set the maximum depth of the trees to 3 for the number of terminal
nodes and allow 500 iterations. We choose the exponential loss function to de-
termine the weight of each instance at each iteration. We created our stochastic
boosting model with the R-package ada [54].
3.3.4.7 Kernel factory
Kernel factory is an ensemble method for kernel machines [18]. First, the training
data is randomly divided into mutually exclusive samples. Next, the burn method
is used to automatically select the best kernel function and transform each sample
into a kernel matrix K. Each kernel matrix K is then used as input training data for a
random forest model, which generates a number of predictions equal to the number
of samples. The final predictions are generated by taking the weighted average of
the random forest predictions. Furthermore, a genetic algorithm is applied to find
the optimal weights. The recommended values for the column and row partitions
are respectively 1 and log10(N). We implemented kernel factory using the R-
package kernelFactory [20].
3.3.4.8 Rotation forest
Rotation forest is based on the technique of feature extraction [192]. In order
to create the training data, the predictors are divided into K subsets [58]. Sub-
sequently, principal component analysis (PCA) is used on each of the K subset.
Next for each subset a decision tree is built including all the principal components.
The final prediction is created by taking the average of each of the K predictions.
There are two important parameters for rotation forest: the number of variables to
select for each subset (K) and the number of base classifiers (L). We follow the
recommendations of Rodriguez et al. [192] and set the number of variables to 3
and the number of base classifiers to 10. In order to implement rotation forest we
used the R-package rotationForest [22].
3.3.5 Performance evaluation
In order to assess the performance of our prediction model, we use the following
common measures: accuracy, G-mean, F-measure and the area under the receiver
operating characteristic curve (AUC or AUROC) [67]. Consider a binary classi-
fication problem, where {Po,No} stands for the observed positive and negative
instances and {Pp,Np} for the predicted positive and negative instances. We can
then easily represent the classification performance by means of a confusion matrix
(or contingency table) given in Figure 3.1 [110]. In Figure 3.1 TP stands for true
positives, FP for false positives, FN for false negatives, and TN for true negatives.
In our case the positive class is defined as being an alter’s significant other.
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Figure 3.1: Confusion matrix
Accuracy, or the percentage correctly classified, is one the most used perfor-
mance measures and can be defined as [110]:
Accuracy =
TP + TN
Po +No
. (3.1)
Since accuracy is sensitive to the distribution of the data, it is not fit as a
performance measure for imbalanced settings [110]. To overcome this problem
precision, recall, F-measure and G-mean can be used [110]. These measures can
be defined as follows [67]:
Precision =
TP
TP + FP
=
TP
Pp
, (3.2)
Recall =
TP
TP + FN
=
TP
Po
, (3.3)
F −measure = (1 + β)
2 ·Recall · Precision
β2 ·Recall + Precision , (3.4)
where β determines the relative weight given to precision in comparison to recall
(we set β = 1), and
G−mean =
√
Recall · Precision =
√
(
TP
Po
)(
TP
Pp
). (3.5)
We note that we only allow for probabilistic output since a ranking is re-
quired of people who are most likely to be one’s significant other. For accuracy,
F-measure and G-mean a specific threshold (i.e., operating condition) needs to
be chosen that classifies an instance in the positive or negative class [113]. This
threshold has to be proportional to the percentage of people that we want to tar-
get [19]. Since we are not interested in recommending a large proportion of an
ego’s network as a significant other, we will select the top 10% users most likely
to be a significant other. Hence we set our threshold to the value that results in a
proportion of 10%.
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However, often the future operating conditions in which a classifier has to be
deployed are unknown. A solution in that case is to use aggregate measures which
aggregate over a distribution of all possible cutoff values [113]. The most-well
known example of portmanteau measures is the area under the receiver operating
characteristic curve (AUC or AUROC). AUC is considered to be a more appro-
priate and objective performance measure when the cut-off value is unknown at
the time of model evaluation. The receiver operating characteristic curve (ROC)
graphically depicts the relationship between the sensitivity and one minus the
specificity for the entire range of cut-off values [106, 206]. Intuitively, AUC is
the probability that a randomly chosen positive instance is ranked higher than a
randomly chosen negative instance [50]. AUC ranges between the values of 0.5
and 1. The former indicates that the model performance is not better than ran-
dom, the latter implies that the prediction is perfect [106]. The AUC is defined as
follows:
AUC =
∫ 1
0
TP
(TP + FN)
d
FP
(FP + TN)
=
∫ 1
0
TP
P
d
FP
N
. (3.6)
3.3.6 Cross-validation
In order to ensure the robustness of our results, we use five times two-fold cross-
validation (5x2cv)[1]. First, 5x2cv randomly splits the data into two folds. Next,
each fold is used once as a training and once as a test set. If tuning of the hyper-
parameters is required, the training data is split again into two equal parts, namely
a training and a validation set. After parameter tuning on the validation set, the
initial training set was used to build the model and the test set to evaluate perfor-
mance. Finally, the procedure is iterated five times until there are ten different
performance measures [64]. As a measure of overall performance, we report the
median accuracy, G-mean, F-measure and AUC of the ten different models. In
addition, we also include the interquartile range (IQR) as a measure of dispersion.
In order to test for significant differences between the different modeling tech-
niques, we use the non-parametric Friedman test [96] with Bonferroni-Dunn post
hoc test [64, 77]. Within each fold the classifiers are ranked. Rank 1 is assigned
to the best algorithm, rank 2 is assigned to the second best algorithm, . . . , and the
rank equal to the number of algorithms (in our case 8) is assigned to the worst
performing algorithm. In case of ties the algorithms receive the average rank. The
Friedman statistic is defined as [64]:
χ2F =
12N
k(k + 1)
∑
j
R2j −
k(k + 1)2
4
 (3.7)
with N the number of folds (in our case 10), k the number of different classifiers
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(in our case 8), and Rj =
∑N
i r
j
i . Rj is the average rank of the j
th algorithm and
rji stands for the rank of the j
th of k algorithms on the ith of the N folds.
The null hypothesis of the Friedman test states that there is no difference be-
tween the different algorithms [96]. If the null hypothesis of the Friedman test is
rejected, we calculate the Bonferroni-Dunn post hoc test to compare the different
classifiers to a control classifier [77]. The Bonferroni-Dunn test is preferred over
the Nemenyi post hoc test [169] since it has greater power when all classifiers are
compared to a control classifier and not between each other [64]. Two classifiers
are defined as statistically different when their average ranks differ by at least the
critical difference (CD):
CD = qα
√
k(k + 1)
6N
= 2.690
√
8(8 + 1)
6.10
= 2.9469 (3.8)
with qα the critical value for a given significance level α (in our case 0.05), k the
number of different algorithms (in our case 8) and N the number of folds (in our
case 10). In our study two classifiers are statistically different if their mean ranks
differ by more than 2.9469.
3.3.7 Information-fusion sensitivity analysis
Since there is no single best method that works for every data set in predictive
modeling, researchers often combine the results of different algorithms to obtain
more precise results [66]. In that regard information fusion is defined as the pro-
cess of fusing the information received from multiple prediction models [196].
Combining prediction models leads to more useful information and reduces the
bias and uncertainty related to individual prediction models [175]. Let y represent
our dependent variable and x our independent variables {x1, x2, ..., xn}, then a
single predictive model i can be written as:
yˆi = fi(x1, x2, ..., xn) = fi(x). (3.9)
We note that f can take on any functional form. If k denotes the number of
predictions models (in our case 8), our information-fusion model can be repre-
sented as follows [175]:
yˆfusion = Ψ (yˆ1, yˆ2, ..., yˆk) = Ψ (f1(x), f2(x), ..., fk(x)) , (3.10)
where Ψ is the fusion operation. If Ψ is a linear combination function then Eq.
3.10 can be rewritten as follows:
yˆfusion =
k∑
i=1
αifi(x) = α1f1(x) + α2f2(x) + ...+ αkfk(x), (3.11)
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where αi is the weighting coefficient of each individual prediction model fi(x) and
k∑
i=1
αi = 1. The values of α are proportional to the predictive performance of each
prediction model fi(x). Hence the better the predictive performance of the indi-
vidual classifier, the higher their respective weight in the fusion function Ψ [175].
This implies that information extracted from well performing algorithms will re-
ceive higher importance than poorly performing algorithms. In our case, we will
use median 5x2cv AUCs of the different algorithms as our weighting coefficients
α.
When working with a lot of different predictors it is utterly important to know
the rank order of the importance of the predictors [196]. In data mining variable
importance measures are often seen as a form of sensitivity analysis, since they in-
dicate how sensitive the model performance is to permuting on a certain predictor
variable [175]. The more sensitive the predictive model is to a certain predictor,
the higher its variable importance will be. Several measures of variable impor-
tance can be derived such as the mean decrease in Gini coefficient and the mean
decrease in accuracy [23, 35]. However these measures tend to have sub-optimal
performance when confronted with imbalanced data sets [123]. In order to over-
come this problem Janitza et al. [123] have suggested an AUC-based permutation
variable importance measure that is more robust than the traditional variable im-
portance measure in an imbalanced setting. This measure is very similar to the
traditional error-based variable importance but instead of using the error rate, we
now use the AUC to measure the predictive performance. We can then reformulate
Eq. 3.11 to an information-fusion based sensitivity measure of the predictor nwith
k prediction models (i.e., mean decrease in AUC after permuting on the variable
n) as:
Vfusion,n =
k∑
i=1
αiVi,n = α1V1,n + α2V2,n...+ αkVk,n, (3.12)
where Vi,n stands for the variable importance measure of predictor n in prediction
model i. The values of α are the same as in Eq. 3.11: the median 5x2cv AUCs of
the different algorithms.
3.4 Results
3.4.1 Model performance
In order to determine which data sampling technique is superior we count the ab-
solute (and relative) number of algorithms on which the data sampling technique
is the overall winner for each performance measure [64]. The results of the total
(and relative) number of wins across all 8 algorithms are summarized in Table 3.4.
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Table 3.4: Absolute (and relative) number of wins across 8 algorithms based on
accuracy, G-mean, F-measure and AUC for each sampling technique
Accuracy AUC G-mean F-mean
RUS 0 (0.00) 2 (0.25) 0 (0.00) 0 (0.00)
SMOTE 2 (0.25) 1 (0.125) 2 (0.25) 2 (0.25)
ROS 6 (0.75) 5 (0.575) 6 (0.75) 6 (0.75)
For the sake of completeness we provide the results of the median 5x2cv results of
accuracy, G-mean, F-measure and AUC for each algorithm in 3.8. For example,
in the case of accuracy we see that for 6 out of the 8 algorithms (75%) ROS out-
performs RUS and SMOTE, for the remaining 2 algorithms SMOTE outperforms
ROS and RUS. From Table 3.4 it is then clear that ROS outperforms RUS and
SMOTE for the other remaining performance measure with respectively 5 wins
for AUC, 6 for F-measure and 6 for G-mean. Hence, in the following sections our
analysis will be based upon the 5x2cv results of ROS.
Figure 3.2, 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5 clearly indicate that we can predict romantic ties
with high predictive performance when disaggregated time related and frequency
variables are included in our model. The accuracy ranges from 95.89% to 86.64%.
The AUC ranges from 97.55% to 75.49%. The F-measure, on its part, ranges from
81.45% to 50.4% and the G-mean from 81.81% to 50.8%. These AUC and accu-
racy values are in line with previous work on social tie prediction. For example,
Jones et al. [125] build several classifiers (logistic regression, support vector ma-
chines, random forest) with disaggregated frequency, and socio- demographic and
personal preference similarity variables as independent measures. In accordance
with our study they use a binary dependent measure (i.e., is the alter a close friend
of ego or not). They report a 5-fold cross validated AUC ranging from 73% to
92% and accuracy from 69% to 86%. Based on Figure 3.2, 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5 ad-
aboost (AB) comes out as the top performing classifier, followed by random forest
(RF) and logistic regression (LR), rotation forest (RoF), kernel factory (KF), naive
bayes (NB), neural networks (NN) and k-nearest neighbors (KNN). Our results
also confirm the findings of Bogaert et al. [32] and Ballings and Van den Poel [19]
where adaboost also achieves the highest performance in social media studies in
the case of event attendance prediction and Facebook usage increase.
Table 3.5 provides the average ranks of the classifiers together with the re-
sults of the Friedman test. The Friedman test points out that we can reject the null
hypothesis for accuracy (χ2(7) = 66.93, p < 0.001), AUC (χ2(7) = 67.57, p <
0.001), G-mean (χ2(7) = 67.1, p < 0.001) and the F-measure (χ2(7) = 67.1, p <
0.001), so we need to perform the Bonferroni-Dunn post hoc test to find out which
algorithms are significantly different from the top performing algorithm (i.e., ad-
aboost). Based on the average ranks of the accuracy, AUC, G-mean and F-measure,
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Table 3.5: Average ranks of the folds (smaller is better)
LR RF AB KF NN RoF KNN NB Friedman statistic (7)
Accuracy 2.60 2.55 1.00 5.20 5.60 4.05 8.00 7.00 66.93, p < 0.001
AUC 2.50 2.50 1.10 5.10 6.90 3.90 8.00 6.00 67.57, p < 0.001
G-mean 2.55 2.55 1.00 5.20 5.60 4.10 8.00 7.00 67.10, p < 0.001
F-measure 2.55 2.55 1.00 5.20 5.60 4.10 8.00 7.00 67.10, p < 0.001
Table 3.6: Cross-validated median IQR
LR RF AB KF NN RoF KNN NB
Accuracy 0.0037 0.0043 0.0016 0.0039 0.0052 0.0035 0.5812 0.0063
AUC 0.0021 0.0038 0.0020 0.0040 0.0176 0.0040 0.0534 0.0062
G-mean 0.0169 0.0196 0.0074 0.0176 0.0236 0.0155 0.0346 0.0173
F-measure 0.0168 0.0195 0.0074 0.0175 0.0235 0.0157 0.0374 0.0150
we identify two types of classifiers. The first type includes classifiers that have a
critical difference with adaboost smaller than 2.9469 and are hence not signifi-
cantly different (in bold). The second type are algorithms that perform signifi-
cantly worse than the top performer. For the accuracy, G-mean and F-measure we
note that RF and LR are not significantly different from AB and KF, NN, RoF,
KNN and NB have significantly worse performance than AB. However, for the
AUC we note that RoF likewise is not significantly worse than AB. The reason for
this discrepancy could be found in the fact that the AUC considers the whole range
of cutoff values whereas accuracy, G-mean and F-measure only consider a cutoff
corresponding to a proportion of 10%. This implies that RoF performs well when
considering the entire range of cutoff values, but performs slightly worse for the
top 10%.
As a measure of dispersion, we report the interquartile range (IQR) of our
algorithms across the folds (Table 3.6). The IQR ranges from 0.16% to 58% for
accuracy, from 0.21% to 5.3% for AUC, from 0.75% to 3.46% for G-mean and
from 0.74% to 3.74% for F-measure. This means that all algorithms produce stable
results, except for KNN in the case of accuracy. Overall, k-nearest neighbors and
neural networks produce the least stable results. Furthermore, the results in Table
3.6 reinforce the dominance of AB as the top performing algorithm since it has the
lowest IQR across all performance measures. Also the IQR tends to favor LR over
RF.
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3.4.2 Disaggregated features
3.4.2.1 Information-fusion sensitivity analysis
In order to determine the top drivers in romantic tie prediction, we calculated the
variable importances (or sensitivity scores) by means of information-fusion given
by Eq. 3.12. Our α values are are the median 5x2cv AUCs (see Figure 3.3).
The advantage of this technique over the traditional variable importance measure
is that we use information of all prediction models [196]. Moreover, prediction
models with higher AUC receive more weight in the fusion operator. In order
to calculate the variable importance, we computed the median 5x2cv decrease in
AUC for each model. The general idea is that the more a variable is associated
with the response, the more predictive power it has, the more sensitive the model
to a change in this variable is and the higher its mean decrease in AUC will be
[123]. The final sensitivity score is calculated by inserting the α values and the
median 5x2cv variable importances into Eq. 3.12.
Figure 3.6 shows the sensitivity score of all the predictors in decreasing order
(solid line). We also added the cumulative percent of the raw sensitivity scores (the
dashed line in Figure 3.6) in order to do a pseudo-Pareto analysis [175]. We notice
a break in the solid curve at rank 18. Hence, predictors with a higher rank only
have a marginal influence on the predictive performance of our model. Further-
more, our cumulative percent curve informs us that with 18 predictors (37 % of all
the predictors) almost 90% of the cumulative sensitivity can be explained. We also
notice that the traditional 80/20 Pareto rule holds in our case: with 10 predictors
(i.e., 20% of all variables) we can explain 80% of the cumulative sensitivity score.
Table 3.7 provides a list of the top 18 features. REC stands for recency, COUNT
for frequency, and IND for indicator. We also added a column specifying the type
of feature namely socio-demographic similarity (D), personal preference similarity
(P), disaggregated frequency (F) and disaggregated time-related (T) communica-
tion features.
The results indicate that 44% of the top predictors are frequency variables, fol-
lowed by time-related variables (28%), socio-demographic similarity (17%) and
personal preference similarity variables (11%). This supports our hypothesis that
time-related variables are important predictors of romantic ties. Looking at the
communication type, comments are clearly the most important for both frequency
and time-related variables, followed by tags and likes. This is in line with the re-
sults of Burke and Kraut [40] who state that more personal communication such
as commenting has a stronger influence on social ties than passive communication
such as liking. Liking on comments can also be seen as a more personal form
of liking. A friend must first read through the comments on a user’s posts before
liking it, hence liking a comment is more time-consuming and thus more personal.
Tagging is also a form of personal communication, because it informs us whether
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Figure 3.6: Scree plot of predictors
ego and alter communicate in real-life. These findings are in line with social sig-
naling theory, which posits that the more time people invest in interacting with an
alter, the higher the probability will be that a strong tie manifests itself [202]. The
most important variables are related to socio-demographic similarity such as the
gender and age difference.
Focusing on post types, we find that photos, statuses, videos and albums are
key for both frequency and time-related features. This confirms the theory that
videos, photos and albums are more dynamic and lively and thus induce more
interaction [61]. Following social signaling theory, we can also argue that albums
and videos demand more effort of the user to consume and therefore they serve as
good indicators of strong ties. Other important post types are statuses.
To summarize, we extend the current theories on social tie prediction with
disaggregated frequency and time-related variables. We found that variables that
score high in terms of effort (e.g., commenting or tagging) and vividness (e.g., pho-
tos and videos) are especially important. Following the dimensions of Granovetter
[102], we can state that disaggregated frequency and time-related variables related
to the intimacy and intensity of the relationship are the most important dimensions
in romantic tie prediction.
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Table 3.7: Information-fusion based sensitivity score
Rank Variable name Median average sensitivity index Type
1 IND (common gender) 0.0078 D
2 Age difference 0.0037 D
3 COUNT (tags on photos) 0.0017 F
4 IND (common location) 0.0014 D
5 COUNT (likes on statuses) 0.0013 F
6 REC (comments on statuses) 0.0010 T
7 REC (tags on photos) 0.0010 T
8 COUNT (common likes) 0.0010 P
9 COUNT (likes on photos) 0.0008 F
10 COUNT (common groups) 0.0007 P
11 REC (comments on photos) 0.0007 T
12 REC (tags on videos) 0.0005 T
13 REC (comments on albums) 0.0005 F
14 COUNT (tags on check-ins) 0.0004 F
15 COUNT (comments on photos) 0.0004 F
16 REC (comments on videos) 0.0004 T
17 COUNT (likes on photos) 0.0004 F
18 COUNT (comments on statuses) 0.0003 F
3.4.2.2 Partial dependence plots
To uncover the true relationship between our predictors and the response, we use
partial dependence plots (PDP). PDP visualize the relationship between a predictor
and a binary response, while keeping all other predictors constant [95]. PDP are
created as follows. First a fusion model is built based on Eq. 3.11. Second, for
each distinct value v of a predictor x a new data set is created. In this novel data
set, x can only take this value v while all other variables are left untouched. Third,
for each new data set the fusion model is deployed to score our response. Fourth,
we take the mean of half the logit of the scores to obtain a single value p for all
observations. Finally, the different values v of x are plotted against their respective
value p [28]. In Figure 3.7 we provide the 5x2cv PDP for the top 10 predictors2.
The top predictor in our model is whether or not alter and ego have the same
gender (Figure 3.7a). We note a negative relationship between having the same
gender and the probability to be in a relationship. This is logical since most of
the relationships today are between people of the opposite sex. The second most
important predictor is the age difference between ego and alter (Figure 3.7b). We
see that there is an increase in probability with an age difference of approximately
2All time-related variables are expressed as number of days
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3 years (both in the positive and the negative sense). For the total number of photo
tags (Figure 3.7c) we observe a positive influence on being a significant other. The
same relationship can be observed with the number of status likes (Figure 3.7e)
and the number of photo likes (Figure 3.7i). This is confirmed by the Facebook
data science institute who noticed a rise in communication prior to installing the
relationship [171].
Next, we see that having a common location has a positive effect on being
a significant other. Common location refers to whether or not ego and alter have
indicated the same location as their hometown. Since couples mostly live together,
egos mostly have the same location as their significant other. Next we note a pos-
itive relationship between the recency of comments on statuses (Figure 3.7f) and
the recency of photo tags (Figure 3.7g) and the propensity of being a significant
other. In other words, the longer it has been, the higher the propensity of being in a
romantic relationship. A study of the Facebook data science institute revealed that
after users changed their relationship status their interaction on Facebook gradu-
ally decreases [171]. The reasoning is that couples spend more time together and
replace online interaction with more offline interaction. This theory is confirmed
by the study of Burke and Kraut [40] who found that Facebook interaction is more
common for people who do not communicate face-to-face. The couples in their
study explicitly cited that they see each other every day and don’t use Facebook to
keep in contact. This explains why we observe a positive relationship between the
recency variables and the probability of being a significant other. Finally, we ob-
serve a positive influence of the number of common likes and common groups and
being a significant other. This can be explained by the theory of homophily:‘birds
of a feather flock together’ [160]. Hence, people who are more alike and share
common interests, have a higher chance of being in a relationship [208].
3.5 Conclusion
In this study we assessed the value of disaggregated time-related features in ro-
mantic tie prediction. Time-related variables are operationalized as the time since
last communication or recency. Disaggregated features are defined as separate pre-
dictors measuring comments, likes and tags an ego has placed on an alter’s albums,
check-ins, locations, photos and status updates. Furthermore, we also added dis-
aggregated frequency, socio-demographic and preference variables. We used four
single classifiers (i.e., k-nearest neighbors, naive bayes, logistic regression and
neural networks) and four ensemble classifiers (i.e., random forest, adaboost, rota-
tion forest and kernel factory) to estimate being a significant other. Furthermore,
we controlled for class imbalance by applying random oversampling, random un-
dersampling and synthetic minority oversampling. We also applied information-
fusion based sensitivity analysis to gain insight in the top drivers of romantic ties
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Figure 3.7: Partial dependence plots
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and built partial dependence plots of the fusion model to study the form of the
relationships that govern the model.
Our results indicate that we can predict romantic ties with high predictive per-
formance. We found a median 5x2cv accuracy of up to 95.89%, an AUC of up to
97.56%, a G-mean of up to 81.81% and a F-measure of up to 81.45%. These results
are in line with earlier studies that predict social ties [125, 126]. In terms of ac-
curacy, AUC, G-mean and F-measure adaboost was the top performing algorithm,
followed by random forest, logistic regression, rotation forest, kernel factory, naive
Bayes, neural networks and k-nearest neighbors. We note that the top three algo-
rithms performed equally well in statistical terms. All other algorithms performed
significantly worse than adaboost. In terms of AUC, and in addition to random
forest and logistic regression, rotation forest was also not significantly different
from adaboost. This difference can be due to the fact the AUC is a portmanteau
measure and thus considers all possible threshold values whereas the others have a
threshold equivalent to a proportion of 10%. Hence, when speed is of an issue, one
should consider random forest since it allows parallelization [18, 192]. The ma-
jority of the top predictors of romantic ties are socio-demographic, frequency and
time-related variables related to commenting, liking and tagging. We found that
socio-demographic similarity (e.g., having the same location or the same age cat-
egory) and preference similarity have a positive effect on the chances of being in
a relationship. This finding provides evidence of the presence of homophily when
people establish a relationship [160]. In terms of interaction types we conclude
that comments, likes and tagging are the most important, whereas photos, albums
and videos are the most important post objects. Frequency and time-related vari-
ables that combine a high amount of time effort (e.g., commenting and tagging)
with a high level of entertainment (e.g., albums and videos) are especially impor-
tant, since they represent an intense and intimate relationship [102]. We found a
positive relationship between the time since last interaction and being a signifi-
cant other. Conversely, for the disaggregated frequency variables we observed a
positive relationship with being a significant other. The explanation goes as fol-
lows. Prior to installing their relationship on Facebook couples interact more on
Facebook. After establishing the relationship, couples then change Facebook com-
munication into face-to-face interaction [40, 171]. This finding reinforces the fact
that Facebook interaction is mostly used for keeping up with infrequent contacts
[144].
Overall our results extend current theories on social tie prediction. In that
regard, we provide important insight in the relationship of disaggregated time-
related variables and social ties (i.e., significant other). In general, we show that
an incorporation of disaggregated variables is thus necessary to discover the true
effect on romantic partnerships, which is otherwise averaged out. Therefore, we
suggest that disaggregated time-related variables be included in models since they
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offer a deeper understanding in the relationship between ego and alter.
3.6 Practical implications
Our results provide important insights for researchers and academics involved in
modeling social ties. Our research shows that including disaggregated time-related
variables provides important insight in the true relationship between ego and alter
and its predictors. Hence academics that want to conduct studies related to social
tie prediction should include these variables. For example, researchers that are
studying the existence of social circles in online social networks [e.g., 75, 229]
could incorporate our time-related variables in their models and verify whether
their findings still hold. Another good application of our time-related variables
can be found in studies related to social diffusion [see 5]. These papers include
proxies for tie strength to investigate the difference between strong and weak ties.
Our results point out that time-related variables are important top predictors of
social ties and hence have to be included to discriminate between strong and weak
ties. In Table 3.7 we included a list of the top predictors of romantic ties, which
can serve as a first indication.
Furthermore we also provided important insight on the form of the relation-
ship between disaggregated time-related variables and romantic partnership. Our
findings show that the general idea that a low recency leads to a higher chance of
being in a relationship does not hold for romantic partners. On the contrary, we
observe a positive relationship between the time since last communication and the
probability of being a significant other. We included diagnostic partial dependence
plots and theoretical justification to explain the observed relationship.
3.7 Limitations and future research
First, our study is limited since we do not include features related to the whole
social network (i.e., topological features) in our analysis. Nevertheless, these vari-
ables have proven to be successful in predicting romantic relationships [14, 208].
Unfortunately we were unable to collect these features as they are very hard to
obtain. In addition we chose not to include these features since we wanted to put
emphasis on the characteristics that drive the interaction between ego and alter
and how this influences their relationship. Instead of focusing on properties of the
network, we thus decided to focus on the properties of the friendship between ego
and alter [114].
Second, we were not able to include private communication or messages since
Facebook and privacy regulations do not allow us to extract this information. We
focused on observable interaction between ego and alter: our disaggregated fre-
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quency and time-related variables capture the whole spectrum of the observable
interaction on Facebook.
Third, our dependent measure is whether or not an ego is an alter’s significant
other. Hence, we do not study the traditional tie strength problem. Other studies
that have studied tie strength in social media [e.g., 100] directly ask the user to rate
the strength of their relationship. A possible avenue for future research could be
to investigate whether our time-related variables remain the top predictors of tie
strength and whether the relationship changes when using other definitions for tie
strength.
Fourth, since our dependent measure is whether or not an ego is an alter’s
significant other we are in fact modeling social ties. However, a lot of different
social ties exist on Facebook next to a significant other (e.g., family relationships
or colleagues). An interesting avenue for future research could be to control for
the different types of social ties and see whether the results hold for different kinds
of ties.
As a final note we want to say that although our data have shortcomings, this
is the first study to provide such an elaborate analysis using Facebook data. We
think this is because these data are very hard to obtain. Therefore we are confident
that this study makes a significant contribution to literature.
3.8 Appendix
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Median 5x2cv Accuracy, G-mean, F-measure and AUC per algorithm and per data sampling technique.
Sampling technique Performance measure LR RF AB KF NN RoF KNN NB
RUS Accuracy 0.9491 0.9542 0.9548 0.9420 0.9455 0.9469 0.8560 0.9211
G-mean 0.7736 0.7944 0.7992 0.7412 0.7574 0.7618 0.5108 0.6596
F-measure 0.7702 0.7909 0.7957 0.7379 0.7540 0.7583 0.5002 0.6578
AUC 0.9669 0.9663 0.9741 0.9430 0.9596 0.9644 0.8174 0.9309
SMOTE Accuracy 0.9485 0.9506 0.9539 0.6131 0.9458 0.9443 0.8990 0.9198
G-mean 0.7709 0.7788 0.7952 0.4763 0.7587 0.7520 0.5680 0.6647
F-measure 0.7675 0.7752 0.7917 0.3774 0.7554 0.7487 0.5648 0.6646
AUC 0.9682 0.9607 0.9747 0.9389 0.9546 0.9419 0.8439 0.9227
ROS Accurcay 0.9536 0.9545 0.9589 0.9423 0.9375 0.9503 0.8664 0.9237
G-mean 0.7938 0.7979 0.8181 0.7425 0.7209 0.7740 0.5080 0.6705
F-measure 0.7903 0.7944 0.8145 0.7392 0.7177 0.7704 0.5040 0.6697
AUC 0.9686 0.9682 0.9756 0.9443 0.8961 0.9616 0.7605 0.9336
4
Comparing the Ability of Twitter and
Facebook Data to Predict Box Office
Sales 1
Abstract
This paper aims to determine which social media platform (Facebook or Twitter)
is most predictive of box office sales, which algorithm performs best, and which
variables are important. To do so, we introduce a holistic social media analyti-
cal approach that consists of two stages. In the first stage, we compare several
models based on Facebook and Twitter data. We benchmark these model compar-
isons over various data mining algorithms (i.e., linear regression, k-nearest neigh-
bors, decision trees, bagged trees, random forest, gradient boosting, and neural
networks) using five times two-fold cross-validation. In the second stage, we ap-
ply information-fusion sensitivity analysis to evaluate which variables from which
platform and from which data type are driving the predictive performance. The
analysis shows that Facebook data outperform Twitter data at predicting box of-
fice sales by more than 11% in RMSE, 13% in MAE, 14% in MAPE, and 47% in
R2. In terms of the best algorithm, we find that random forest is the top performer
1Based on: Bogaert, M., Ballings, M., Van den Poel, D., & Oztekin, A. (2018). Com-
paring the Ability of Twitter and Facebook Data to Predict Box Office Sales. Under revision
in the Journal of Management Information Systems.
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across all performance measures. We also find that including user-generated con-
tent (UGC) does not significantly increase the predictive power for both Twitter
and Facebook data. Our sensitivity analysis reveals that the number of Facebook
page likes (i.e., a page-popularity indicator) is the most important variable, fol-
lowed by the hype factor of Facebook comments (i.e., user-generated content).
The results also show that volume is a better predictor than valence. Our results
provide clear guidelines for practitioners, marketers and academics who want to
model box office sales using social media data.
4.1 Introduction
Since the rise of social media, substantial research has been conducted on the rela-
tionship between social media and movie sales [68]. Data originating from social
media sites such as Yahoo! Movies and Twitter have been used to explain this
relationship [72, 193]. Most of these studies found that user-generated content
(UGC) such as online word-of-mouth (WOM), is one of the most important indi-
cators of sales [46]. Asur and Huberman [10] concluded in their study that online
WOM has more predictive power than other, more traditional data sources such as
the Hollywood Stock Exchange index, which is a virtual stock exchange for the
entertainment industry. These findings provide important insights for practitioners
since it allows them to focus on the most influential elements of online WOM to
boost their revenues. For example, research regarding the influence of chatter on
Twitter on movie sales has revealed that the number of tweets and positive tweets
ratio are important influencers of box office sales [193].
While research concerning social media and box office sales has advanced to
some extent, it still suffers from two main limitations. First, whereas the power of
Twitter to predict movie sales has been studied extensively, less attention has been
paid to Facebook. This is unfortunate, since Facebook contains a great number
of potentially interesting predictors of movie sales [153]. Therefore, it is impor-
tant to know how both data sources compare in predicting box office sales. Since
both Facebook and Twitter generate considerable amounts of data, collecting and
parsing data from both data sources can be intractable. Second, previous research
mainly focused on the impact of UGC on box office sales, while disregarding
marketer-generated content (MGC). Nevertheless, research has shown that both
UGC and MGC on brand page communities (i.e., Facebook and Twitter pages)
impact consumer purchase behavior [101]. Besides UGC and MGC, Facebook
and Twitter pages also contain page-popularity indicators (PPI) (e.g., the number
of Facebook page likes or Twitter page followers) that are indicative of movie
sales [173]. To the best of our knowledge, no study has collectively included
UGC, MGC and PPI in their box office predictions and conducted a comprehen-
sive analysis of Facebook and Twitter. Hence, this leaves two important questions
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unanswered: (1)‘Which social media platform is the most predictive of box office
sales?’, (2) ‘Which algorithm performs the best?’, and (3) ‘Which variables are the
most important drivers of box office sales?’.
This paper contributes to literature in several ways. First, we predict box of-
fice sales for 231 movies using data from both Facebook and Twitter. To conduct
a fair comparison between both platforms, we build two models for each platform.
One model is based on MGC and PPI such as the total number of posts or tweets
and the total number of page likes and followers. The second model augments
the first model with UGC such as total number of comments and the total number
of replies. To ensure that our results are robust, we benchmark these model com-
parisons over 7 state-of-the-art algorithms: regularized linear regression, k-nearest
neighbors, decision trees, bagged trees, random forest, gradient boosting and neu-
ral networks. Finally, we apply information-fusion sensitivity analysis to evaluate
which variables from which platform (i.e., Facebook or Twitter) from which data
type (i.e., UGC, MGC and PPI) are the driving force of predictive performance. To
demonstrate our contribution, we introduce a social media analytical methodology,
which is an enhancement of the CRISP-DM framework [43]. To the best of our
knowledge, this study is the first to conduct such a comprehensive and robust com-
parison between Twitter and Facebook as a data source for box office predictions.
Moreover, we are the first to thoroughly investigate the descriptive and predictive
power of both Facebook and Twitter in regard to box office revenues based on an
extensive set of UGC, MGC and PPI variables.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. First, we provide an
overview of the existing literature. Second, we discuss our methodological frame-
work, the extracted data, the variables and the algorithms. Third, we describe our
results and practical implications. To conclude, we elaborate on the limitations
and avenues for future research.
4.2 Literature overview
Research on box office predictions has mostly studied two types of variables:
movie characteristics and UGC, such as WOM [130]. The former includes vari-
ables such as the cast of the movie, the content of the movie and the release time of
the movie [141]. The latter consists in the influence of WOM volume and valence
on movie sales [72]. The majority of the literature on box office predictions us-
ing WOM has focused on Yahoo!Movies [46, 62, 167], blog posts [164], Google
searches [152], and IMDB [151]. Most of these studies conclude that online chat-
ter has a significant influence on movie sales over and above other data sources,
such as ratings [72]. Together with the rise of social media, research concerning
box office revenues and WOM has shifted from more traditional web 2.0 sites (e.g.,
Yahoo!Movies and blogs) to social network sites (SNS), such as Twitter and Face-
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book. The reasons for this shift are manifold. First, Facebook and Twitter have a
large user base with respectively 2.01 billion [84] and 328 million monthly active
users [210]. Second, Facebook and Twitter allow companies to create their own
customized Facebook and Twitter pages on which they can post their own promo-
tional content. Facebook even allows companies to target a certain audience (e.g.,
users that live in New York and like to watch movies) [83]. Third, Facebook and
Twitter pages are updated frequently and have a standardized API which allow for
a user-friendly and structured data collection [161]. Finally, both platforms con-
tain a lot of user-created and company-created content as well as page popularity
indicators that have proven to have a significant impact on movie sales [68]. For
the aforementioned reason, we decide to focus our study on Facebook and Twitter
2.
Studies on social media data and box office revenues can be categorized ac-
cording to several dimensions: (1) whether they use Facebook or Twitter, (2)
whether they include PPI, MGC and UGC, (3) whether they compare the predictive
performance of both platforms and (5) the number of movies they predict (Table
4.1). Studies including Twitter use the tweets about a movie to forecast movie
sales [10]. For example, Rui et al. [193] found, using a dynamic panel model, that
tweets expressing the intention to watch a movie have the strongest effect on movie
sales. Moreover, they also found that people with more followers have a higher im-
pact on revenues. Studies including Facebook data use information on the movie
page to estimate movie sales [173]. For example, Oh et al. [173] discovered a
positive relationship between the number of likes for a certain movie and gross
box office revenues. Page popularity indicators (PPI) refer to meta-information of
a Facebook or a Twitter page such as the page likes and the number of follow-
ers [173]. For example, Ding et al. [68] examined the impact of a Facebook movie
page like on box office sales and found that a 1% increase in pre-release likes leads
to a 0.2% increase in opening week box office sales. Marketer-generated content
(MGC) contains the volume and the valence of Facebook posts or Tweets created
by the page owners (i.e., digital marketers of the focal firm) to increase engage-
ment [101]. For example, the total number of Facebook posts refers to volume,
whereas the average sentiment of a firm’s Facebook posts relates to valence. User-
generated content (UGC) often refers to the volume as well as the valence of online
WOM about a certain movie [78]. For example, Asur and Huberman [10] use both
the rate of the tweets (i.e., volume) and two sentiment measures (i.e., polarity and
subjectivity) to model box office revenues. Finally, studies comparing social me-
dia platforms assess which data hold the most predictive power. For example, Oh
et al. [173] found, using a robust OLS model, that Twitter lost all predictive power
of movie sales when Facebook data were entered in the model. However, they
2In the remainder of this article, we simply refer to both Facebook and Twitter as ‘social
media’.
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include the volume of WOM (e.g., the total talk on Facebook and the total tweets
on Twitter) and PPI (e.g., total page likes and the number of followers) but neglect
to add MGC as well as the valence of the online chatter.
Table 4.1 summarizes the literature on movie sales and social media data.
From Table 4.1, it is clear that no study has included PPI, MGC and UGC to pre-
dict box office sales and conducted an analysis of Facebook and Twitter (i.e., the
dominant platforms in the marketplace). Furthermore, we include more movies
than any other study to date. The question whether or not Facebook or Twitter is
the most important platform in predicting box office sales is non-trivial. Facebook
and Twitter are becoming more and more important as a tool for building brand
equity and increase consumer engagement [60, 155]. Applications such as Face-
book Ads even allow firms to target specific audiences with their brand posts [83].
Due to these platforms’ popularity, thousands of tweets, comments and likes are
created every second. If a firm wants to collect all the available Twitter and Face-
book data, they have to use the Twitter or Facebook API [85, 211]. Both platforms
have their own types of data and data limits, so collecting, parsing and preparing
data from both platforms can be unmanageable in the long run. When firms want
to predict the box office success of their movie, they want to get the most accurate
predictions as efficiently as possible. Hence, they want to know which platform to
choose. Once a firm has chosen its preferred platform, a second question is which
variables and what type of data to gather and which data has the highest impact on
predictive performance. UGC and PPI have proven to have a significant impact on
box office sales predictions [68, 130]. However, several other studies have shown
that both volume and valence of MGC have a significant influence on key perfor-
mance metrics, such as brand equity, brand sales and profitability [60, 101, 134].
Hence, amongst the clutter of UGC, MGC and PPI marketers want to know on
which type of data to focus. For example, do we need to post a lot of content
ourselves or do we need to focus on generating buzz from the users?
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Table 4.1: Overview of box office prediction literature including Twitter and/or Facebook
Study Platform PPI MGC UGC Compare platforms N(Movies)
Volume Valence Volume Valence
Asur and Huberman [10] Twitter X X 24
Reddy et al. [187] Twitter X X 1
Wong et al. [220] Twitter X 34
Apala et al. [3] Twitter X 35
El Assady et al. [78] Twitter X 20
Gua`rdia-Sebaoun et al. [104] Twitter X X 32
Jain [121] Twitter X X 30
Rui et al. [193] Twitter X X 63
Arias et al. [6] Twitter X 50
Du et al. [71] Twitter 2 X X 24
Hennig-Thurau et al. [111] Twitter X X 105
Liu et al. [149] Twitter 3 X X 57
Gaikar et al. [97] Twitter X X 14
Kim et al. [130] Twitter 4 X X 212
Ding et al. [68] Facebook X 64
Oh et al. [173] Twitter, Facebook X X X 106
Baek et al. [15] Twitter 5 X 145
Our study Twitter, Facebook X X X X X X 231
2 The data in their study are collected from the Chinese microblogging site Weibo, a Chinese counterpart of Twitter.
3 The data in their study are collected from the Chinese microblogging site Weibo, a Chinese counterpart of Twitter. They also perform a
within platform comparison between their approach and the method of Asur and Huberman [10]. Since this is within the same platform,
we not see this as comparing different social media platforms.
4 The data in their study were obtained from pulseK, which aggregates data from several social network services and performs sentiment
analysis. It was explicitly mentioned that Twitter is part of this data set. Usage of Facebook is not mentioned.
5 Their study also includes Yahoo!Movies, YouTube and blog posts as social media channels. Since we are only interested in whether the
study includes Facebook or Twitter, these channels are not mentioned.
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To fill this gap in literature, we study the predictive power of Facebook and
Twitter using several prediction models. Next to UGC and PPI, we also include
MGC, such as the number (and valence) of posts and the number (and valence) of
tweets generated by the firm itself. To do so, we introduce a social media analyti-
cal approach consisting of two stages. The first stage contains the data collection,
the feature engineering, the model estimation and model comparison. To compare
both platforms we create two types of models for each platform. The first type only
uses PPI and MGC. The second type adds UGC to the first type. The reason is that
UGC induces a large computational overhead, and should only be collected when
it significantly improves predictive performance. Thus, in addition to analyzing the
predictive ability of Facebook and Twitter, we also assess the added value of UGC.
A previous study by Oh et al. [173] concluded that Twitter follows had a signifi-
cant positive influence on movie sales when studied in isolation. However, when
Facebook likes were introduced to the model, Twitter follows became insignifi-
cant and Facebook likes turn out to be significant. They argue that Facebook is
more consumer-centric and information-rich than Twitter, thereby weakening the
effect of Twitter on box office sales. Another study of Lo [153] argues that movie
watchers rely more on Facebook than specialized sites such as Yahoo!Movies.
Moreover, they also conclude that, overall, Facebook is considered a more im-
portant social network site than Twitter and MySpace. Hence, it is possible that
Facebook would be more significant in predicting box office revenues than Twitter.
To ensure that our results are reliable, we compare both platforms over several al-
gorithms: regularized linear regression (LR), k-nearest neighbors (KN), decision
trees (DT), bagged trees (BT), random forest (RF), gradient boosting (GB) and
neural networks (NN). Moreover, we also determine which algorithm has the best
performance. Research has shown that machine-learning algorithms improve the
performance of box office predictions [198]. However, one major downside of
these social media studies is that they neglect to use ensembles methods [6, 149].
Nevertheless ensemble techniques have proven to be superior in movie success
prediction [141] and in other social media applications, such as event prediction
[32] and daily sales forecast [53].
The second stage summarizes the information from both platforms and predic-
tion models with a technique called information-fusion sensitivity analysis [176].
Information-fusion combines the knowledge of all prediction models in an unbi-
ased and balanced fashion and determines which variables are the driving force of
predictive performance [55]. Hence, it can be seen as an advanced way of mea-
suring variable importances, since it determines the impact of a variable across all
prediction models. In agreement with previous literature, we believe that certain
variables related to page popularity and WOM (or more in general UGC) would
be of major importance in comparison to MGC. Page popularity indicators (e.g.,
the number of page likes on Facebook and the number of Twitter followers) show
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a degree of interest towards a certain movie. According to the personal consumer
engagement behavior theory, liking or following a movie reflects intrinsic motiva-
tion and involvement, and hence leads to higher movie sales [173]. Other authors
argue, based on social impact theory, that more Facebook likes represent a higher
social size and conversely higher social impact [68]. Therefore, more Facebook
likes lead to higher box office revenues.
Research investigating the relationship between UGC and movie sales has
mainly focused on online WOM. WOM influences movie sales through two mech-
anisms: the awareness and persuasive effect [151]. The former states that people
can only consider products of which existence they are aware. As the volume of
online chatter increases, the awareness will increase and the movie will become
a part of the potential customer’s consideration set [193]. The latter helps peo-
ple create their attitude and opinions towards the product through the information
they receive, which in turn affects their purchase decision [72]. As the valence (or
sentiment) of the tweet becomes significantly more positive, the persuasive effect
becomes larger. A lot of researchers have focused on the effects of both volume
and valence, but not all studies reach the same conclusions. On the one hand, Liu
[151] found that volume, measured as the total number of WOM interactions on
Yahoo!Movies, was the most important influencer of movie sales. They did not
find a significant relationship between valence and sales. Wong et al. [220] came
to the same conclusions. On the other hand, Chintagunta et al. [46] found that va-
lence, and not volume, was the most important variable. Rui et al. [193] found that
both volume and valence had an effect on box office revenues. Hennig-Thurau
et al. [111] thoroughly tested the effect of valence and concluded that negative
WOM dominates positive WOM and has a negative influence on early adoption.
The major reason for these discrepancies are the broad range of alternatives to
come up with volume and valence. Moreover, most studies only include their own
volume or valence measure neglecting to test the performance of their measure
against the existing alternatives. For example, Asur and Huberman [10] used a
simple positive and negative tweet ratio for valence, while Kim et al. [130] em-
ploys the total number of emotional, positive and negative SNS mentions.
Current research concerning social media and box office sales did not investi-
gate the relationship between MGC and box office sales. However, other studies
have demonstrated that, in addition to UGC, MGC also has an influence on sev-
eral firm performance metrics, such as brand equity and acquisition [60], customer
spending, cross-buying and profitability [134]. Compared to UGC, Goh et al. [101]
found that both volume and valence of MGC drive consumer purchases, however
to a lesser extent than UGC. The reason is that MGC influences consumer behav-
ior only through the persuasive effect, whereas UGC impacts consumer purchase
through informativeness and persuasiveness.
In conclusion, we are the first to conduct such an extensive analysis of Face-
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book and Twitter within the context of box office sales. We present theoretical ev-
idence why we believe Facebook would be more indicative of movie sales. More-
over, we combine all PPI, UGC and MGC (both volume and valence) that have
been proposed in literature and assess their predictive power. Since previous lit-
erature neglects to include all variable types in one study, we are the first to gain
insight in the relative importance of PPI, UGC and MGC in the context of box
office sales. On the theoretical side, we contribute to literature by assessing which
content type dominates box office revenues while using social media data. On the
methodological side, we contribute to literature by analyzing the largest collection
of movies with the widest range of algorithms to date. Moreover, we introduce
a generic social media analytical framework that can help researchers and practi-
tioners replicate our methodological approach in other similar settings. In the next
section, we discuss our framework, materials and methods.
4.3 Methodology
4.3.1 Framework
The framework employed in our study is a holistic integration of the well-known
CRISP-DM methodology [43]. The CRISP-DM framework is the most commonly
used methodology in analytics and ensures robust results [176]. There are six
steps in the process: business understanding, data understanding, data preparation,
modeling, evaluation, and deployment. The main adaptation of our framework
emerges in the data collection, data preparation and information-fusion sensititvity
analysis. In our framework the three data sources (i.e., BoxOfficeMojo, Facebook
and Twitter) are crawled from the internet using the API. Figure 4.1 summarizes
the proposed social media analytical framework.
The first step is the data collection. In this step the data is gathered from the
Twitter and Facebook API and the BoxOfficeMojo website for the desired movies.
The second step involves the inspection of the raw data sources (i.e., data under-
standing). The third step involves cleaning, handling and merging of the Twitter
and Facebook data sources. There are two different data preparation procedures.
The first one involves numeric and time variables that do not require any text pro-
cessing. The second one includes text and sentiment analysis. The output of this
step is several basetables including user-generated and page-generated content of
both platforms (separate or in combination). Next, for each basetable, 7 prediction
models are built using 5 times two-fold cross-validation (5x2cv). Afterwards the
models are evaluated and compared against each other to determine the best plat-
form and the best algorithm. Finally, information-fusion is applied to integrate the
knowledge of all prediction models and Facebook and Twitter variables. Using the
fusion model, variable importances are assessed to uncover the driving forces of
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Facebook API
BoxOfficeMojo
Twitter API
Raw data
1. Data collection
2. Data 
understanding
Data cleaning
Numeric and time 
variables
Text & sentiment 
analysis
Basetables
3. Data preparation
4. Prediction 
models
5x2fold cross-
validation
5. Model 
evaluation & 
comparison
Information-
fusion of 
prediction models
Variable 
importances
6. Information-fusion sensitivity analysis
Figure 4.1: Social media analytical framework
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predictive performance.
4.3.2 Data
We extracted data from 231 movies released between January 2012 and December
2015 that had a verified3 Facebook or Twitter page. We obtained data from the
Facebook and Twitter pages from the start of their very existence until the time
of collection (August 2016). We note that we only selected movies until the end
of 2015 because we wanted to be certain that the movies were out of theaters
and thus reached their final gross box office revenues. To extract the information
of the Facebook and Twitter pages we used the publicly available API [85, 211].
The extracted data is available in JSON format, which allows for easy and fast
processing [161]. Movie sales data (i.e., gross box office revenues) were collected
via BoxOfficeMojo within the same time window [33].
The same data types were collected for both platforms and can be categorized
into PPI, UGC, MGC. Page popularity indicators (PPI) are overall performance
indicators of a Facebook or a Twitter page. For example, the total number of page
likes and total amount of social media buzz (i.e., talking about) are the most im-
portant PPI on Facebook. MGC refers to all information on a Facebook page or
Twitter wall created by the page owners (in our case movie producers). For exam-
ple, the average sentiment of posts and the total number of posts on the Facebook
page refer to the valence and volume of MGC. User-generated content (UGC)
consists of the Facebook comments and Twitter replies4 posted by other users and
the interactions on those comments and replies [197]. For example, the average
sentiment of replies or comments and the number of likes on a post, comment or
reply are user-generated content. Table 4.2 presents descriptive statistics of the
data sources. The ‘Total’ column gives the total amount of MGC or UGC col-
lected on Facebook and Twitter across all 231 movies. For example, we collected
95,725 posts and 150,599 tweets in total across all movies and the median number
of marketer-generated posts across all movies is 246 with a minimum of 23 posts
and a maximum of 2280 posts for a movie. The final row of Table 4.2 shows the
median and range of gross box office revenues. Since this distribution is skewed,
we take the natural logarithm of the gross box office revenues as our dependent
variable [79, 177, 193].
Based on these three categories, we propose 4 data sets to compare both plat-
forms. The baseline models include PPI and MGC of Facebook and Twitter. The
augmented models include PPI, MGC and UGC. This is motivated by the fact that
collecting UGC induces a large computational overhead. For example, on Face-
3Facebook and Twitter add a blue badge on verified pages. This means that Facebook
or Twitter confirms that this is the authentic page for a movie.
4We filtered out replies that did not respond to a specific Tweet on the timeline.
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Table 4.2: Descriptive statistics
Type of content Total Median Min Max
MGC
Facebook 95,725 246 23 2280
Twitter 150,599 432 8 2992
UGC
Facebook 2,966,421 6120 127 243,008
Twitter 1,596,501 4079 130 69,920
PPI
Facebook - 247,000 1142 11,280,000
Twitter - 5834 127 616,600
Revenues ($) - 24,480,000 25,480 356,500,000
book the API allows to easily collect the wall of a movie page. If you want to
collect the comments (UGC), to sequence over all the collected wall posts and
scrape them individually. In other words MGC can be collected without UGC, but
UGC cannot be collected without collecting MGC. Therefore, it is of major im-
portance for a company to know whether or not the collection of UGC is worth the
effort. Next to these 4 models we also added two models that combine both Face-
book and Twitter data, one with UGC and one without UGC. These models aim to
check whether the UGC has added value across both platforms and to evaluate the
best algorithm. Table 4.3 summarizes the models used in this study including the
data sources from which they are composed of and the total number of variables.
We note that for every Twitter variable, we tried to make a Facebook counterpart.
In some cases it was not possible to recreate the variables, this explains the small
difference in the number of variables.
4.3.3 Variables
Table 4.4 provides an overview of our predictors, together with an example for
each platform. We added all relevant variables as present in current literature as
well as additional combinatorial variables. We note that we only included so-
cial media variables, even though other researchers have included other variables
related to the movie itself such as number of screens and the genre [68]. We de-
liberately exclude these variables from our analysis since we are only interested
in the predictive power of social media data and how they compare against each
other.
The variables in Table 4.4 are categorized according to the data sources iden-
tified in Section 4.3.2. PPI only encompass volume measures, whereas MGC and
UGC are WOM measures and contain volume and valence or a combination of
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Table 4.3: Overview models
Models Facebook Twitter N(variables)
PPI MGC UGC PPI MGC UGC
Fb:base X X 55
Fb:plus X X X 104
Tw:base X X 58
Tw:plus X X X 106
FbTw:base X X X X 113
FbTw:plus X X X X X X 210
Note: Fb:base represents a model with Facebook data and PPI and MGC,
Fb:plus Facebook data with PPI, MGC and UGC, Tw:base Twitter data with
PPI and MGC, Tw:plus Twitter data with PPI, MGC and UGC, FbTw:base
Facebook and Twitter data with PPI and MGC, and FbTw:plus Facebook
and Twitter data with PPI, MGC and UGC.
both. For example, the number of positive posts is classified as a combination of
volume and valence, whereas the percentage of positive posts and the average sen-
timent of the post is only valence. Both volume and valence are further divided
into unrestricted and time-restricted variables. The former have no time compo-
nent and their value is fixed at the time of scraping (i.e., aggregated over the whole
time period until August 2016). The latter compare the creation date of the object
(e.g., a post, tweet, comment or reply) in relation to the release date of the movie.
The first category are the more general PPI, such as the number of followers
of the movie on Twitter and the number of movie page likes on Facebook [173].
For example, Ding et al. [68] concluded that a 1% increase in the number of page
likes one week prior to release results in a 0.2% increase in box office revenues
in the opening weekend. A comparable study on Twitter was done by Rui et al.
[193]. They conclude that having more followers on Twitter influences box office
revenues. Before going deeper into MGC and UGC, we elaborate the text analysis
and sentiment analysis part of our approach which is used to calculate valence
variables.
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Table 4.4: Overview variables
Category Facebook Twitter
PPI Number of Likes Number of followers
MGC Volume Unrestricted Number of posts Number of tweets
Mean number of post per day Mean number of tweets per day
Time-restricted Number of posts before release Number of tweets before release
% of posts 1 week before release % of tweets 1 week before release
Valence Unrestricted % positive posts % positive tweets
Mean sentiment score posts Mean sentiment score tweets
Time-based % neutral posts 2 weeks after release % neutral tweets 2 weeks after release
Change post sentiment before/after re-
lease
Change tweet sentiment before/after re-
lease
Combination Unrestricted Number of positive posts Number of positive tweets
Number of negative posts Number of negative tweets
Time-restricted Number of neutral posts after release Number of neutral tweets after release
Number of negative posts after release Number of negative tweets after release
UGC Volume Unrestricted Hype factor Hype factor
Mean likes on comments Mean retweeted replies
Time-based Number of comments after release Number of tweets after release
% comments 1 week before release % replies 1 week before release
Valence Unrestricted Ratio positive/negative comments Ratio positive/negative replies
% positive comments % negative comments
Time-based Sentiment comments before release Sentiment replies before release
% neutral comments 2 weeks after re-
lease
% neutral comments 2 weeks after re-
lease
Combination Unrestricted Number of positive comments Number of positive replies
Number of neutral comments Number of neutral replies
Time-restricted Number of neutral comments 2 weeks
after release
Number of neutral replies 2 weeks after
release
Number of positive comments 1 week
before release
Number of positive replies 1 week be-
fore release
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4.3.3.1 Text and sentiment analysis
Before we could perform sentiment analysis, we had to perform some text clean-
ing: transforming the text to lower case, removing punctuation, leading and trailing
white space, numbers and web links [118]. After the text cleaning, the sentences
were broken down into words. To conduct sentiment analysis we perform the
lexicon-based method, as this is considered the most common method to assess
the influence of WOM in social media [127]. The lexicon-based method compares
each word in the text-item to a predefined lexicon. If a particular word is located in
the lexicon, it assigns the matching valence-score to the focal word [204]. We used
an English lexicon with valence scores of 13,915 words, so only English sentences
were considered. Next, the words in each sentence were matched the correspond-
ing valence scores on a 9-point Likert scale. We rescaled valence-scores around 5
such that 0 corresponded to a neutral comments. Hence, the valences scores range
from [−4, 4], with a value of 0 reflecting a neutral, -4 a very sad and 4 a happy
word. The final valence score is achieved by averaging across all the words in the
text-item (highly negative to highly positive). If no word in the text-item corre-
sponded to a word in the lexicon, we disregarded the text-item from our sentiment
analysis. Our lexicon contains common emotional words. Finally, to improve in-
terpretability we also classified all text-items as negative, neutral or positive [193].
Text-items with an average valence-score between [−0.5, 0.5] were assigned as
neutral, higher than 0.5 as positive and lower than -0.5 as negative5
4.3.3.2 MGC and UGC variables
In Table 4.4 MGC consists of all variables related to the posts and tweets posted
by the page administrators themselves. This category can again be subdivided
in five categories whether or not the variables are unrestricted or time-restricted,
volume or valence or a combination of both. First, unrestricted volume variables
describe the frequency of certain characteristics of a post or tweet over the entire
period. For example, the number of tweets computes the sum of all tweets sent
from the moment of creation of the page until August 2016. Another type of vari-
able is the tweet-rate which represent the average number of tweets per day [10].
Time-related volume variables are frequency-based variables restricted to a certain
time-window. We follow the recommendation of Ding et al. [68] and Kim et al.
[130] and do not only include variables before and after release, but also one week
prior and two weeks afterwards. Asur and Huberman [10] identify the period 1
5We tried several lower and upper-bounds to classify negative and positive words: -0.5
and 0.5, -0.5 and 1.5, and -1.5 and 1.5. For all three options we looked at their relative
and absolute frequency of negative, neutral, and positive words. We picked the threshold
-0.5 and 0.5 since this gave a sufficient amount of negative words and a balanced amount of
neutral words.
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week prior and two weeks after release as the most critical period since promo-
tional efforts reach their top one week before release and the hype fades out two
weeks after release. Since there is no consensus in literature whether to include
the absolute or the relative frequency, we implemented both of them [10, 111]. For
example, the number of posts before release aggregates the total number of posts
before the release date, whereas the percentage of posts 1 week prior to release
computes the ratio of the total number of posts one week prior to release and the
total number of posts over the whole period. Unrestricted valence measures use
sentiment analysis and are calculated over the entire time window. We included
both the average sentiment score as well as a classification into positive, negative
or neutral (see Section 4.3.3.1). For example, the average sentiment of a post or
the percentage of positive tweets are unrestricted valence measures. We also in-
cluded the positive/negative ratio (i.e., the total number of positive posts or tweets
divided by the total number of negative posts or tweets) [10]. Time-based valence
measures are sentiment variables calculated in relation to the release date. For
example, the percentage of neutral tweets two weeks after release computes the
number of neutral tweets two weeks after release relative to the total number of
tweets. Furthermore, we also included the change in sentiment scores before and
after release [130]. This variable measures the effect of a movie being better or
worse than anticipated. Finally, unrestricted and time-restricted combination mea-
sures calculate the frequency of sentiment classes over the entire period or a fixed
period in time. For example, the total number of positive posts is an unrestricted
combination and the total number of positive tweets before release is a time-based
combination. We note that percentage of positive positive posts is a valence vari-
able since it represents a relative number, whereas the total number of positive
posts is a count variable.
Finally, UGC refers to replies on tweets and comments on posts on the official
movie page. These variables are fairly similar to their MGC counterparts with a
few additions. For example, as proposed by Gaikar et al. [97], we calculate the
hype factor which measures how many distinct users have reacted to a certain post
or tweet relative to the total number of comments or posts. If the hype factor comes
close to 1, it implies that a lot of distinct users have reacted. If the hype factor is
close to 0, it means that several users replied more than once.
4.3.4 Prediction algorithms
In total we use 7 prediction algorithms: k-nearest neighbors (KN), decision trees
(DT), regularized linear regression (LR), neural networks (NN), bagged trees (BT),
random forest (RF), and gradient boosting (GB). We chose these algorithms since
they handle different levels of complexity [32] and have proven to yield good per-
formance in movie sales predictions [141].
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4.3.4.1 Regularized linear regression
We apply linear regression with lasso (i.e., least absolute shrinkage and selection
operator) to control for overfitting [231]. The lasso restricts the absolute sum of
the regression coefficients to a predefined value. As a consequence some of the
regression coefficients are shrunken towards zero [109]. We used the R-package
glmnet to build the prediction model [92]. We cross-validated the nlambda pa-
rameter in terms of Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) by sequencing over all its
values (default 100).
4.3.4.2 K-nearest neighbors
K-nearest neighbors (KN) is a non-parametric pattern recognition method which
makes no assumptions about the form of the regression function [2]. We used
the k-d tree algorithm to implement k-nearest neighbors [27]. In classification the
value of a new instance is determined by taking the majority vote of the K most
similar instances. In regression, the prediction of a new sample is the average value
of the K nearest neighbors. Hence, it is important to cross-validate the value of
K (i.e., the number of nearest neighbors to determine the final predictions). We
iterated over all values from K = {1, 2, ..., 150} to determine the optimal K in
terms of RMSE. To implement KN we used the R-package FNN [29].
4.3.4.3 Decision trees
We use the Classification and Regression Tree (CART) approach by [37] using
binary recursive partitioning to build a decision tree (DT). The algorithm is called
binary since two child nodes are created from each parent node. The recursive
nature stems from the fact that each child node will become a parent unless it
is a terminal node. Regression trees divide the feature space in several distinct
and non-overlapping regions. Predictions are made by taking the average value
of the training instances of the region to which the new instance belongs [122, p.
306-311]. To avoid overfitting we pruned our regression tree by cross-validating
the cost complexity parameter (cp). We sequenced over all values from cp =
{0.001, 0.002, 0.003, ..., 0.199, 0.200} and selected the value of cp that minimized
the RMSE. We used the R-package rpart to build our decision trees [205].
4.3.4.4 Neural networks
A neural networks (NN) is a non-parametric machine learning method which mim-
ics the behavior of the human brain [212]. The algorithm consists of three hidden
layers, namely the input layer, the hidden layer and the output layer. We use a
feed-forward neural network optimized by BFGS with one hidden layer as our al-
gorithm implementation [70]. To build our feed-forward neural network, we use
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the R-package nnet [189]. Several operations and parameter tuning are required
to effectively implement a NN. First, all numerical predictors - binary variables
are disregarded- are rescaled to [0, 1] to avoid numerical and computational prob-
lems. Second, the starting weights are chosen at random [190, p. 154]. Third, we
set the entropy, the rang, the abstol, the reltol, the MaxNWts and the maxit
parameter to respectively the maximum conditional likelihood, 0.1, 1.0e-4, 1.0e-8,
1000 and 1000. Finally, we optimized the weight decay parameter (decay) and the
number of nodes in the hidden unit (size) by performing a grid search across the
values for decay = {5, 10, 20} and size = {0.001, 0.01, 0.1} [190, p. 163 - 170].
4.3.4.5 Bagged trees
Bagging tries to cope with high variance of decision trees by means of ‘bootstrap
aggregation’ [34]. This implies that independent bootstrap samples of the same
size as the training data are constructed by sampling with replacement. Conse-
quently several decision trees are built using these bootstrap samples. Finally the
different trees are aggregated by averaging the output. We used the R-package
ipred to build bagged CART trees with 25 bags (nbagg) [182].
4.3.4.6 Random forest
Random forest adds an additional layer of randomness to the bagging algorithm
[35]. Randomized CART trees (i.e., the best split at each node is determined from
a random subset of features) are grown on independent bootstrap samples. The
multiple trees are aggregated by means of majority vote. To implement the algo-
rithm only two variables have to be supplied: the number of random predictors to
consider at each node split (mtry) and the number of trees (ntree). We set the
mtry parameter to the square root of the number of predictors (default) and the
ntree parameter to 500 [35]. We use theR-package randomForest to implement
the algorithm [147].
4.3.4.7 Stochastic gradient boosting
We use Friedman’s gradient boosting machine to implement the boosting algo-
rithm [93]. Gradient boosting sequentially adds weak learners in a greedy fashion
such that the loss function is minimized at each iteration. CART trees are found
to be a superior weak learner for boosting, since they are flexible, easily added to-
gether and very fast [133, p. 203-208]. We use theR-package gbm, which requires
several tuning parameters [188]. First, the tree depth (interactiondept) and the
number of observations in the terminals node (nminobsinnode) restrict the depth
of trees to create a weak learner. Second, to make sure that the algorithm finds a
global optimum and does not overfit, we employ shrinkage (shrinkage). Finally,
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to avoid early stopping we set the number of iterations (n.trees) to a high number.
We optimized the aforementioned parameters in terms of RMSE by performing
a grid search across: interactiondept = {1, 3, 5, 7}, shrinkage = {0.01, 0.1},
and ntrees = {100, 500, 1000} [133, p. 203-208].
4.3.5 Performance evaluation and cross-validation
We use the root mean squared error (RMSE), the mean absolute error (MAE), the
mean absolute percentage error (MAPE), and the R2 to evaluate the performance
of the different algorithms. Many researchers choose to include the adjusted R2
instead of the normal R2 [10, 68]. The main reason why we use the regular R2
is that we do not calculate the R2 on the training set, but on a separate hold-out
test set. The main reason of adjusting the R2 is to remedy the inflation of the
training set performance caused by increasing the number of variables. Since we
use a hold-out test set increasing the number of variables does not impact test set
performance and our algorithms do not blindly maximize theR2. As a result, there
is no problem in using the regular R2 [165]. The RMSE, MAE, MAPE, and R2
are defined as follows:
MAE =
1
N
N∑
i=1
|Yi − Yˆi|, (4.1)
RMSE =
√√√√ 1
N
N∑
i=1
(Yi − Yˆi)2, (4.2)
MAPE =
1
N
N∑
i=1
|Yi − Yˆi|
Yi
, (4.3)
R2 = 1−
N∑
i=1
(Yi − Yˆi)2
N∑
i=1
(Yi − Y¯ )2
= 1− SSE
SST
, (4.4)
with N the number of observations (231), Yi the actual box office revenue, Yˆi the
predicted box office revenue, and Y¯ the mean box office revenue. The SSE repre-
sents the sum of squared errors and the SST represents the total sum of squares. In
predictive modeling, the R2 is often calculated as the squared Pearson correlation
between the predicted and actual values [133, p. 95].
To make sure our results are robust we employ five times two-fold cross-
validation (5x2cv) [65]. This method starts by randomly splitting the data in two
equal folds. Each fold gets utilized twice: once as a training set and once as a test
set. The whole procedure is repeated five times, which results in 10 performance
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measures each. If tuning of the hyper-parameters was necessary, the training set
was split again in two equal parts. Afterwards, the full training was used to es-
timate the final model. We report the median 5x2cv performance measures for
each model. To test for significant differences between the various data sources
and variable types (see Table 4.3), wins-ties-losses tables are constructed [64]. To
test for significant wins-ties-losses we use the non-parametric Wilcoxon rank test
[218]. We also adapt the p-values with Bonferroni-Dunn corrections to control for
multiple comparisons and family-wise error [50]. To compare the performance of
each algorithm against the top performer, we employ the non-parametric Friedman
test with Bonferroni-Dunn post-hoc test [96].
4.3.6 Information-fusion sensitivity analysis
To uncover which variables are the driving force of predictive performance, we
conduct information-fusion sensitivity analysis. Information-fusion is a technique
which combines multiple prediction models into one fusion model. This fusion
model produces more accurate and reliable results than the individual prediction
models [174, 196]. An individual prediction model i with a dependent variable y
and n independent variables x = {x1, x2, ..., xn} can be represented as:
yˆi = fi(x1, x2, ..., xn) = fi(x), (4.5)
with yˆi the predicted response and fi a certain functional form. The information-
fusion model with 7 prediction models can then be represented as:
yˆfusion = Ψ (yˆ1, yˆ2, ..., yˆ7) = Ψ (f1(x), f2(x), ..., f7(x)) , (4.6)
with yˆfusion the predictions of the information-fusion model and Ψ the fusion
operator. In our case we employ a linear fusion operator such that Eq. 4.6 becomes
:
yˆfusion =
7∑
i=1
ωifi(x) where
7∑
i=1
ωi = 1. (4.7)
The value of weighting factor ωi is proportional to the relative predictive per-
formance of prediction model yˆi. Hence, a lower forecasting error of model yˆi will
result in a larger weight ωi in Eq. 4.7 and hence more influence in the calculation
of the information-fusion model yˆfusion. In our case ωi is determined using the
RMSE:
ωi = 1− RMSEi7∑
i=1
RMSEi
. (4.8)
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In a next phase, we conduct sensitivity analysis of the input variables using the
information-fusion model. In data mining sensitivity analysis is mostly assessed
by means of variable importances [31]. The variable importance of a certain vari-
able j is determined by permuting on that variable and re-deploying the prediction
model using this permuted variable [215]. The difference in RMSE before and
after permutation is variable importance of variable j. We repeat this process three
times and the result is called the mean decrease in RMSE. In mathematical terms
this becomes:
Vi,j =
1
3
3∑
k=1
RMSEki,j −RMSEki,base, (4.9)
with Vij the importance of variable j in prediction model i,RMSEi,j is the RMSE
of prediction model i with variable j permuted and RMSEi,base the baseline
RMSE of prediction model i.
To obtain more reliable and robust estimates for the variable importance, we
determine our importance using the information-fusion model. By doing so the
information of all prediction models is incorporated [55]. If we rephrase Eq. 4.7
in terms of importance of variable j with 7 prediction models, this becomes:
Vfusion,j =
7∑
i=1
ωiVi,j . (4.10)
The measure in Eq. 4.10 indicates how much the overall RMSE would in-
crease if variable j would not be included in the model. We note that all of the
aforementioned measures are 5x2cv cross-validated. Hence, Eq. 4.10 represents
the median 5x2cv mean decrease in RMSE of variable j.
4.4 Results
4.4.1 Model comparison
Our research questions are: ‘Which social media platform (Twitter or Facebook)
and which type of data (PPI, MGC and UGC) has the most predictive power in
box office sales predictions?’. Table 4.5 summarizes the average performance and
standard deviations of the 6 models proposed in Section 4.3.2 in terms of RMSE,
MAE, MAPE and R2 across all 7 algorithms. We note that this table is based
on the median 5x2cv results for each performance measure. We refer the reader to
Appendix B for an overview of the median 5x2cv results in terms of RMSE, MAE,
MAPE and R2 for each model and performance algorithm. A first observation is
the superiority of Facebook data in comparison to Twitter. From Table 4.5 it is
clear that Facebook data has the best performance both with and without UGC
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Table 4.5: Average (standard deviation) 5x2cv median RMSE, MAE, MAPE and
R2 across all algorithms
Fb:base Fb:plus Tw:base Tw:plus FbTw:base FbTw:plus
RMSE 1.7045
(0.4626)
1.6123
(0.2840)
2.0163
(0.3969)
1.9226
(0.3897)
1.6697
(0.4346)
1.6333
(0.3109)
MAE 1.2961
(0.3209)
1.2381
(0.2195)
1.5537
(0.2980)
1.4921
(0.2772)
1.2826
(0.3189)
1.2242
(0.1802)
MAPE 0.0861
(0.0221)
0.0824
(0.0154)
0.1043
(0.0197)
0.1000
(0.0174)
0.0857
(0.0237)
0.0811
(0.0126)
R2 0.4893
(0.2059)
0.5038
(0.2053)
0.2894
(0.1700)
0.3425
(0.1509)
0.5004
(0.2152)
0.5315
(0.1616)
across all performance measures (i.e., Fb:base is superior to Tw:base and Fb:plus
is superior to Tw:plus). Moreover, Facebook data is always superior to Twitter
data even when comparing Facebook data without UGC (Fb:base) to Twitter data
with UGC (Tw:plus). For example, Facebook outperforms the best Twitter model
in terms of RMSE by at least 11%6 and 16%7 maximum, by 13% and 17% in
terms of MAE, by 14% and 18% in terms of MAPE, and by 43%8 and 47% 9 in
the case of R2. A second observation is that the inclusion of UGC always leads to
better predictive performance for Facebook, Twitter, and the combination of both
Twitter and Facebook. A final observation is that the combination of Facebook and
Twitter data mostly leads to the best performance, except in terms of RMSE where
Fb:plus is the best performer. However, we note that the differences between the
models including only Facebook data and the models including both Facebook and
Twitter data are rather small. Therefore, we take a look at the wins-ties-losses to
test whether these observations are significant across the majority of algorithms.
Table 4.6 summarizes the wins-ties-losses across all 7 algorithms for each
performance measure. We note that these counts are based on the 5x2cv median
results for each performance measure in Appendix B. For example, the compari-
son of Fb:base against Fb:plus in terms of R2 informs us that Fb:base wins in 3
out of the 7 times from Fb:plus and loses in 4 out of the 7 times in absolute num-
bers. However, when looking at the significant difference we notice that Fb:base
and Fb:plus are tied in 6 cases and Fb:base both wins and loses in 1 case. Based
on these findings we can draw several conclusions. First, the superiority of Face-
6This figure is calculated by comparing the performance of Fb:base and Tw:plus: 1 −
(1.7045/1.9226) = 0.1134.
7This figure is calculated by comparing the performance of Fb:plus and Tw:plus: 1 −
(1.6123/1.9226) = 0.1614.
8This figure is calculated as the increase in performance between Fb:base and Tw:plus:
((0.4893− 0.3425)/0.3425) = 0.4286.
9This figure is calculated as the increase in performance between Fb:plus and Tw:plus:
((0.5038− 0.3425)/0.3425) = 0.4709.
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book over Twitter data is confirmed for models with and without UGC. We see that
both in absolute and significant counts Fb:base and Fb:plus win in the majority of
the cases for each performance measure. Hence, we can state regarding research
question 1 that Facebook data holds the most predictive power. Second, we can-
not confirm that the inclusion of UGC leads to a significant increase in predictive
performance. For Twitter, Facebook; and a combination of Facebook and Twitter
data the results are not significantly different with or without UGC in a majority of
the cases. In most cases there is a significant tie between models with or without
UGC. Finally, the combination of Facebook and Twitter data does not lead to a
significant increase in performance when compared to models including Facebook
data only. In most cases the comparison between Facebook and a combination of
Facebook and Twitter leads to significant ties.
In summary, we can conclude that (1) Facebook data are superior to Twitter
data, (2) the inclusion of UGC does not lead to a significant improvement, and (3)
the combination of Twitter and Facebook does not significantly increase predictive
performance when compared to solely Facebook data.
4.4.2 Algorithm performance
A secondary question we want to solve is: ‘Which algorithm performs best in
predicting box office sales?’. In Table 4.7 we summarize the averages and standard
deviations across all models for each algorithm in terms of RMSE, MAE, MAPE
and R2. For detailed 5x2cv median results for each performance measure, we
again refer the reader to Appendix B. The RMSE ranges from 1.4644 to 2.3994,
the MAE from 1.1133 to 1.7723, the MAPE from 0.0746 to 0.1181, and the R2
from 0.1424 to 0.5870. We see that RF is the best algorithm in terms of RMSE
and R2, followed by BT, GBM, KNN, DT, LR and NN. In terms of MAE and
MAPE, BT comes out as the top performer. These results are partially in line with
Cui et al. [53] who find that non-linear ensemble techniques such as RF and GBM
perform best in forecasting future sales.
Table 4.8 provides the average ranks across all models in terms of RMSE,
MAE, MAPE and R2 with the results of the Friedman test. The Friedman test in-
forms us that we can reject the null hypothesis that there are no significant differ-
ences between the algorithms for RMSE (χ2(6) = 33.50), MAE (χ2(6) = 32.50),
MAPE (χ2(6) = 32.35) and R2 (χ2(6) = 32.57). Hence, we perform the
Bonferroni-Dunn post-hoc test to see which algorithms are significantly different
from each other (i.e., difference bigger than the critical difference of 3.290485). In
Table 4.8 the best performing algorithm is highlighted in bold and underlined. The
algorithms for which the critical difference is smaller than 3.290485 (i.e., not sig-
nificantly different) are expressed in bold font. Based on the average ranks RF is
found to the best algorithm for all performance measures. Only in terms of MAE,
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Table 4.6: Absolute (significant) wins-ties-losses across all 7 algorithms in terms
of RMSE, MAE, MAPE and R2
Measure Fb:plus Tw:base Tw:plus FbTw:base FbTw:plus
RMSE
Fb:base 4/0/3 (0/6/1) 7/0/0 (6/1/0) 6/0/1 (5/2/0) 3/0/4 (0/7/0) 4/0/3 (0/6/1)
Fb:plus - 7/0/0 (6/1/0) 6/0/1 (6/1/0) 2/0/5 (1/6/0) 4/0/3 (0/7/0)
Tw:base - - 1/0/5 (0/6/1) 0/0/7 (0/1/6) 0/0/7 (0/1/6)
Tw:plus - - - 1/0/6 (0/2/5) 1/0/6 (0/1/6)
FbTw:base - - - - 4/0/3 (0/6/1)
FbTw:plus - - - - -
MAE
Fb:base 4/0/3 (0/6/1) 7/0/0 (6/1/0) 6/0/1 (5/2/0) 3/0/4 (0/7/0) 3/0/4 (0/6/1)
Fb:plus - 7/0/0 (7/0/0) 6/0/1 (6/1/0) 3/0/4 (1/6/0) 3/0/4 (0/7/0)
Tw:base - - 3/0/4 (0/7/0) 0/0/7 (0/1/6) 0/0/7 (0/0/7)
Tw:plus - - - 1/0/6 (0/2/5) 0/0/7 (0/1/6)
FbTw:base - - - - 4/0/3 (0/6/1)
FbTw:plus - - - - -
MAPE
Fb:base 3/0/4 (0/6/1) 7/0/0 (6/1/0) 6/0/1 (5/2/0) 3/0/4 (0/7/0) 2/0/5 (0/6/1)
Fb:plus - 7/0/0 (6/1/0) 6/0/1 (5/2/0) 1/0/6 (1/6/0) 3/0/4 (0/7/0)
Tw:base - - 1/0/6 (0/7/0) 0/0/7 (0/1/6) 0/0/7 (0/1/6)
Tw:plus - - - 1/0/6 (0/2/5) 0/0/7 (0/2/5)
FbTw:base - - - - 3/0/4 (0/6/1)
FbTw:plus - - - - -
R2
Fb:base 3/0/4 (1/5/1) 7/0/0 (5/2/0) 7/0/0 (5/2/0) 3/0/4 (0/7/0) 3/0/4 (1/5/1)
Fb:plus - 7/0/0 (6/1/0) 6/0/1 (6/1/0) 3/0/4 (1/5/1) 2/0/5 (0/7/0)
Tw:base - - 1/0/6 (0/7/0) 0/0/7 (0/2/5) 0/0/7 (0/1/6)
Tw:plus - - - 1/0/6 (0/2/5) 0/0/7 (0/1/6)
FbTw:base - - - - 4/0/3 (1/5/1)
FbTw:plus - - - - -
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Table 4.7: Average (standard deviation) performance across all models based on
RMSE, MAE, MAPE and R2
LR RF GBM NN KNN DT BT
RMSE 2.1382
(0.1145)
1.4644
(0.1778)
1.5507
(0.1668)
2.3994
(0.3698)
1.5724
(0.2001)
1.7230
(0.1867)
1.4704
(0.1300)
MAE 1.6496
(0.1057)
1.1295
(0.1583)
1.2243
(0.1364)
1.7723
(0.2981)
1.2538
(0.1713)
1.2917
(0.1159)
1.1133
(0.0982)
MAPE 0.1121
(0.0083)
0.0755
(0.0098)
0.0814
(0.0104)
0.1181
(0.0188)
0.0812
(0.0138)
0.0864
(0.0100)
0.0746
(0.0065)
R2 0.1424
(0.0811)
0.5870
(0.1134)
0.5291
(0.1118)
0.2456
(0.1606)
0.5559
(0.1237)
0.4553
(0.1060)
0.5845
(0.0920)
Note: LR stands for linear regression, RF for random forest, GBM for gradient boosting
machines, NN for neural networks, KNN for k-nearest neighbors, DT for decision trees and
BT for bagged trees
Table 4.8: Average ranks across all models based on RMSE, MAE, MAPE and R2
with critical difference 3.290485
LR RF GBM NN KNN DT BT Friedman χ2 (6)
RMSE 6.33 1.50 3.17 6.67 3.67 5.00 1.67 33.50, p<0.001
MAE 6.33 1.50 3.67 6.67 4.00 4.33 1.50 32.50, p<0.001
MAPE 6.33 1.33 3.50 6.67 3.67 4.67 1.83 32.35, p<0.001
R2 6.67 1.33 3.50 6.33 3.17 5.00 2.00 32.57, p<0.001
RF is tied with BT. For RMSE and R2 BT, GBM and KNN are not significantly
different from RF. For MAE and MAPE, DT is also not different in statistical
terms. NN is the worst performing algorithm in terms of RMSE, MAE and MAPE
and LR in terms of R2. Readers who are interested in the average ranks together
with the Friedman test with Bonferroni-Dunn post-hoc test for each performance
measure separately are referred to Appendix C.
4.4.3 Information-fusion sensitivity analysis
Our final research question was: ‘Which variables are most important?’. More
specifically we are interested in which variables from which platform and which
data type are important. To do so, we performed information-fusion sensitivity
analysis with all Facebook and Twitter variables included (i.e., the FbTw:plus
model). The variable importances (Vi,j) in Eq. 4.10 are calculated as the 5x2cv
median mean increase in RMSE of permuting variable j in algorithm i, whereas
the weights (wi) are the weighted averages of 5x2cv median RMSEs of the FbTw:plus
model (see final column Appendix B.1). To determine which variables are impor-
tant, we made a plot that depicts the top 100 predictors against their sensitivity
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score in decreasing order (black solid line in Figure 4.2). This means that the
variable with the highest sensitivity score receives rank 1, the second highest sen-
sitivity score rank 2 and so on. We also included the cumulative percentage of
the sensitivity scores (red dotted line in Figure 4.2) in order to conduct a pareto-
analysis [174]. The pareto rule states that with 20% of the variables 80% of the
cumulative predictive performance can be achieved on average. However, these
results can slightly differ depending on the data and the prediction algorithms.
We note in Figure 4.2 that the cutoff to achieve 80% of the cumulative predic-
tive performance corresponds with 23 variables (or 23/210 = 10.95%). Table
4.9 summarizes the top 23 variables based on information-fusion sensitivity anal-
ysis. We refer the reader to Appendix A for a description of the variables. Next to
the rank, the variable and the sensitivity score we also added a column specifying
the platform (i.e., FB or TW), the data type (i.e., PPI, MGC or UGC), the type
of WOM (i.e., volume (vol), valence (val) or a combination of both (comb)) and
whether or not the variable is time-restricted (T) or time-unrestricted (U).
First, the results indicate that Facebook is the most important social media
platform with 83% of the most important variables related to FB and only 17% re-
lated to TW. This finding confirms the results of Oh et al. [173], namely that Twit-
ter data become insignificant when including Facebook data. Second, most of the
top predictors are related to UGC (83%), followed by PPI (13%) and MGC (4%).
Hence, we confirm the findings of Goh et al. [101] that UGC has more impact on
firm performance than MGC. Another important result in that PPI variables are the
top predictors of box office revenues, despite the fact that their numbers are less
extensive than UGC. For example, the total number of Facebook Page likes is the
most important variable, the number of Talking About on Facebook is ranked fifth
and the total number of Twitter followers is at rank eight. This can be explained
by consumer engagement behavior (CEB) theory as follows [41]. Personal en-
gagement, expressed as liking the Facebook page er following the Twitter page,
reflects intrinsic motivation to go and see the movie and is highly correlated with
box office sales. Interactive engagement, expressed as Facebook Talking About,
represents engagement in the community and is also of major importance. Next
to PPI, UGC is also a very important driver of box office sales. When we look
at WOM variables in particular, we find that volume measures are most impor-
tant (67%), followed by a combination of volume and valence (24%) and valence
(9%). For example, the hype factor of the comments on Facebook is the second
most important variable. The closer this variable is to 1, the higher the number
of unique users who commented on Facebook, and hence the higher the amount
of WOM, and the higher the box office sales [97]. Hence, the awareness effect
(volume WOM) is more important than the persuasive effect (valence WOM). The
most popular and important way of generating WOM on Facebook is by means of
commenting. Finally, we found that both time-restricted (43%) and unrestricted
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Figure 4.2: Scree and pareto plot of the cumulative sensitivity scores of the top
100 variables
(57%) UGC and MGC measures were important. However, time-based measures
after the release of the movie were among the most important variables.
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Table 4.9: Top 23 variables based on information-fusion sensitivity analysis
Rank Variable Sensitivity score Platform Data WOM U/T
1 NrOfLikesFb 0.5337 FB PPI - -
2 HypeFactorCommFb 0.0291 FB UGC Vol U
3 NrNeutral2WeeksAftrRelCommFb 0.0246 FB UGC Comb T
4 NrTalkingAboutFb 0.0186 FB PPI - -
5 NrPosCommFb 0.0176 FB UGC Comb U
6 PctAftrRelCommFb 0.0171 FB UGC Vol T
7 NrPosAftrRelCommFb 0.0161 FB UGC Comb T
8 NrOfFollowersTw 0.0155 TW PPI - -
9 AvgNrOfFavoritedTw 0.0152 TW UGC Vol U
10 NrBfrRelCommFb 0.0145 FB UGC Vol T
11 AvgNrOfCommPerDay2WeeksAftrRelFb 0.0137 FB UGC Vol T
12 AvgNrOfRetweetedRepliesTw 0.0128 TW UGC Vol U
13 AvgNrOfDaysBetweenCommFb 0.0127 FB UGC Vol U
14 Nr2WeeksAftrRelCommFb 0.0126 FB UGC Vol T
15 AvgLengthPostFb 0.0118 FB MGC Vol U
16 RatioPosNegCommFb 0.0103 FB UGC Val U
17 Pct2WeeksAftrReleaseFb 0.0101 FB MGC Vol T
18 NrNeg2WeeksAftrRelCommFb 0.0091 FB UGC Comb T
19 AvgNrOfRepliesTw 0.0089 TW UGC Vol U
20 NrNegBfrRelCommFb 0.0082 FB UGC Comb T
21 AvgNrOfCommFb 0.0079 FB UGC Vol U
22 NrofCommFb 0.0075 FB UGC Vol U
23 AvgSentScoreCommFb 0.0072 FB UGC Val U
Note: FB represents Facebook, TW Twitter, PPI page popularity indicators, MGC marketer-
generated content, UGC user-generated content, Val valence, Vol volume, Comb combina-
tion of volume and valence, T time-based, and U unbounded.
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4.5 Discussion and implications
Our results provide important insights for researchers and practitioners wanting
to study box office predictions. For practitioners, our findings provide an impor-
tant framework to determine which data, algorithms and variables to include in the
model. The choice of the best model for box office sales predictions is dependent
upon two factors: (1) the available resources, and (2) whether or not the modeler is
only interested in the predictions or he/she is also interested in the interpretability
of the model. The available resources are seen as the available time to scrape, pre-
pare and analyze the data and the computational execution time. If the available
resources are low to moderate and the modeler is only interested in the predic-
tions, our results indicate that the box office prediction model should only include
Facebook data with PPI and MGC (i.e., the Fb:base model). We found in Section
4.4.1 that the difference in performance between models with UGC and without on
Facebook is insignificant. However, if the available time and resources are high,
we recommend to include Twitter and build a model with PPI and MGC from
Facebook and Twitter (i.e., FbTw:plus). In case that the modeler is also interested
in interpretability of the models, we recommend to always include UGC. Per Sec-
tion 4.4.3, UGC variables are among the top drivers of box office sales. In terms
of algorithms, our results suggest to use random forest. It is the top performing
algorithm and it can be executed in parallel [19].
For researchers, our results provide important insights on both the method-
ological and the theoretical side. On the methodological side, our contributions
are twofold. First, we give insight into which social media platform is most pre-
dictive of box office sales. Second, we benchmark several algorithms over differ-
ent models and find that overall ensemble tree-based methods are superior (i.e.,
random forest and bagged trees). On the theoretical side, we contribute to liter-
ature by showing which variables from which data type are important and hence
which marketing theories are the most important in explaining box office sales. We
show that PPI and UGC are the most important drivers, whereas MGC is of lesser
importance. This finding underscores the importance of personal and interactive
engagement in explaining box office sales [173]. In terms of UGC and WOM,
we conclude that volume is more important than valence. Hence, this implies that
on social media the awareness effect is more important than the persuasive effect
[151].
4.6 Conclusion and future research
In this study we assess (1) which social media platform performs best in predicting
box office sales, (2) which algorithms performs best, and (3) which variables from
which platform and which data type are driving the predictive performance. To
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do so, we introduce a social media analytical approach consisting of two stages.
In the first stage, the predictive performance of several models including Face-
book and Twitter data is assessed across 7 algorithms. In the next stage, we apply
information-fusion sensitivity analysis to summarize the information of all algo-
rithms and determine the most important variables.
The results indicate that Facebook is more indicative of box office sales than
Twitter in terms of RMSE, MAE, MAPE and R2. We found that Facebook mod-
els outperformed the best Twitter model by at least 11% in RMSE, 13% in MAE,
14% in MAPE, and 43% in R2. When comparing both platforms with and without
UGC, Facebook models have significantly better performance than Twitter mod-
els in the majority of the cases. When assessing the added value of UGC over
and above PPI and MGC, we did not find a significant improvement. When Face-
book data or a combination of Facebook and Twitter data were used, there was
an improvement on average, however this improvement was not significant for the
majority of the algorithms. Finally, we found that the combination of Facebook
and Twitter data did not significantly improve predictive performance beyond the
Facebook data. In addition to comparing which social media platform and which
data type performs best, we also assessed which algorithms performs best in pre-
dicting box office sales. The results show that RF was the top performer, followed
by BT, GBM, KNN, DR, LR and NN for RMSE, MAPE and R2. For MAE, RF
and BT were tied on the first place. We note that the four top performing algo-
rithms had equal performance in statistical terms. In general ensemble tree-based
methods are the top performers.
Our information-fusion sensitivity analysis reveals that a PPI variable, the
number of Facebook page likes, was the most important variables. The second
most important variable is a UGC variable, the hype factor of the comments on
Facebook. In general, UGC and PPI variables from Facebook dominated the top
predictor list. In terms of WOM, we find that volume measures are more impor-
tant than valence measures. More specifically, comments on Facebook were con-
sidered as the most important WOM indicator. These findings reveal the fact that
personal engagement and interactive engagement mainly explain the influence of
social media on box office sales, followed by the awareness and persuasive effect.
In terms of time-restricted or unrestricted variables, unbounded variables are more
numerous in the top predictor list but time-restricted variables are higher ranked
on average.
Future research should focus on including more movies and making sepa-
rate predictions for different types of movies. While we included a diverse set
of movies, future studies can focus on movies with a specific budget range or a
specific genre.
An interesting avenue for future research would be to include whether or not
a post or a tweet was ‘boosted’. Facebook (and also Twitter) strategically limit
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the organic reach of posts to approximately 6.5% of the fan base, and event 2.5%
for pages with more than 500,000 followers [158]. To increase their organic reach
movie advertisers are forced to pay for additional reach. One can argue that by
boosting a post (or a tweet) UGC volume increases and the importance of MGC
decreases. As a result, UGC becomes more important than MGC within platform.
To solve this issue we could detect which posts (and tweets) are boosted by detect-
ing whether or not the number of likes of the particular post or tweet is bigger than
6.5% (or 2.5%) of the installed fan base. However, there are two major remarks to
this approach. First, although the detection of boosting is possible in theory, this
still does not change the fact that we do not have data about the advertising spent
on Facebook and Twitter for each movie. Hence, we are still forced to work with a
proxy and not with the true data. Second, the practice of boosting does not change
our current conclusions or contributions. We want to investigate, given the current
practice of boosting on each platforms, which platform, data types, algorithms and
variables are the most important in predicting box office sales.
Another interesting direction for future research would be not only to predict
final box office revenue, but also to predict opening weekend or opening month
box office revenues [68] or even movie success [141]. Since the motivation of this
study was to compare Facebook and Twitter in box office sales, we chose the most
general measure of box office sales (i.e., final box office gross sales).
A final suggestion for future research is to include information about the movie
itself [141] in addition to social media data and the theaters’ information (e.g.,
the number of visitors and the number screens) [130]. Moreover, one could also
argue to include more social media platforms such as YouTube, Yahoo! Movies or
Google trends data. These extensions are beyond the scope of this paper.
Finally, we would like to stress that although this study has its shortcomings,
we are the first to compare the predictive performance of Facebook and Twitter in
box office sales using such an extensive set of movies, algorithms and variables.
As a results, we believe this study makes a valuable contribution to literature on
social media and box office sales from both the methodological and theoretical
perspective.
4.7 Appendix
 Appendix A: Predictors 
A.1 Overview and explanation of Facebook variables (PPI= page popularity indicators, UGC 
= user-generated content, MGC = marketer-generated content, Vol = volume, Val = valence, 
Comb = combination volume and valence, U = unbounded, T = time-based) 
Nr. Variable name Variable explanation Data WOM U/T 
1 NrOfLikesFb Number of likes on Facebook page PPI - - 
2 NrOfPostsFb Number of posts on Facebook page MGC Vol U 
3 NrTalkingAboutFb Number of people talking about a 
Facebook page 
MGC Vol U 
4 AvgLengthPostFb Average number of characters of a post MGC Vol U 
5 AvgNrOfDaysBetwee
nPostsFb 
Average number of days between 2 posts MGC Vol T 
6 NrBeforeReleaseFb Number of posts before the release date MGC Vol T 
7 NrAFterReleaseFb Number of posts after the release date MGC Vol T 
8 PctBeforeReleaseFb Percentage of the posts before the release 
date 
MGC Vol T 
9 PctAfterReleaseFb Percentage of the posts after the release 
date 
MGC Vol T 
10 Nr1WeekBfrRelFb Number of posts posted from 1 week 
before the release date until the release 
date 
MGC Vol T 
11 Pct1WeekBfrReleaseF
b 
Percentage of posts posted from 1 week 
before the release  date until the release 
date 
MGC Vol T 
12 Nr2WeekAftrRelFb Number of posts posted from the release 
date until 2 weeks after the release date 
MGC Vol T 
13 Pct2WeeksAftrRelease
Fb 
Percentage of posts posted from the 
release date until 2 weeks after the release 
date 
MGC Vol T 
14 NrPosFb Number of positive posts MGC Comb U 
15 NrNegFb Number of negative posts MGC Comb U 
16 NrNeutralFb Number of neutral posts MGC Comb U 
17 RatioPosNegFb Ratio positive versus negative posts MGC Val U 
18 PctPosFb Percentage of posts being positive MGC Val U 
19 PctNegFb Percentage of posts being negative MGC Val U 
20 PctNeutralFb Percentage of posts being neutral MGC Val U 
21 NrPosBfrRelFb Number of positive posts before the 
release date 
MGC Comb T 
22 NrNegBfrRelFb Number of negative posts before the 
release date 
MGC Comb T 
23 NrNeutralBfrRelFb Number of neutral posts before the release 
date 
MGC Comb T 
24 RatioPosNegBfrRelFb Ratio positive versus negative posts 
before the release date 
MGC Val T 
25 PctPosBfrRelFb Percentage of posts before release that are 
positive  
MGC Val T 
26 PctNegBfrRelFb Percentage of posts before release that are 
negative 
MGC Val T 
27 PctNeutralBfrRelFb Percentage of posts before release that are 
neutral 
MGC Val T 
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 28 NrPosAftrRelFb Number of positive posts after the release 
date 
MGC Comb T 
29 NrNegAftrRelFb Number of negative posts after the release 
date 
MGC Comb T 
30 NrNeutralAftrRelFb Number of neutral posts after the release 
date 
MGC Comb T 
31 RatioPosNegAftrRelF
b 
Ratio of positive versus negative posts 
after the release date 
MGC Val T 
32 PctPosAftrRelFb Percentage of posts after the release date 
that are positive 
MGC Val T 
33 PctNegAftrRelFb Percentage of posts after the release date 
that are negative 
MGC Val T 
34 PctNeutralAftrRelFb Percentage of posts after the release date 
that are neutral 
MGC Val T 
35 NrPos1WeekBfrRelFb Number of positive posts from 1 week 
before the release date until the release 
date 
MGC Comb T 
36 NrNeg1WeekBfrRelF
b 
Number of negative posts from 1 week 
before the release date until the release 
date 
MGC Comb T 
37 NrNeutral1WeekBfrR
elFb 
Number of neutral posts from 1 week 
before the release date until the release 
date 
MGC Comb T 
38 NrPos2WeeksAftrRel
Fb 
Number of positive posts from the release 
date until 2 weeks after the release date 
MGC Comb T 
39 NrNeg2WeeksAftrRel
Fb 
Number of negative posts from the release 
date until 2 weeks after the release date 
MGC Comb T 
40 NrNeutral2WeeksAftr
RelFb 
Number of neutral posts from the release 
date until 2 weeks after the release date 
MGC Comb T 
41 RatioPosNeg2WeeksA
ftrRelFb 
Ratio positive versus negative posts from 
the release date until 2 weeks after the 
release date 
MGC Val T 
42 PctPos2WeeksAftrRel
Fb 
Percentage of posts from the release date 
until 2 weeks after the release date that are 
positive  
MGC Val T 
43 PctNeg2WeeksAftrRel
Fb 
Percentage of posts from the release date 
until 2 weeks after the release date that are 
negative 
MGC Val T 
44 PctNeutral2WeeksAftr
RelFb 
Percentage of posts from the release date 
until 2 weeks after the release date that are 
neutral 
MGC Val T 
45 AvgSentScoreFb Average sentiment score of the posts MGC Val U 
46 AvgSentBfrRelFb Average sentiment score of posts before 
the release date 
MGC Val T 
47 AvgSentAftrRelFb Average sentiment score of posts after the 
release date 
MGC Val T 
48 AvgSent2WeeksAftrR
elFb 
Average sentiment score of posts posted 
from the release date until 2 weeks after 
the release date 
MGC Val T 
49 ChangeSentPrePostRel
Fb 
Change in sentiment score of the posts 
before and after the release date 
MGC Val T 
50 PctChangeSentPrePost
RelFb 
Percentage change in sentiment score of 
the posts before and after the release date 
MGC Val T 
51 AvgNrOfPostsPerDay
PostsFb 
Average number of posts per day  MGC Vol T 
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 52 AvgNrOfPostsPerDay
BfrRelPostsFb 
Average number of posts per day before 
the release date 
MGC Vol T 
53 AvgNrOfPostsPerDay
AftrRelPostsFb 
Average number of posts per day after the 
release date 
MGC Vol T 
54 AvgNrOfPostsPerDay
1WeekBfrRelPostsFb 
Average number of posts per day 1 week 
before the release date 
MGC Vol T 
55 AvgNrOfPostsPerDay
2WeeksAftrRelPostsF
b 
Average number of posts per day from the 
release date until 2 weeks after the release 
date 
MGC Vol T 
56 AvgNrOfLikesFb Average number of likes on a post UGC Vol U 
57 NrofCommentsFb Number of comments UGC Vol U 
58 AvgNrLikesComment
Fb 
Average number of likes on the comments UGC Vol U 
59 AvgNrOfCommentsFb Average number of comments per post UGC Vol U 
60 AvgLengthCommentF
b 
Average number of characters per 
comment 
UGC Vol U 
61 AvgNrOfDaysBetwee
nCommentsFb 
Average number of days between 2 
comments 
UGC Vol T 
62 Nr1WeekBfrRelCom
mentsFb 
Number of comments posted from 1 week 
before the release date until the release 
date 
UGC Vol T 
63 Pct1WeekBfrRelCom
mentsFb 
Percentage of comments posted from 1 
week before the release date until the 
release date 
UGC Vol T 
64 Nr2WeeksAftrRelCom
mentsFb 
Number of comments posted from the 
release date until 2 weeks after the release 
date 
UGC Vol T 
65 Pct2WeeksAftrRelCo
mmentsFb 
Percentage of comments posted from the 
release date until 2 weeks after the release 
date 
UGC Vol T 
66 NrPosCommentsFb Number of positive comments UGC Comb U 
67 NrNegCommentsFb Number of negative comments UGC Comb U 
68 NrNeutralCommentsF
b 
Number of neutral comments UGC Comb U 
69 RatioPosNegComment
sFb 
Ratio of positive versus negative 
comments  
UGC Val U 
70 PctPosCommentsFb Percentage of comments that are positive  UGC Val U 
71 PctNegCommentsFb Percentage of comments that are negative UGC Val U 
72 PctNeutralCommentsF
b 
Percentage of comments that are neutral UGC Val U 
73 NrPosBfrRelComment
sFb 
Number of positive comments before the 
release  date 
UGC Comb T 
74 NrNegBfrRelCommen
tsFb 
Number of negative comments before the 
release  date 
UGC Comb T 
75 NrNeutralBfrRelCom
mentsFb 
Number of neutral comments before the 
release date 
UGC Comb T 
76 PctPosBfrRelCommen
tsFb 
Percentage of comments before release 
date that are positive  
UGC Val T 
77 PctNegBrfRelComme
ntsFb 
Percentage of comments before release 
date that are negative 
UGC Val T 
78 PctNeutralBfrRelCom
mentsFb 
Percentage of comments before release 
date that are neutral 
UGC Val T 
79 NrPosAftrRelCommen
tsFb 
Number of comments after the release 
date that are positive 
UGC Comb T 
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 80 NrNegAftrRelComme
ntsFb 
Number of comments after the release 
date that are negative 
UGC Comb T 
81 NrNeutralAftrRelCom
mentsFb 
Number of comments after the release 
date that are neutral 
UGC Comb T 
82 RatioPosNegAftrRelC
ommentsFb 
Ratio of positive versus negative 
comments after the release 
UGC Val T 
83 PctPosAftrRelComme
ntsFb 
Percentage of comments after the release 
date that are positive 
UGC Val T 
84 PctNegAftrRelComme
ntsFb 
Percentage of comments after the release 
date that are negative 
UGC Val T 
85 PctNeutralAftrRelCom
mentsFb 
Percentage of comments after the release 
date that are neutral 
UGC Val T 
86 NrPos1WeekBfrRelCo
mmentsFb 
Number of positive comments from 1 
week before the release until the release 
date 
UGC Comb T 
87 NrNeg1WeekBfrRelC
ommentsFb 
Number of negative comments from 1 
week before the release date until the 
release date 
UGC Comb T 
88 NrNeutral1WeekBfrR
elCommentsFb 
Number of neutral comments from 1 week 
before the release date until the release 
date 
UGC Comb T 
89 NrPos2WeeksAftrRel
CommentsFb 
Number of positive comments from the 
release date until 2 weeks after the release 
date 
UGC Comb T 
90 NrNeg2WeeksAftrRel
CommentsFb 
Number of negative comments from the 
release date until 2 weeks after the release 
date 
UGC Comb T 
91 NrNeutral2WeeksAftr
RelCommentsFb 
Number of neutral comments from the 
release date until 2 weeks after the release 
date 
UGC Comb T 
92 HypeFactorComments
Fb 
Hype factor of the comments UGC Vol U 
93 NrBfrRelCommentsFb Number of comments before the release 
date 
UGC Vol T 
94 NrAftrRelCommentsF
b 
Number of comments after the release 
date 
UGC Vol T 
95 PctBfrRelCommentsF
b 
Percentage of comments before the 
release date 
UGC Vol T 
96 PctAftrRelCommentsF
b 
Percentage of comments after the release 
date 
UGC Vol T 
97 AvgSentScoreComme
ntsFb 
Average sentiment score of the comments UGC Val U 
98 AvgSentAftrRelComm
entsFb 
Average sentiment score of the comments 
after the release 
UGC Val T 
99 AvgNrOfCommentsPe
rDayCommentsFb 
Average number of comments per day  UGC Vol T 
100 AvgNrOfCommentsPe
rDayBfrRelComments
Fb 
Average number of comments per day 
before the release date 
UGC Vol T 
101 AvgNrOfCommentsPe
rDayAftrRelComment
sFb 
Average number of comments per day 
after the release date 
UGC Vol T 
102 AvgNrOfCommentsPe
rDay1WeekBfrRelCo
mmentsFb 
Average number of comments from 1 
week before the release date until the 
release date 
UGC Vol T 
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 103 AvgNrOfCommentsPe
rDay2WeeksAftrRelC
ommentsFb 
Average number of comments from the 
release date until 2 weeks after the release 
date 
UGC Vol T 
 
A.2 Overview and explanation of Twitter variables (PPI= page popularity indicators, UGC = 
user-generated content, MGC = marketer-generated content, Vol = volume, Val = valence, 
Comb = combination volume and valence, U = unbounded, T = time-based) 
Nr. Variable name Variable explanation Data WOM U/T 
1 NrOfFollowersTw Number of followers on a Twitter page PPI - - 
2 NrOfTweets Number of tweets on a Twitter page MGC Vol U 
3 NrOfLikesTw Number of likes on a Twitter page PPI - - 
4 AvgLengthTweet Average number of characters of a tweet MGC Vol U 
5 AvgNrofDaysBetween
Tweets 
Average number of days between 2 tweets MGC Vol T 
6 NrBeforeReleaseTw Number of tweets before the release date MGC Vol T 
7 NrAfterReleaseTw Number of tweets after the release date MGC Vol T 
8 PctBeforeReleaseTw Percentage of tweets before the release 
date 
MGC Vol T 
9 PctAfterReleaseTw Percentage of tweets after the release date MGC Vol T 
10 Nr1weekBfrRelTw Number of tweets posted 1 week before 
the release date until the release date 
MGC Vol T 
11 Pct1WeekBfrReleaseT
w 
Percentage of tweets posted from 1 week 
before the release date until the release 
date 
MGC Vol T 
12 Nr2WeekAftrRelTw Number of tweets posted from the release 
date until 2 weeks after the release date 
MGC Vol T 
13 Pct2WeekAftrRelTw Percentage of tweets posted from the 
release date until 2 weeks after the release 
date 
MGC Vol T 
14 NrPosTw Number of tweets that are positive MGC Comb U 
15 NrNegTw Number of tweets that are negative MGC Comb U 
16 NrNeutralTw Number of tweets that are neutral MGC Comb U 
17 RatioPosNegTw Ratio positive versus negative tweets MGC Val U 
18 PctPosTw Percentage of tweets that are positive MGC Val U 
19 PctNegTw Percentage of tweets that are negative MGC Val U 
20 PctNeutralTw Percentage of tweets that are neutral MGC Val U 
21 NrPosBfrRelTw Number of positive tweets before the 
release date 
MGC Comb T 
22 NrNegBfrRelTw Number of negative tweets before the 
release date 
MGC Comb T 
23 NrNeutralBfrRelTw Number of neutral tweets before the 
release date 
MGC Comb T 
24 RatioPosNegBfrRelT
w 
Ratio positive versus negative tweets 
before the release date 
MGC Val T 
25 PctPosBfrRelTw Percentage of tweets before the release 
date that are positive 
MGC Val T 
26 PctNegBfrRelTw Percentage of tweets before the release 
date that are negative 
MGC Val T 
27 PctNeutralBfrRelTw Percentage of tweets before the release 
date that are neutral 
MGC Val T 
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 28 NrPosAftrRelTw Number of positive tweets after the 
release date 
MGC Comb T 
29 NrNegAftrRelTw Number of negative tweets after the 
release date 
MGC Comb T 
30 NrNeutralAftrRelTw Number of neutral tweets after the release 
date 
MGC Comb T 
31 RatioPosNegAftrRelT
w 
Ratio positive and negative tweets after 
the release date 
MGC Val T 
32 PctPosAftrRelTw Percentage of tweets after the release date 
that are positive 
MGC Val T 
33 PctNegAftrRelTw Percentage of tweets after the release date 
that are negative 
MGC Val T 
34 PctNeutralAftrRelTw Percentage of tweets after the release date 
that are neutral 
MGC Val T 
35 NrPos1WeekBfrRelT
w 
Number of positive tweets from 1 week 
before the release date until the release 
date 
MGC Comb T 
36 NrNeg1WeekBfrRelT
w 
Number of negative tweets from 1 week 
before the release  until the release date 
MGC Comb T 
37 NrNeutral1WeekBfrR
elTw 
Number of neutral tweets from 1 week 
before the release date until the release 
date 
MGC Comb T 
38 NrPos2WeeksAftrRel
Tw 
Number of positive tweets from the 
release date until 2 weeks after the release 
date 
MGC Comb T 
39 NrNeg2WeeksAftrRel
Tw 
Number of negative tweets from the 
release date until 2 weeks after the release 
date 
MGC Comb T 
40 RatioPosNeg2WeeksA
ftrRelTw 
Ratio positive versus negative tweets from 
the release date until 2 weeks after the 
release date 
MGC Val T 
41 PctPos2WeeksAftrRel
Tw 
Percentage of tweets from the release date 
until 2 weeks after the release date that are 
positive 
MGC Val T 
42 PctNeg2WeeksAftrRel
Tw 
Percentage of tweets from the release date 
until 2 weeks after the release date that are 
negative 
MGC Val T 
43 AvgSentScoreTw Average sentiment score tweets  MGC Val U 
44 AvgSentBfrRelTw Average sentiment score tweets before the 
release date 
MGC Val T 
45 AvgSentAftrRelTw Average sentiment score tweets after the 
release date 
MGC Val T 
46 AvgSent2WeeksAftrR
elTw 
Average sentiment score tweets from the 
release until 2 weeks after the release date 
MGC Val T 
47 ChangeSentPrePostRel
Tw 
Change in sentiment score tweets before 
and after the release date 
MGC Val T 
48 PctChangeSentPrePost
RelTw 
Percentage change in sentiment score 
tweets before and after the release date 
MGC Val T 
49 AvgNrOfTweetsPerDa
yTweetsTw 
Average number of tweets per day MGC Vol T 
50 AvgNrOfTweetsPerDa
yBfrRelTweetsTw 
Average number of tweets per day before 
the release date 
MGC Vol T 
51 AvgNrOfTweetsPerDa
yAftrRelTweetsTw 
Average number of tweets per day after 
the release date 
MGC Vol T 
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 52 AvgNrOfTweetsPerDa
y1WeekBfrRelTweets
Tw 
Average number of tweets per day from 1 
week before the release date until the 
release date 
MGC Vol T 
53 AvgNrOfTweetsPerDa
y2WeeksAftrRelTweet
sTw 
Average number of tweets per day from 
the release date until 2 weeks after the 
release date 
MGC Vol T 
54 NrNeutral2WeeksAftr
RelTw 
Number of neutral tweets from the release 
date until 2 weeks after the release date 
MGC Val T 
55 PctNeutral2WeeksAftr
RelTw 
Percentage of tweets from the release date 
until 2 weeks after the release date that are 
neutral 
MGC Val T 
56 AvgNrOfFavoritedTw Average number of times a tweet is 
favorited 
UGC Vol U 
57 AvgNrOfRetweetedT
w 
Average number of times a tweet is 
retweeted 
UGC Vol U 
58 PctIsRetweetTw Percentage of tweets that are a retweet UGC Vol U 
59 NrofRepliesTw Number of replies UGC Vol U 
60 AvgNrOfRepliesTw Average number of replies per tweet UGC Vol U 
61 AvgNrOfRetweetedRe
pliesTw 
Average number of times a reply is 
retweeted  
UGC Vol U 
62 AvgNrOfFavoritedRep
liesTw 
Average number of times a reply is 
favorited 
UGC Vol U 
63 AvgLengthReplyTw Average number of characters per reply UGC Vol U 
64 AvgNrOfDaysBetwee
nRepliesTw 
Average number of days between 2 
replies 
UGC Vol T 
65 NrBfrRelRepliesTw Number of replies before the release date UGC Vol T 
66 NrAftrRelRepliesTw Number of replies after the release date UGC Vol T 
67 PctBfrRelRepliesTw Percentage of replies before the release 
date 
UGC Vol T 
68 PctAftrRelRepliesTw Percentage of replies after the release date UGC Vol T 
69 Nr1WeekBfrRelReplie
sTw 
Number of replies from 1 week before the 
release date until the release date 
UGC Vol T 
70 Pct1WeekBfrRelRepli
esTw 
Percentage of replies from1 week before 
the release date until the release date 
UGC Vol T 
71 Nr2WeeksAftrRelRepl
iesTw 
Number of replies from the release date 
until 2 weeks after the release date 
UGC Vol T 
72 Pct2WeeksAftrRelRep
liesTw 
Percentage of replies from the release date 
until 2 weeks after the release date 
UGC Vol T 
73 NrPosRepliesTw Number of positive replies UGC Comb U 
74 NrNegRepliesTw Number of negative replies UGC Comb U 
75 NrNeutralRepliesTw Number of neutral replies UGC Comb U 
76 RatioPosNegRepliesT
w 
Ratio positive versus negative replies UGC Val U 
77 PctPosRepliesTw Percentage of replies that are positive UGC Val U 
78 PctNegRepliesTw Percentage of replies that are negative UGC Val U 
79 PctNeutralRepliesTw Percentage of replies that are neutral UGC Val U 
80 NrPosBfrRelRepliesT
w 
Number of positive replies before the 
release date  
UGC Comb T 
81 NrNegBfrRelRepliesT
w 
Number of negative replies before the 
release date 
UGC Comb T 
82 NrNeutralBfrRelRepli
esTw 
Number of neutral replies before the 
release date 
UGC Comb T 
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 83 PctPosBfrRelRepliesT
w 
Percentage of replies before the release 
date that are positive 
UGC Val T 
84 PctNegBrfRelRepliesT
w 
Percentage of replies before the release 
date that are negative 
UGC Val T 
85 PctNeutralBfrRelRepli
esTw 
Percentage of replies before the release 
date that are neutral 
UGC Val T 
86 NrPosAftrRelRepliesT
w 
Number of positive replies after the 
release date 
UGC Comb T 
87 NrNegAftrRelReplies
Tw 
Number of negative replies after the 
release date 
UGC Comb T 
88 RatioPosNegAftrRelR
epliesTw 
Ratio positive versus negative replies after 
the release date 
UGC Val T 
89 PctPosAftrRelReplies
Tw 
Percentage of replies after the release date 
that are positive 
UGC Val T 
90 PctNegAftrRelReplies
Tw 
Percentage of replies after the release date 
that are negative 
UGC Val T 
91 NrPos1WeekBfrRelRe
pliesTw 
Number of positive replies from 1 week 
before the release date until the release 
date 
UGC Comb T 
92 NrNeg1WeekBfrRelR
epliesTw 
Number of negative replies from 1 week 
before the release date until the release 
date 
UGC Comb T 
93 NrNeutral1WeekBfrR
elRepliesTw 
Number of neutral replies from 1 week 
before the release date until the release 
date 
UGC Comb T 
94 NrPos2WeeksAftrRel
RepliesTw 
Number of positive replies from the 
release date until 2 weeks after the release 
date 
UGC Comb T 
95 NrNeg2WeeksAftrRel
RepliesTw 
Number of negative replies from the 
release date until 2 weeks after the release 
date 
UGC Comb T 
96 NrNeutral2WeeksAftr
RelRepliesTw 
Number of neutral replies from the release 
date until 2 weeks after the release date  
UGC Comb T 
97 AvgSentScoreReplies
Tw 
Average sentiment score replies UGC Val U 
98 AvgSentAftrRelReplie
sTw 
Average sentiment score replies after the 
release date 
UGC Val T 
99 AvgNrOfRepliesPerD
ayRepliesTw 
Average number of replies per day UGC Vol T 
100 AvgNrOfRepliesPerD
ayBfrRelRepliesTw 
Average number of replies per day before 
the release date 
UGC Vol T 
101 AvgNrOfRepliesPerD
ayAftrRelRepliesTw 
Average number of replies per day after 
the release date 
UGC Vol T 
102 AvgNrOfRepliesPerD
ay1WeekBfrRelReplie
sTw 
Average number of replies per day from 1 
week before the release date until the 
release date 
UGC Vol T 
103 AvgNrOfRepliesPerD
ay2WeeksAftrRelRepl
iesTw 
Average number of replies per day from 
the release date until 2 weeks after the 
release date 
UGC Vol T 
104 HypeFactorRepliesTw Hype factor replies UGC Vol U 
105 NrNeutralAftrRelRepli
esTw 
Number of neutral replies after the release 
date 
UGC Val T 
106 PctNeutralAftrRelRepl
iesTw 
Percentage of replies after the release that 
are neutral date 
UGC Val T 
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 Appendix B: Median performance 
B.1 Median 5x2cv RMSE 
Median 
RMSE 
Fb:base Fb:plus Tw:base Tw:plus FbTw:base FbTw:plus 
LR 2.0892 2.0930 2.3490 2.0117 2.1616 2.1246 
RF 1.3516 1.3686 1.7425 1.6350 1.3228 1.3659 
GBM 1.5304 1.4231 1.8121 1.6845 1.3738 1.4804 
NN 2.5917 1.8985 2.7639 2.7282 2.4081 2.0062 
KNN 1.4365 1.4439 1.8439 1.8169 1.4421 1.4511 
DT 1.5321 1.6597 1.9367 1.9768 1.5932 1.6395 
BT 1.3999 1.3995 1.6660 1.6053 1.3859 1.3658 
 
 
B.2 Median 5x2cv MAE 
Median  
MAE 
Fb:base Fb:plus Tw:base Tw:plus FbTw:base FbTw:plus 
LR 1.6206 1.6383 1.8270 1.6186 1.6885 1.5048 
RF 1.0182 1.0370 1.3895 1.2652 1.0336 1.0337 
GBM 1.1877 1.1189 1.4296 1.3504 1.0816 1.1777 
NN 1.8697 1.4199 2.0939 2.0478 1.7922 1.4103 
KNN 1.1468 1.1336 1.4733 1.4764 1.1395 1.1535 
DT 1.1729 1.2545 1.4271 1.4430 1.1954 1.2570 
BT 1.0569 1.0646 1.2352 1.2432 1.0476 1.0322 
 
B.3 Median 5x2cv MAPE 
Median 
MAPE 
Fb:base Fb:plus Tw:base Tw:plus FbTw:base FbTw:plus 
LR 0.1135 0.1121 0.1226 0.1086 0.1176 0.0983 
RF 0.0689 0.0702 0.0908 0.0850 0.0691 0.0690 
GBM 0.0789 0.0751 0.0969 0.0914 0.0701 0.0762 
NN 0.1223 0.0937 0.1398 0.1335 0.1221 0.0974 
KNN 0.0733 0.0726 0.0994 0.0987 0.0709 0.0725 
DT 0.0752 0.0822 0.0969 0.1004 0.0797 0.0843 
BT 0.0707 0.0712 0.0840 0.0820 0.0703 0.0697 
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 B.4 Median 5x2cv R² 
Median MAPE Fb:base Fb:plus Tw:base Tw:plus FbTw:base FbTw:plus 
LR 0.2200 0.0758 0.0145 0.1658 0.1647 0.2134 
RF 0.6453 0.6587 0.3949 0.4997 0.6683 0.6548 
GBM 0.5809 0.5665 0.3636 0.4171 0.6423 0.6044 
NN 0.1660 0.4440 0.0831 0.1157 0.2207 0.4442 
KNN 0.6381 0.6395 0.3806 0.4132 0.6358 0.6286 
DT 0.5485 0.4981 0.3301 0.3109 0.5323 0.5117 
BT 0.6265 0.6442 0.4587 0.4753 0.6390 0.6636 
 
 
Appendix C: Friedman test with Bonferroni-Dunn post-hoc test 
C.1 RMSE (CD = 2.548799) 
RMSE LR RF GBM KNN DT BT NN Friedman 
χ² (6) 
Fb:base 
6.2 2.2 4 2.6 4.3 1.9 6.8 
47.96, 
p<0.001 
Fb:plus 
6.7 1.5 3.6 3 5.1 2 6.1 
52.11, 
p<0.001 
Tw:base 
6.1 2.8 4 2.9 4.1 1.2 6.9 
49.97, 
p<0.001 
Tw:plus 
5.8 1.7 3.1 4.1 4.8 1.7 6.8 
49.54, 
p<0.001 
FbTw:base 
6.1 2 3 3.2 4.7 2.1 6.9 
48.34, 
p<0.001 
FbTw:plus 
6.6 1.7 3.4 3.2 5 1.9 6.2 
49.93, 
p<0.001 
 
C.2 MAE (CD = 2.548799) 
MAE LR RF GBM KNN DT BT NN Friedman 
χ² (6) 
Fb:base 
6.3 1.8 4.2 3.4 3.9 1.7 6.7 
49.54, 
p<0.001 
Fb:plus 
6.6 1.5 3.8 3 4.9 2 6.2 
50.79, 
p<0.001 
Tw:base 
6.1 2.4 4 4 3.6 1 6.9 
52.59, 
p<0.001 
Tw:plus 
5.9 1.7 3.3 4.5 4.1 1.7 6.8 
48.81, 
p<0.001 
FbTw:base 
6.2 1.9 3.2 3.6 4.6 1.7 6.8 
50.44, 
p<0.001 
FbTw:plus 
6.3 1.5 3.4 3.6 5.1 1.8 6.3 
50.14, 
p<0.001 
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 C.3 MAPE (CD = 2.548799) 
MAPE LR RF GBM KNN DT BT NN Friedman 
χ² (6) 
Fb:base 
6.3 1.8 4.2 3.4 3.9 1.7 6.7 
49.54, 
p<0.001 
Fb:plus 
6.6 1.5 3.8 3 4.9 2 6.2 
50.79, 
p<0.001 
Tw:base 
6.1 2.4 4 4 3.6 1 6.9 
52.59, 
p<0.001 
Tw:plus 
5.9 1.7 3.3 4.5 4.1 1.7 6.8 
48.81, 
p<0.001 
FbTw:base 
6.2 1.9 3.2 3.6 4.6 1.7 6.8 
50.44,  
p<0.001 
FbTw:plus 
6.3 1.5 3.4 3.6 5.1 1.8 6.3 
50.14, 
p<0.001 
 
C.4 R² (CD = 2.548799) 
R² LR RF GBM KNN DT BT NN Friedman 
χ² (6) 
Fb:base 
6.4 2.2 4.2 1.9 4.5 2.2 6.6 
50.79, 
p<0.001  
Fb:plus 
6.8 1.9 3.9 2 4.9 2.6 5.9 
48.51, 
p<0.001 
Tw:base 
6.8 2.4 4.1 2.7 4.4 1.4 6.2 
51.13, 
p<0.001 
Tw:plus 
6.1 1.6 3.1 3.4 4.8 2.5 6.5 
43.89, 
p<0.001 
FbTw:base 
6.8 1.5 3.3 2.3 4.9 3 6.2 
51.69, 
p<0.001 
FbTw:plus 
6.6 1.8 3.6 2.4 5.2 2.3 6.1 
49.41, 
p<0.001 
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5
Conclusion
5.1 Discussion
In light of the recent scandals concerning the Facebook data breach and Cambridge
Analytica, the question how companies use your social media data for targeted ad-
vertising becomes more relevant than ever. Since our approach shows much resem-
blance with the Cambridge Analytica case, we discuss the Cambridge Analytica
case, the differences with our approach, and the implications on this dissertation
more in detail.
Cambridge Analytica was founded in 2013 as an offshoot company of the
SCL group [119]. The company originally positioned itself as a data mining and
consumer research firm. Their customer base were mainly political and corporate
clients. In the beginning of 2014 Cambridge Analytica acquired data of 87 mil-
lion Facebook users by an application developed by an academic researcher. The
application had over 270,000 participants, who gave their approval to gather their
personal data. In addition, the application also gathered the personal data of the
friends of the participants. The application itself consisted of several steps [112].
First, the application took a survey of 120 questions to discover the personality
traits of the users. To fill out the survey the users were paid on average 5$. Next,
at the end of the survey the users had to give permission to scrape there Facebook
data to get paid. The application itself gathered all Facebook information of the
users. Next to that, the application also gathered the data of all the friends of the
participants giving a total amount of 87 million Facebook users in their database.
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Cambridge Analytica then used the data from the 270,000 users who completed
the personality quiz as a training set for their ensemble models. The independent
variables in their case were the Facebook likes and the dependent variable was the
personality of the user. Afterwards, Cambridge Analytica predicted the person-
ality of the remaining 87 million people based on training model of the 270,000
users. With these personality predictions customized advertisements were created
to target voters in the US 2016 elections.
It is clear from the previous paragraph that our data collection in Chapter 2 and
Chaper 3 is more or less the same as the Cambridge Analytica case. We made a
customized application that extracted the data of the participants of the application.
We did this in cooperation with a European soccer team. In total, 5,000 users
allowed us to gather their data. Next to that, our application also gathered the data
of friends of the users. We then used the Facebook variables of these users and
their friends to assess the predictive capacity of Facebook on the user and network
level. Besides the data collection, there are several crucial differences between
our approach and the Cambridge Analytica case. First, in the beginning of the
application we explicitly mentioned the users that there Facebook data were being
collected. Moreover, we also included a rules and regulations section that stated
which data were being gathered to the users and that the data would solely be used
for academic purposes. We also included our contact information for any further
questions. Second, we did not include a personality test in our application, so we
do not have information about the personality traits of the users. Third, by the
time of the data collection in 2014, the Facebook rules and regulations (and also
the privacy regulations) allowed that the data of the friends were gathered. This
was also confirmed by the legal department of our university at that time. Finally,
the information of the friends is less complete than the user information in our
case. For example, we do not have data to which comments or photos the friends
replied or liked.
All of the above differences make it clear that there is a very crucial differ-
ence between the Cambridge Analytica case and our case: Cambridge Analytica
violated the rules and regulations of Facebook and the general privacy law at that
time by selling their data to private companies. To make sure that our data would
only be used for academic purposes and would not be abused by companies, we
took the following steps. First, our agreement with the European soccer company
stipulated that only researchers of Ghent University could have access to the Face-
book data and that the data would never be shared with the European soccer team.
Only the analyses and results were shared. Second, the data were stored on an
external server were only a few people (i.e., researchers working on the data) had
access to the data. Finally, when this dissertation and papers under revision are
finished the data will be destroyed to make sure there is no abuse.
Given the Cambridge Analytica case, we believe that this dissertation provides
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important insight to the general public on how advertisers can (mis)use their social
media data. This dissertation identifies how to use social media data for targeted
advertising purposes. We include a general framework on how companies can do
this. Moreover, we also elaborate on the algorithms and the variables necessary
to make these targeting models. Our list of important variables throughout the
different chapters gives Facebook users on indication which data advertisers use
for their campaigns. We hope that with this list (and this dissertation in general)
we can make people more conscious about the information they put online and the
dangers of social media usage. Also, we hope that this on its turn makes users
more skeptical and critical towards practices such as Cambridge Analytica.
5.2 Conclusion and implications
In this dissertation we set out to harness the power of social media data in different
applications and on different levels of analysis. Our goal was to provide evidence
that social media data have predictive value and as such firms can implement a
one-to-one advertising strategy on social media. To do so, we employed a data
analytical strategy that assessed the predictive and descriptive capacity of social
media data. In the predictive phase, our system estimated and compared several
state-of-the-art prediction algorithms. In the descriptive phase, we assessed which
variables were driving predictive performance. First, we discuss the general in-
sights of this dissertation. Next, we summarize each chapter according to their
methodological and theoretical contributions.
5.2.1 General findings
In this section we take a step back and discuss how this dissertation harnesses the
predictive power of social media from different perspectives. Remember that the
main questions of this dissertation were: (1) ‘Is it feasible to use social media for
predictive purposes?’, (2) ‘Which algorithms are most important?’, and (3) ‘Which
variables are most important?’.
Regarding the first question the results indicate that it is feasible to use social
media data as input data for predictive models. We found that this can be done with
a high predictive accuracy. However, this accuracy is highly dependent upon the
available data. Our findings indicate that the more individual user data is available,
the higher the predictive accuracy. For example, in Chapter 2 we have a lot of
socio-demographic and behavioral variables and achieve an AUC up to 80.38%.
In Chapter 3 we find an AUC up to 97.59%. We notice that in Chapter 3 our level
of analysis is the network level, but we have a lot of detailed information about
the interactions between ego and alter on an individual level. For example, the
number of photo tags between ego and alter, and the number of status comment
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from ego to alter. In Chapter 4 ,on the other hand, we focus on the aggregate
product performance level. In this case we do not have same level of granularity
as in the previous studies. For example, we have information about the comments
and likes users place on the official Facebook page, but we do not have information
about the personal likes and interests of the users. Hence, we can only include user
behavior that is observed on public Facebook pages on an aggregate level in our
predictive models. These findings are also substantiated by Martens et al. [159]
who conclude that the inclusion of fine-grained non-aggregate customer data leads
to superior performance in predictive analytics.
Another interesting observation regarding research question 1 is that the method-
ologies to assess the predictive capacity of Facebook are highly dependent upon
the business context. In Chapter 2 our data was provided by a European soccer
team. Therefore we decided to focus on event attendance behavior of users that
already attended a soccer game to avoid sample selection issues. In this case, our
dependent variable (i.e., event attendance) was not highly skewed, so we did not
had to control for class imbalance. However, in Chapter 3 we focused on social
ties and were confronted with the long tail problem in social networks [75]. This
problem states that users on social media only interact regularly with a small per-
centage of their total network. Since each user has one romantic tie in his/her
network, this is translated into a high class imbalance. Hence, in this case it is
necessary to control for class imbalance with data sampling techniques. Chapters
2 and 4 only include time and frequency variables, Chapter 4 also adds text and
sentiment variables. Since we do not have a lot of individual user-level data avail-
able, text and sentiment analysis are necessary to extract the maximum amount of
information from the user-generated content. For the marketer-generated content
text and sentiment analysis are even more crucial since we only have text data
available.
Regarding which algorithms perform best the following conclusion can be
drawn. The results indicate that tree-based ensemble methods are superior in both
classification and regression problems. However, there is no single best algorithm
in data mining and as such the superiority of a certain algorithm is always depen-
dent upon the characteristics of the data set and the assumptions of the algorithm.
In that regard Wolpert’s no free lunch theorem states that ,when comparing two al-
gorithms A and B, there are just as many situations where A is superior to B and B
is superior to A [219]. In the case of social media prediction the reasons of the su-
periority of tree-based ensembles (i.e., adaboost and random forest) are manifold.
First, tree-based methods are non-parametric techniques that do not require the
normality assumption to be met [19]. As in many real-life data sets, the analyses
suggest that the normality assumption is not met. For example, the superior per-
formance of tree-based methods over logistic and linear regression suggests that
the data are not normally distributed and non-linear. A second reason is that ad-
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aboost and random forest are ensemble methods. Ensemble methods lower the test
set error by solving the computational, representational and statistical problems of
single prediction algorithms [66]. Moreover, when confronted with a lot of vari-
ables, single prediction algorithms tend to be unstable and overfit [57]. Random
forest reduces the variance of decision trees by combining bootstrap aggregation
with random subspaces [35]. Stochastic boosting does not only decrease the vari-
ance of decision trees but also lowers the bias component [94]. This explains why
adaboost and random forest are the overall top performers.
In terms of important variables we notice that variables that relate to the user’s
behavior are one of the top predictors. Depending on the business context, its
ranking can differ. For example, in Chapter 2 the number of events attended in the
past was one of the top predictors, whereas in Chapter 4 UGC was omnipresent in
our top list of predictors. Next, we find evidence of the theory of homophily: ‘birds
of a feather flock together’ [160]. This theory states that people who are alike often
group together and share the same opinions and interests. In Chapter 2, we find
that people have a higher chance of attending an event if their friends are attending
as well. In Chapter 3 we observe a positive relationship between the number of
common likes and interests and having a romantic partnership. Finally, we found
that variables representing actions that require more effort (e.g., commenting) have
a higher impact on predictive performance. This is explained by social signaling
theory, which states that the more time people invest in a certain task, the stronger
their relationship with the user or the product [202]. For example, in Chapter 3 we
found that variables related to comments were the most important frequency and
time-related variables in predicting romantic ties. In Chapter 4 we also found that
comments are the most important communication type on Facebook in explaining
box office sales.
Finally, when looking at the relationship between the top predictors and the
response variable we observe that not all relationships have the expected direc-
tions. This is explained by the fact that other studies mostly rely on high level
user data, whereas we include user data at its most granular level. In Chapter 2 for
example, we find that the number of friends that attend the event have a positive
effect on event attendance at first but afterwards a negative effect. However, from
previous literature [5] showed that the adoption probability is higher when more
friends adopt. In the case of Facebook events we find that this is only true for the
first 12 that adopt. Another surprising relationship between was found between
the recency of comments on status and photo tags and the probability of being a
significant other in Chapter 3. In contrast to previous literature [9], we find that
the longer it has been since the last comment on a post (or photo tag), the higher
the propensity of being a significant other.
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5.2.2 Contributions of each study
Chapter 2 assesses the predictive power of Facebook on the most granular level:
the user. The study evaluates whether or not a user’s friends data can improve the
performance of event attendance prediction models over and above user data. Our
methodological insights are that the Facebook friends data significantly improve
model performance in a majority of the algorithms. These findings are also sub-
stantiated by the fact that the absolute and relative number of friends were among
the top predictors of event attendance. At the theoretical side, we find evidence
of homophily [160], social influence [89] and trust [120] in event attendance pre-
diction. However, our findings indicate that only for the first (close) friends that
indicate to attend the focal event the probability of attendance rises, afterwards the
probability decreases once a threshold has been reached. This relationship can be
explained by the fact that Facebook stops propagating the event through the News
Feed when a lot of friends have indicated to attend the event to avoid spamming
[81].
Chapter 3 focuses on the network level. This study uses disaggregated fea-
tures to predict romantic ties between ego and alter. Disaggregated features are
separate measures computed per interaction (i.e., commenting, liking, and tag-
ging) and post type (i.e., statuses, photos, albums, videos, check-ins, and location
updates). From a methodological perspective this study shows that we can pre-
dict romantic ties with high predictive power. From a theoretical side our findings
extend the current theories on social tie prediction. We show that disaggregated
features should be included in the model to uncover the true relationship between
predictor and response in predicting romantic ties. For example, we find a positive
relationship between the recency of a status comment and the probability of being
a significant other. The reason is that after some time couples spend more time
together and replace online with offline communication [40].
Chapter 4 investigates the impact of social media data on the most aggregate
level (i.e., the product level). The goal of this study is to determine which social
media platform (Facebook or Twitter) is most indicative of box office sales. On
the methodological side this study is the first to conduct such a thorough analy-
sis of the two social media platforms both in terms of algorithms and variables.
The study finds that Facebook is significantly better in predicting box office sales
than Twitter. Moreover, the study also shows that user-generated content does not
significantly increase predictive performance. On the theoretical side this study
contributes to literature by evaluating which content type is the driving force of
predictive performance. The results indicate that consumer engagement behavior
theory is one of the most important marketing theories in explaining box office
sales [41]. When looking at solely word-of-mouth variables, our findings show
that volume is more important than valence. Hence, this implies that the awareness
effect dominates the persuasiveness effect in box office sales predictions [151].
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5.3 Limitations and future research
5.3.1 General limitations
A first limitation of this dissertation is related to the positioning of the dissertation.
In this dissertation we set out the harness the power of social media in several pre-
dictive analytics applications. However, in a strictu sense, a predictive analytics
study involves the implementation of a time window which defines an indepen-
dent (or calibration) period and a dependent (or prediction) period [17]. In that
case there is a clear separation between the information that is available at a cer-
tain time and the future event. For example, to determine Facebook usage increase
Ballings and Van den Poel [19] asked the users to run the Facebook application
twice. The first run determined the independent variables. The second run recol-
lected the same data from the same users to figure out whether the user increased
his/her usage when compared to the first data dump. In our case we only collected
the data at one point in time and did not conduct a second data collection in a
subsequent time period with the same users. Hence, we only have cross-sectional
data with aggregated variables until a certain time period, therefore we used an in-
period test set instead of an out-of-period test set. For example, in Chapter 2, most
of the predicted events happen after the time of our data collection (from May 7 to
June 9, 2014), however some events occur during the time of our data collection.
The same reasoning can be applied to Chapter 4 where gross box office revenues
are explained using a large variety of variables ranging from unrestricted to time
restricted variables. In a purely predictive context, only variables before the re-
lease date should be included to forecast box office sales. While this dissertation
does not employ a pure predictive setting with a strictly defined time window, we
still employ the same methodologies as in other predictive analytics studies. We
use prediction (or in a broader sense data mining or machine learning) models to
estimate the relationship between predictors and response. When confronted with
unseen data, these models can be employed to predict future events. For example,
if we would conduct a new data collection, we can supply our current models with
this unseen data to make predictions. Finally, we note that in other fields such as
health care analytics the term ‘predictive analytics’ often refers to the same setting
as this dissertation [207].
A second limitation of this dissertation is closely related to the problem of en-
dogeneity and reversed causality. In our current setting it is hard to know whether
the predictors impact our outcome of interest or vice versa. For example, in Chap-
ter 2 your event attendance could be influenced by the number of friends that are
attending, but your event attendance itself could also impact the number of friends
that attend the focal event. The same reasoning goes for Chapter 4: does intensi-
fied social media activity leads to more box office sales, or do higher box office
sales intensify social media buzz? A first solution to this problem is related to the
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first limitation, namely the use of a purely predictive setting with a time window.
In that case all the predictors strictly happen before the response and you can con-
firm that precedent behavior predicts the future event. However, even in that case
it is hard to establish true causality. Another way to address this issue is explained
in Ballings et al. [23]. The best way of getting the ground truth of a causal rela-
tionship is to perform an intervention on one of the two variables and see whether
this changes the distribution of the other variable [166]. However, for box office
revenues or event attendance this is a hard to do because the extracted variables
are beyond the control of the researcher. Another possibility is to look at the joint
distribution between two variables and investigate whether there are asymmetries
between cause and effect. This would enable us to find out the causal direction
with a reasonable reliability (i.e., thus X causes Y or does Y causes X). To do so,
we propose to use the approach of Hoyer et al. [117]. This approach assumes that
the effect is a function of the cause and some additive independent noise. To test
whether X causes Y one must regress Y on X , compute the residuals (Y − f(x))
for all observations and test if the residuals are independent of X . To regress Y
on X , we can use a Gaussian Process Regression. To test the independence of
the residuals and X , we can use the Hilbert Schmidt Independence criterion with
gamma approximation and heuristically chosen kernel bandwidths. This null hy-
pothesis assumes independence of X and computes the p-values. To determine
whether X causes Y or Y causes X , we take the model with highest p-value for
independence between residuals and X [166].
A third limitation is that this dissertation relies upon non-parametric statisti-
cal tests to discover significant differences between models and algorithms. The
motivation for these statistical tests are based on the work of Demsˇar [64]. How-
ever, the non-parametric tests assume independence between the data sets and are
only intended for comparing multiple classifiers across different data sets. In this
dissertation we test these non-parametric test on multiple classifier runs over a
cross-validation on the same data set. Demsˇar [64] notes that this implies that the
datasets and the performance results are correlated, and this leads to an inflated
type 1 error of these statistical tests. Hence, testing multiple algorithms classifiers
on repetitions of the same data set requires other statistical tests. In literature, the
comparison of algorithms across one data set has received much less attention. As
to date there is no single best solution available. Burez and Van den Poel [39]
discuss two possible methods when working with 5x2cv and multiple algorithms
on one dataset. When comparing the error rate on two classifiers, they suggest
to use the combined 5x2cv F-test as mentioned by Alpaydin [1]. This test is an
improvement of the F-test proposed by Dietterich [65] and achieves a lower type
1 error rate and a higher power. If you are only testing for statistical differences
in terms of AUC, several authors use the Delong test to compare two AUCs [63].
However, in the case of 5x2cv these AUCs are correlated (i.e., algorithms are ap-
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plied to the same test each time). The authors therefore suggest that the averages
of two algorithms are significantly different if on at least 7 out of the 10 runs the
DeLong statistic was significant. For the sake of consistency, we suggest to use
the combined 5x2cv Alpayadin F-test in other future applications. The p-values of
this F-test can also be corrected for family-wise error as suggested by Garcı´a et al.
[98]. As a final note, we would like to add that although these non-parametric tests
cannot be used in strictu sense to compare multiple classifiers on the same data set,
these tests are often employed in practice (see for example Ballings and Van den
Poel [19], Coussement and De Bock [50], and Coussement et al. [49]).
A fourth limitation is that we do not tune the hyper-parameters of all algo-
rithms. For example, we use the default parameters for random forest, stochastic
boosting, and bagging. For random forest it is most common to tune the number
of random features to select at each tree split [184]. For stochastic boosting the
number of iterations is mostly tuned to avoid overfitting [88]. In bagging the num-
ber of bags in the ensemble are often cross-validated [57]. Preliminary analyses
of tuning these hyper-parameters across each study revealed that tuning has an im-
pact on the performance of each individual model, but not on the overall ranking
of each algorithm. Hence, we can state that the tuning of the hyper-parameters
would not impact the conclusions of this dissertation.
A fifth limitation is that we do not apply transformations to our predictors. In
Chapter 4 we apply a logarithmic transformation on the response variable but not
on the predictors. Nevertheless variable transformations on continuous variables
such as Box-Cox transformations have proven to be successful in social media
optimization [214]. Other transformation on continuous (e.g., equal frequency
discretization) and binary variables (e.g., weight of evidence) have also shown to
significantly impact the performance of logistic regression models [51]. Future
research could focus on implementing several variable transformation techniques
and see whether they impact predictive performance.
A sixth limitation is the presence of selection effects. In Chapter 2 and 3 we
gathered our data via a customized Facebook application for a European soccer
team. This application was advertised several times on their Facebook page. To
stimulate participation we offered a signed jersey. We also included a rules and
regulations section and informed users that their data were extracted for academic
purposes. To avoid privacy issues the extracted data were completely anonymous.
Yet, we are aware that our data suffers from self-selection effects. First, since the
application was advertised via the Facebook page of the European soccer, users
who liked the Facebook page (or soccer in general) had a higher probability of
being in our sample than users who did not. Users who did not like the Facebook
page (or more in general soccer) could still see the application, however the sign-
up rate would be rather low. Second, of those users who have seen the application
in their News Feed, some will not be interested in the offered prize. Third, some
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users may not be willing to share their data with Facebook or an academic institu-
tion. Finally, there is a social desirability bias that influences users to share things
on Facebook. For example, users might share their attendance of an event or make
their relationship ‘Facebook official’ because of the approval of their friends. In
Chapter 4 we extracted the data from the official Facebook and Twitter page of a
movie via the API. Also in this case there is a social desirability bias to comment
or reply to a status update or a Tweet of the company. As a result we only model a
subsample of the entire Facebook population and the results are not fully represen-
tative of the whole population. However, companies wanting to use social media
data will always have the same limitations (e.g., they will have to advertise their
application through the Facebook page or extract the data via the API, and these
selection effects and social desirability biases will also occur). Therefore, this dis-
sertation should be seen as a collection of valuable case studies on different levels
of analysis and we are not claiming any generalization to the whole Facebook pop-
ulation. We hope that this dissertation will inspire other researchers in the field to
replicate our results. If more researchers collect their own social media data sets
and there are a sufficient number of case studies, a more conclusive answer can be
offered by doing a meta-analysis [107].
A final limitation for Chapter 2 and 3 is the fact that some predictors have
a restricted number of values. Facebook bounds the number of values that can
be extracted per variable. For example, at the time of our data collection it was
only allowed to extract the 25 most recent entries. To cope with this problem, we
calculated the frequency of each variable within a specific time period, so that there
is no entry in our data set that reaches this limit. For status updates, photo uploads,
and likes created we computed the frequency of the last 7 days, for albums uploads
and check-ins for the last 4 months, and for notes and video uploads for the last
year.
Since the other limitations are specific to each study, we summarize these
limitations in the following paragraphs.
5.3.2 Main limitations of each study
Chapter 2 is limited because we only include friends variables that are related to
the focal event. A possible avenue for future research could be to include more
friends variables and investigate which type of friends variables lead to the biggest
increase in predictive performance following the example of Zhang et al. [228].
However, preliminary tests with extra friends variables did not reveal a significant
increase in predictive performance.
A first limitation of Chapter 3 is that in contrast to other studies about ro-
mantic partnerships [14] we do not include variables related to the whole social
network of the user (i.e., topological features). The reason is that we were only
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able to collect the ego networks of the users (i.e., only first degree friends). We
also did not include these features since we are interested in interactions between
ego and alter and how these difference in interaction influence their social tie. To
state it differently, we decided to focus on the properties of the relationship and
communication between ego and alter and not on the properties of the network
[114]. Second, one of the most important indicators of romantic partnership is
private communication or messages [40]. However, privacy regulations do not al-
low us to extract (the volume of) private communication on Facebook. We wanted
to focus on observable interaction between ego and alter, since this information
is also available for marketers. Hence, we believe that our disaggregated features
capture the whole range of observable interaction between users on Facebook.
Third, we do not study the traditional tie strength problem, namely estimating the
actual tie strength rate or modeling whether or not someone is a strong or weak tie
[100, 125]. Instead we measure whether or not ego is an alter’s significant other
and vice versa. An interesting avenue for future research would be to see whether
our disaggregated variables have the same effect on tie strength. Closely related to
this limitation is that we are actually modeling social ties. However, a lot of dif-
ferent social ties exist besides being a significant other (e.g., family relationships
or colleagues). An interesting avenue for future research would be to study the
impact of our disaggregated variables on different social ties and see whether our
results hold across social ties.
Chapter 4 is limited because we do not include the genre or budget of the
movie. The reason is that we wanted to estimate the average effect on box office
sales using a diverse set of movies. An avenue for future research could be to re-
do our analysis for different types of movies (e.g., different genres and different
budgets). Second, we decide to only model gross box office revenues as this is
the most general measure of box office sales. Following the example of Ding
et al. [68], it could be interesting to model opening weekend or opening month
box office revenues. In line with Lash and Zhao [141] another interesting option
would be to model movie success. Finally, we only use social media data to predict
box office sales. However, features related to the characteristics of the movie (e.g.,
the cast and director) and the theaters (e.g., number of screens) have proven to
have a significant impact on movie sales [141]. Moreover, other social media data
could also have an impact on movie sales, such as YouTube, Yahoo! Movies and
Google Trends. However, we decided to only focus on the two most important
social media platforms in terms of users, namely Facebook and Twitter.
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